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Abstract 

The Landscape of Place is an interpretation of Princess Point settlement as an 

expression of the surrounding landscape. Princess Point is a proto-hoquoian group. who may 

or may not be direct ancestors of Ontario Iroquois, that occupied southwestem Ontario circa 

A.D. 500 to 1050.This dissertation defines and models the Princess Point settlement system 

with emphasis on the relative contributions of activities associated with a period of 

sedentarisation, social re-organisation, and subsistence change in the fom of maize 

cultivation activities. 

The research objective of this dissertation uses a substantive evaluation of the 

Princess Point settlement system through spatial and temporal modelling of the 

interrelationships between archaeologicd sites and the environment. The research objective 

also uses an inferential explanation of the Pnncess Point settlement system through spatial 

and temporal rnodelling of the interrelationships between space and place. The data sources 

include a cross section of 45 sites from Princess Point, Middle Woodland, and Glen Meyer 

cultures southwestem Ontario, and 10 random locations in the lower Grand River valley, 

analysed through geographic, topographic, water, and soi1 landscapes. 



Landscape modelling illustrates the relationships between a comrnunity and its 

surroundings. These relationships are presented through the format of a viewshed in this 

dissertation, suggesting the recreation of a cornrnunity's perception of their immediate 

landscape. The landscape approach presents site location preferences as cultural decisions 

based on both economic needs and socially determined needs. The landscape model, as 

applied to the Princess Point culture, is used to explain the effectiveness of applying a 

landscape methodology to prehistoric data sets in southem Ontario. 

Princess Point site distribution follows a newly evolving pattern, whereby a bounded 

orientation is repeated at al1 scaies. Discrete clusters consist of naturally bounded 

cornrnunities and oriented towards water resources. Sites with rich, yet restricted, resource 

zones are in association with irnrnediate access to productive soils, placing a greater 

emphasis on cultivated resources. The Landscape of Place highlights the fulcrum of the shift 

from people living in the landscape to people living on the landscape. 
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CHAPTER 1 

LANDSCAPE AS ARCHAEOLOGY 

Research Synopsis 

The Landscape of Place is an interpretation of Princess Point settlement as an expres- 

sion of the surrounding landscape. Princess Point is a proto-Iroquoian group, who may or may 

not be direct ancestors of Ontario Iroquois, that occupied southwestern Ontario circa A.D. 500 

to 1050. The Princess Point settlement system is modelled through the employment of land- 

scape analyses via a Geographical Information System to reconstmct, in part, an understanding 

of site location decision-making processes. A study of settlement systems can be used to ana- 

lyse relationships to geographic features and relationships to social structure through an exami- 

nation of the relationship between the people and the landscape of the settlement system. It is 

my belief that the landscape reflects the pattemed behaviour of social groups. The archaeologi- 

cal record preserves enough of these patterns to enable an ânalysis of this behaviour (Savage 

1990:339). 

This research is frmed by modelling late Middle Woodland (AD 200 to 700) and Early 

Ontario Iroquoian Glen Meyer (AD 1OOO to 1200) site locations in southwestern Ontario to 

permit a comparative analysis of cultural variability in site selection criteria, landscape associa- 

tions, and culturai activities. My research provides evidence that landscape played a socially 

cognisant role in the Princess Point settiement system in the determination of site location, and 



maps out an adaptive landscape strategy for the inclusion of a new cultigen into an established 

culturai system. 

The A.D. 500 to 1050 period of proto-Iroquoian development has been subject to some 

attention over the past 30 years (for exarnple, see dissertations by Chen 1997, Finlayson 1977, 

Ounjian 1998, Stothers 1977. Williamson 1985, Smith 1987, Tirnrnins 1992). However, a land- 

scape approach has yet to be broached for this, or any, period of preîontact settlement in 

southern Ontario. This research provides an examination of the relationship between environ- 

ment, site location, and landscape through modelling of variables pertaining to geography, to- 

pography, water, and soi1 data sets. 

Princess Point Archaeology 

Although Fox has stated that developments during the period AD. 600 to 900 formed 

the basis for the emergence of a settled village agriculnird-based lifeway by A.D. 1ûûû (Fox 

1990: 17 l), to date, no settlement analyses have been conducted for Princess Point nor for any 

society (i.e., Rivière au Vase, Sandbanks) dating to this temporal penod in southem Ontario. 

The underlying rationale for Fox's statement lies in his (and othen) explicit assumption of an 

in situ development for proto-Iroquoian settlement systems and implicit assumption regarding 

maize cultivation practices over the same time period. This research examines the latter assump- 

tion through an explicit assessrnent of the Pnncess Point settlement system and brings Forth 

new data on proto-Iroquoian and Iroquoian settlement. A series of recent publications by Cnw- 

ford, Smith and colleagues (Crawford et al. 1997. Crawford et al. 1998a, Crawford et al. 1998b, 

Smith 1997. Smith and Crawford 1997, Walker et al. 1997) emphasise Princess Point and its 



importance in determinhg the shift to horticulture in eastem North America. An examination of 

the settlernent system associated with this shift sheds light on the role of horticulture within 

Princess Point social organisation. 

As noted by Smith and Crawford (1995:55), since Stother's 1977 monograph and prior 

to their own fieldwork, there has k e n  very little concentrated work on Princess Point sites nor 

analyses of settlement data. Given that the most recent generai summaries of archaeologicd 

fieldwork for this region are found in The Archaeology of Southem Ontario to A.D. 1650 (see 

Fox in Ellis and Ferris 1990) and selections from the proceedings of the 1994 Ontario Ar- 

chaeological Society symposium on Iroquoian origins (Bekerman and Warrick 1995) a re- 

evaluation is required in order to update the current state of the archaeologicd record ca A.D. 

500 to 1050 in southern Ontario. 

Secondary Agricultural Origins 

Southem Ontario was a secondary centre of agrîcultural origins for locally harvested 

crops, including maize, ban, cucurbit, sunflower, and tobacco. none of which are native to On- 

tario (see Crawford et al. 1998a: 125). The emergence of food production in southwestern On- 

tario associated with the Princess Point culture was first reported by Stothers (1977) who re- 

covered a single rnaize kernel from the Grand Banks site, four kernels from the Princess Point 

type site, and 44 kernels from the Porteous site, at that tirne believed to be a Princess Point site. 

Subsequently, it was hypothesised that Princess Point introduced maize to the region through 

an incipient form of rnaize cultivation, initialising a subsistence shift from wild resource pro- 



curement to agncultural practices sternming from a migration from the south of corn horticul- 

turalists shortly before A.D. 800 (see Stothen and Yamell 1977). 

This scenario remained the dominant interpretation of secondary agricultunl origins in 

southern Ontario, prompting a mode1 of tenth-century A.D. Iroquoian migration with Stother's 

hypothesis as one of the basic tenets (Snow 1995). Analyses of flotation samples from the 

Grand Banks site provided a swift counter-argument (see Crawford and Smith 1996). Five 

AMS dates on Zea mays from Grand Banks ranged in calibrated dates from A.D. 540 io 1030 

(see Table I in Crawford et al. 1997). The period of secondary agriculturai origins in southem 

Ontario has now been pushed back to at least the sixth-century A.D. Moreover, a recalibration 

of radiocarbon dates cast further doubt on the tenth-century migration hypothesis (see Smith 

1997, also Shen l997:7- 10, Smith and Cnwford 1997: 1 1 - 12). 

As a consequence, the traditional Middle to Late Woodland split at A.D. 1000, based on 

sedentary village life and the inception of maize horticulture is likewise challenged. The con- 

firmed presence of maize in southem Ontario at this time places the onus directly upon Princess 

Point as the instigator of this pnctice. The process by which this introduction occurred is un- 

known at this time. The standard arguments. migration, diffusion, or assimilation, may each be 

valid. The role of maize in the Princess Point subsistence ecology is unknown, but was likely in 

the form of limited cultivation on river Bats that slowly gained in intensity so that, by A.D. 1000, 

"Pnncess Point society was dependent upon food production as a subsistence regirneW(Smith 

and Craw ford 1997:27). Examinations of site patteming and settlement systems in contexts 

simila. to Princess Point and reaching similar conclusions includes, among others, research 



frorn north-central Europe (1979, Bogucki l988), northem Japan (Crawford and Yoshizaki 

1987, D'Andrea et al. 1995) and the Amencan southwest (Spielmann 199 1, van West 1994). 

Geographical Information Systems and Archaeology 

The use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in archaeology is an extension of 

spatial analyses research. More than 30 years ago, Flannery investigated the potential of corn- 

puter-assisted spatial analyses (Flanneiy 1968). Examples of the realisation of this potential 

document not only explicit computer applications and conclusions but also the history of spatial 

analyses (Clarke 1977, Flannery 1976a. Hodder and Otton 1976). The addition of GIS as a 

method of visualising spatial data has resulted in many contributions to the field of archaeology 

(for a selection of contributions, see edited volumes by Aldenderfer and Maschner 1996, Allen 

et al. 1990, Castleford 1992, Lock and Stancic 1995, Maschner 1996a). 

Faced with spatially disparate data, an archaeologist cm use GIS analysis to seek rela- 

tionships, to produce composite variables and maps, and to mode1 information output in a vari- 

ety of manners (see Lock and Harris 1992 for a detailed synthesis of spatial analysis and GIS). 

Kvamme and Kohler (1988) best surnmarise the ongins of the archaeological application of 

GIS, while Richards (1998) and Kvamme (1999) document GIS contributions to archaeology 

over the past decade. 

Practitioners of archaeological settlement models Frequently make us of GIS. A North 

America emphasis on large-scale data and the development of potential models through GIS 

applications in heritage management showcases GIS as an organisational device. The explana- 

tory framework of European GIS studies place more emphasis on seeking relationships be- 



tween sites, the human perception of the landscape, and forging and developing explicit links 

with arc haeological theory (see Richards 1998:336-7). Llobera ( 1 W6:6 14) States that under- 

standing the landscape is essential to understanding a society, and that the use of GIS over- 

cornes the difficulty of explonng this theory by producing multiscalar map layen denved from 

the relation between a locale, or place, and its surroundings, or associated space. 

The concem that the use of GIS inevitably leads to environmental deterrninism traces the 

problem to "geographic approaches from which GIS were built, treating space in an abstract 

geographical sense (as in Cartesian space). . .[where] there is no observer, no perspective. and no 

history" (van Leusen 1996). But the term landscape connotes both a physical status and a cul- 

turdly perceived status, leading to the understanding that the perception of space is closely tied 

to behaviour and cm be demonstrated through GIS (Zubrow 1982532). As proof, recent andyti- 

cal forays into archaeological landscapes via GIS have successhilly jettisoned this deterministic 

label. One such stance against environmentd determinism (as porîrayed by potential and loca- 

tional GIS models, see Chapter 2) suggests the use of a methodology that combines interpreta- 

tive and empincal research, achieved through a focus on the practices associated with senlement 

location (Llobera 1996:612). In addition, a GIS landscape analysis of Bronze Age settlement in 

southem Spain uses both socio-histoncal data and biophysical data leading to an interpretation 

of an archaeological site as "not simply a set of physicai and matenal culture, but reflected sets 

of values as to how space should be perceived and experienced" (Verhagen et al. 1995: 192). A 

similar opinion is found in the comment that "to make good use of GIS.. . archaeological sites 

must be used as data in and of themselves, not just as repositories for undiscovered artifacts" 

(Snow 1997). 



The majority of current GIS archaeological models use the analysis not as an end- 

product, but as a necessary step in the validation of a variety of non-deterministic models. The 

GIS component of my research is executed in this manner. Moreover, although GIS has proven 

to be a successful and popular anaiytical tool in the anaiysis of archaeological landscapes, 

Bender et al (1997) aptly demonstrate that the theory and methodology of landscape modelling 

is not driven by technology, effectively providing archaeological landscape interpretation, with- 

out GIS technology, for a Bronze Age village in eastem Cornwall, England. 

Landscape Archaeology 

A landscape approach to archaeology investigates the dynûmic perspective of human- 

environment relationships. Moreover. a landscape approach "must address the study of Iand- 

scapes with systematically collected data, careful evaluations of alternative explanations, and 

amassed evidence" over and above descriptive and speculative landscape investigations 

(Feinman 1999:685). The practices and mecmingful activities of successive generations c m  be 

said to leave their mark on the landscape in the form of recognisable and significant patterns. In 

a manner similar to the strategies employed to seek patterns in, for example, Stone tool manu- 

facture or ceramic decorations, the strategy of landscape archaeology is to observe variation in 

patterns and non-conformities to assist in an explmation of the archaeological record through 

culturai, spatial, temporal, and cognitive similarities and differences. 



Defi ing Lundscape 

The majority of archaeological landscape research initiatives result in a unique user- 

motivated definition of landscape. Although I have adopted an extant definition of landscape for 

this research, many of the terms 1 use are unique to this resemch. While not uncomrnon in 

Europe and Great Britain, landscape archaeology has seen little application as an interpretative 

methodology in North America. Therefore, in that this terminology may be Foreign to many, I 

provide brief definitions of principle landscape and modelling terms (Table 1.1). 

Definitions of landscape are varied. From an ecological stance, landscape involves an 

examination of the relationships between settlement, stratigraphy, and landscape structure and 

change (Butzer 1982). Similady, landscape is defined as a focus on various scales of spatio- 

temporal environmentd heterogeneity (Stafford 1995:70). Ln contrast, those employing a phe- 

nomenological approach define landscape as a series of named locales, a set of relational places 

linked by paths, movements and narratives (Tilley L994:34), with no reference to environmental 

linkages. Other researchers define landscape as contingent on the observer's pesonal view, 

spatial scale and adopted time span (Ingold 1993), to exist only when thought, seen. or expen- 

enced (Shanks 1992: 141), or simply as a unit of human occupation, where the landscape is a 

broad holistic concept including humans and their anthropogenic ecosystem (Fisher and 

Thurston l999:63O). 

The literam is nch in accounts documenthg the perception of the natural environment 

fiom a wide diversity of cultures. An ethnographie viewpoint often traces cuIture specific defi- 

nitions of landscape to a strong association between people and territory, and especially temtory 

expressed as a landscape. For many aboriginal groups, the landscape is a collection of the 



Table 1.1: Table of definitions. 

Lendscape 

Natural landscape 

I EKperienced lendscape 

1 Place 

Affordance 

Wewshed 

1 Wew form 

Isochron h 
Resiience isochron m 
Habitat isochron n 
Geographic landscepe a 
Topographie landscape a 1 Water landscape 

The spatial manifestation of the relations between humans and their environ- 
ment (Cmmley and Marguem 1987) 

Landscape as a measurable subject, comprised of physical elements in the 
natural worid. 

- - - 

Landscape as a measurable object, perceived by the social system within 
wtiich it is experienced. 

- - - - 

A conceptually limitless region exclusive of the social interactions of a commu- 
nity and for which there is no culturally derived landscape. 

- - -- 

A culturally experienced locale comprised of immediate surroundings or a 
habitually frequented area. 

- - -- -- - 

An environmental situation that potentially offers, provides, or furnishes some- 
thing to an individual, either positively or negatiiely (Gibson 1986) 

A zone of influence, or region of direct control, around a site as defined by the 
boundary of day-to-day cultural activities, synonymous with place. 

The variation in viewshed land area through comparative analysis of the 
amount of adjoining areas within the viewshed, identified as a contiguous value 
measured in ha. 

A measure of tirne, and calculated as distance, ta complete an activity or travel 
a prescribed distance. lsochrons are bounded by the viewshed. 

A measure of time for activities and affordances with low mobility tasks associ- 
ated with subsistence, settlement, and social organisation. 

A measure of time for activities and affordances associated with high mobility 
tasks associated with subsistence, settlement, and social organisation. 

The partitioning of land within clusters, Wewsheds, and isochrons. 

The partitioning of absolute (ASL) and ordinal group elevation data. 

The partitioning of water resources and ordered watercourses. 

The partitioning of soi1 groups and soils suitable for plant cultivation. 



permanent traces of ancestral actions (Weiner 199 1 :92). Hunter-gatherers revolve about a focus, 

which is sometirnes a physical representation, but always involves a spiritual and social relation- 

ship (Wilson 1988). Moreover, hunier-gatherers indicate a greater concem w ith objects and 

feanires of the landscape, such as paths, tracks, sacred sites, water holes, haunts, etc. This repre- 

sents a "construction.. .put on the landscape rather than the landscape undergoing a recon- 

struction" (Wilson 198850). 

The non-Western ideologies that these cultural perceptions present provide an avenue of 

investigation in ternis of deducing indigenous values. A variety of works address the geophysi- 

cal surroundings of native groups and the connotations and inferences associated with the sur- 

roundings, incorporating the concepts of space, place, landscape and temtory. These studies 

document the cultural classification and perception of the regional landscape. A cogent exrunple 

is Nelson's (1983:36) work with the Koyukon people in central Alaska, where he notes the ex- 

istence of a complex and sophisticated cu~turai template for geographic location and mental 

mapping. Also fitting are Fock's (199 1) study of the Caiiar Indian conceptualisation of land- 

scape, examining the significance of both political and symbolic comprehension in relation to 

settiement location, and Bassots (1984) account of the moral significance the Western Apache 

attach to the landscape, forging bonds between individuals and features of the landscape and 

viewing the landscape as a keeper of tradition, thereby influencing patterns of social behaviour. 

Ethnographie studies also provide more general treatments of the cultural concepts of space and 

its association with senlement location (see Graham 1994, HOU and Levy 1993, Ingersoll and 

Bronitsky 1987, Longacre 1994). 



What, then, is a landscape? A landscape is a spatial arena encompassing human-human 

and human-nature associations, both physicai (outside human control) and sociohistorical (in- 

teractions between people coexisting in physical landscape). Moreover, landscapes must end 

somewhere in space, therefore the concept of landscape must include the concept of a boundary 

(Orser 1996: 138- 139). A simple, yet elegant definition of landscape is the "spatial manifesta- 

tion of the relations between humans and their environment" (Crurnley and Marquardt 

1990:73). This definition neatly summarises the physical, social, and spatial interactions. In or- 

der to compare and contrast the relations between humans and their environment, a margin or 

border must be delimited as a key component of any cultural landscape. 

1 believe that landscape assessment requires a cross-cultural analysis in order to better 

analyse the relations between humans and the environment. In that vision functions as the pre- 

dominant human sensory response and that the notion of landscape is typically visual, the hu- 

man-environrnent relationships of past cultures are best anaiysed through visual means. Argua- 

bly, one may also speak of the aurai landscape, the olfactory landscape, and the tactile land- 

scape. A multi-sensual nature of perception implies that vision is never independent of the other 

senses (Rodaway 1994), but the practicality of re-constituting these other landscapes is beyond 

the scope of this research. 

Heterarchical Analyses 

Heterarchy is defined as a "structural condition in which elements have the potential of 

becorning u d e d  (relative to other elements) or ranked in a number of ways, depending on 

systemic requirements" (Cnunley and Marquardt 1990:74. see also Cnunley 1994a: 12). The 



concept of heterarchy allows the analysis of different questions and problem sets at multiple 

levels or combinations of levels. In contnst, hierarchicaily structured analyses tend to nest levels 

of andysis in ways that may bias, contort, or simply erroneously configure dynarnic parameten. 

Heterarchical analysis does not presuppose the impossibility of documenting a nested land- 

scape hierarchy (see Bender et al 1997) but merely corrects for, or minimises, analytical bias. 

A heterarchical analysis makes use of a multiscalar methodology to show variation in 

reiationships over space and time (Verhagen 1995258). Once a pattern or homogeneity is rec- 

ognised at one scale. the analysis moves to either a larger or smaller scale at which point the 

patterns require new interpretation ( see Crurnley 1994b, Crumley and Marquardt 1990, Fair- 

clough 1999, Joc him 1994, Marquardt 1992, Nassaney and Sassman 1995). If a multiscalar 

approach is viewed as a language, the analysis c m  be said to shifi between sentences (large 

scale), words (medium scale), and letten (smdl scale). The interpretation of landscape shifts 

from culturai site clustee to unique site viewsheds to individual resource group locales (see 

Chapter 2 for a detailed examination of these concepts). The landscape mode1 addresses the 

language of the data, not in a Hodder-like post-processual manner, but in a quantifiable heterar- 

chical analysis. 

The Human- Environment Relationship 

Landscape is both emic and etic, a product of human perception and a subject that c m  

be read by an observer. As a product, the landscape is a construct of the social system within 

which it is experienced, a manifestation, a personal view, a thought. As a subject, the landscape 

is a measurable aspect of the physical world, the humansnvironment relationship, the spatial 



and temporal scales. Although it is unlikely that any pre-contact culture cm impart their ernic 

perceptions to an archaeologist, the archaeologist can attempt to reconstmct, in part, a human 

perception of a cultural landscape by means of a subject-product dichotomy. Landscape as a 

subject follows a substantive approach while landscape as a product is an inferential approach. 

The subject-product dichotomy is more cornrnonly discussed under the mbric of the 

nature-culture debate. As Western thinkers, we tend to order things hierarchically. Thus, nature- 

culture is not constructed in a manner analogous to dualism philosophies but rather as a pri- 

mary-secondary empiricism in which the primacy of the empirical world is represented by sub- 

stantial things and culturd interpretations are essentially insubstantial. This results in an ar- 

chaeological paradigm ihat dictates that an economic base is more important than a cultural in- 

frastructure (Butzer 1982, Nicholas 1988, Winterhalder and Smith 198 l), thereby legitirnising 

the primacy of "ecosystem dynamics over cultural perceptions of landscape" (Thomas 

l996:235). Settlement macro-patterns are typically assigned to ecological factors w hile micro- 

patterns are the result of sociocultunl contexts (WilIey 1968). hplicit in these statements are 

hiemchical structures typically assigned to natureîulture explanations. The few who believe 

that the opposite holds m e ,  that landscapes are culture before they are nature (Scharna 

l 9 W 6  1 ), remain within the hiermhical structure. 

In practice, the natureîulture dichotomy has resulted in a wide disparity in ûrchaeologi- 

cal landscape modelling with a strong emphasis in research and literature on landscape as a 

subject over landscape as a product and stressing ecological and environmental factors. To 

eliminate the inherent hierarchy, the culture-nahue dichotomy cm be replaced by the synergy of 

personenvironment (Ingold 1992:44). Within the latter, one addresses the interrelationships 



and not the exclusivity between subject and product (or culture-nature) (Widgren 1999:97). By 

adopting Crumley and Marquardt's definition of landscape, and through heterarchical analyses, 

we c m  understand landscape as both a subject and a product (or as nature and as culture). Few 

landscape analyses use this definition of landscape because they fail to recognise the duality of 

the landscape. It should be stressed that the human:environrnent relationship involves the CO- 

evolution of sociohistoncal and natural processes, and that their temporal and spatial intersec- 

tion (see McGlade 1995) results in two related yet unique sets of landscapes, the naniral land- 

scape and the experienced landscape. 

Natural and Experienced Landscapes 

The lem, 'naturai Imdscape', applies to the modelling of the naturd system, using the 

notion of the landscape as a substantive measurable subject. As one component of the human- 

environment relationship, the natural landscape is compnsed of subjects in the nanird world 

which are typically physical in composition. This research uses physical parameten relating to 

hydrology, soil, phsyiography, and topography as they are rneasured as a subject of physical 

geography. The natural landscape consist of what is observed and rneasured on the ground (la- 

beiled as A in Figure 1.1). 

The term, 'experienced landscape', applies to the modelling of the social system. using 

the notion that landscape is a constnict of a social system within which it is experienced via the 

human:environment relationship. As a social construct, an experienced landscape encompasses 

social interactions that involve socially prescribed activities, patterns of mobility, site-location 

decisions, and social boundanes. The experienced landscape consist of the same physical fea- 



tures as the naturd landscape but is treated as a product of human perception rather than scien- 

tific observation. or inferential over substantive. As a constnict of human perception, the experi- 

enced landscape cm take on unique meaning not only within a culture group, but also to indi- 

viduals within that group. For this reason, the experienced landscape is depicted as a layer 

floating above that of the natural landscape to signifj both the similarity in terms of physical 

geography and the variation inferred in an individual's perception of that landscape (labelled as 

B in Figure 1.2). in practice, an experienced landscape may account for a majority of a culture's 

worldview, rendering the physical world of the natural landscape secondary to the cultural world 

of the experienced landscape. 

The Utility of Space and Place 

The significance of space and place in culturai context is encapsulated by a simple defi- 

nition 1 devised: thût place represents an experienced position in space. hplicit in this definition 

is the notion that space is an entity larger than that of place. Space is a conceptually lirnitless 

region outside of the social interactions of a cornrnunity for which there is no cultunlly denved 

landscape. Place is a culturally experienced locale comprised of irnmediate surroundings or a 

habitualiy frequented area. 

A variety of truisrns exist with respect to space or place: al1 physical space is also inevi- 

tably symbolic space (Shore 1996:267); an understanding of place is essential for survivai and 

that the idea of space is subordinate to the idea of the location of significant places (Tuan 

1977:92); human activity involves the ordering and use of space (Lock and Harris l992:82); 



Figure 1.1: Natural (A) landscape of a hypothetical site. 



Figure 1.2: Experienced (B) landscape of a hypothetical site. 



and an understanding of space is an understanding that is shared with other members of the 

comrnunity (Darviii 1999: 108). A cornmunity's understanding of space is "not really about 

distance of physical geography so much as the compartmentalisation of space according to so- 

cially defined categones" (Darvill 1999: 108, see also Lloben 1996). 

What, then, constitutes a socially defined category? How is space cornpartmentaiised? 

What is a significant place? Since 1 believe the human-environment relationships of past cul- 

tures are best analysed through visual means, answers to these queries are found in the sociol- 

ogy of visual perception. An ecological approach uses the concepts of affordance and place to 

explain variation in landscape perception (see Gibson 1986). An affordance is a situation that 

potentially offen, provides, or hirnishes something to an individual, either positively or nega- 

tively. The exploitation of ecologic niches by culture groups parallels Gibson's notion of affor- 

dances (see Barth 1969). The environment is composed of innumerable affordances that only 

become meaningful when experienced in relation to an individual. A set of positive affordances 

is described as a setting of suitable environmental affordances, docurnenting how one lives 

rather then where. Affordances, which are real and physical, are only understood in relation to 

the individual and in relation to the social systern of a culture. Places are defined as properties 

of the environment as perceived by individuals. Although a place is physically located in the en- 

vironrnent, it is equally a fact of the environment and a fact of behaviour. Places may be nested 

(a place within a place); places are named; and places do not necessarily have sharp boundaries 

(Gibson 1986:34, 127-129). In surnrnary, an affordance is a situation while a place is a location. 

A waterfall is an example of an affordance. It cm be viewed positively, as a source of re- 

sources, or negatively, as a potentidy Me-katenhg hazard. If no one is aware of the waterfall, 



then it must fall under the notion of space. As an unrealised affordance, the waterfaii is not cul- 

turally visualised and therefore is not meaningful in a culture's landscape. If the waterfall is ha- 

bitually frequented, the waterfall's location then becomes a place within a cultural landscape. It 

takes on meaning. As fact of the natural landscape, the waterfall is unchanged. As a fact of cul- 

tural behaviour, the significance of the waterfall is immeasurable. It may represent a host of 

positive and negative affordances for a community and, in doing so, is embedded within the 

community's experienced landscape. 

The concept of affordances is synonymous with the naturai environment; a situation or 

elernent of the natural world which takes on meaning when perceived (either as useful or not) by 

the human-environment relationship. 1 stress that not al1 affordances in the natural landscape are 

exploited by people. If an affordance is not used within the human-environment relationship, the 

relationship is reduced (in tems of cultural utility) to an autonomous environmental parameter. 

The concept of place is a correlate of the experienced landscape. A place is socially con- 

stnicted solely at the discretion of an individual or society. The truisrn that an understanding of 

place is essential for survival rings tme in that the affordances necessary to sustain a society are 

found in the relationship between places and the rnembers of the society. The result is an expe- 

rienced landscape to be remembered, revisited, and retained in the collective memory of a society 

as a providing place. The compartmentalisation into place and space is less concerned with the 

inherent parmeters of the affordance than with the notion of a place as a culturally experienced 

affordance. 

By embracing the observation that landscapes are the result of environmental perception, 

that landscape has to be contextuaiised (Bender 1993:2), and that such contexts are not passive 



(Thrifi 1996:43), I am able to derive the c u l ~ a l l y  dynamic term, the Iandscape of place. The 

explanation of the relationship between a place and those who occupied it is critical to under- 

standing the rationale behind the selection of a given place. This contextual relationship is di- 

rectiy linked to the cultunl perception of the environment as an experienced landscape, embod- 

ied in those who live at a specific place within a defined or bounded space. 

The Sign ificance of Viewsheds 

Viewshed analyses offer the means to get inside the heads of past societies (Richards 

1998:337). A viewshed in GIS analysis comprises the area that can be seen from a specified 

vantage point or set of points. For example, a 360" viewshed from a hilltop location would in- 

clude nearly dl the surrounding landscape; a viewshed from the base of a cliff will typicaily re- 

sult in a half circle or Fan viewshed radiating outwards from the cliff face; and a viewshed within 

a deep valley consists of the valley floor and a portion of the siope of the valley walls. GIS 

viewshed analyses include a varieiy of options: line-of-site andysis (the land visible from a 

given location), cumulative viewsheds (the sum of lands visible from a series of locations), inter- 

visibility (whether two or more locations are visible to each other), f u v y  viewsheds (involving 

the use of distance-decq or cost-surface factors), and weighted viewsheds (the use of weighted 

variables) (see Maschner 1996a for a selection of archaeological viewshed analyses). 

It is my opinion that a viewshed hoids greater analytical significance beyond the visual 

vantage from a given site. 1 concur with the opinions that "perception based solely upon what 

can, and cannot, be seen is a gross and inadequate simplification" (Gillings and Goodrick 

1996) and that a discrepancy exists between a GIS-generated objective viewshed and a socidy 



consttucted subjective viewshed (Baldwin et al. 1998). A viewshed generated by a GIS should 

not be presented as an end product, but rather, as an intermediary analytical device to further 

data analysis, interpretation, and quantification (e.g., see Gaffney et al. 1996, Llobera 1996, 

Maschner 1996b). 

The hinction of a viewshed within this research is to provide a measurable device with 

which to analyse natural and experienced landscapes through the human-environrnent relation- 

ship. Cont rq  to the GIS defmition of viewshed, 1 define viewshed as a place, a zone of influ- 

ence or region of direct control of any given site as bounded by day-to-day cultural activities as 

set out by both cultural and site-specific sets of affordances ( m a  C in Figure 1.3). Analogous 

to my defmition of viewshed is the definition of site exploitation temtories, as developed by 

Jarman et al. ( l982:32): "that area which was accessible to habitua1 exploitation by the occu- 

pants of the site". 

The viewshed cm be analysed as both the subject of a natural landscape and the product 

of human perception w ithin an experienced landscape. Although archaeoIogisü have expressed 

reluctance to identiQ patteming where one can extrapolate individuals and groups within the 

landscape (see BoIen 199 l), defined as such, a viewshed reveals "patterns in the archaeological 

record [that] if studied as a landscape.. .tell us about the ways people viewed and used their 

world" (Savage 1990:330). The range of affordances found within the viewshed determines its 

~ i ~ c a n c e .  1 acknowledge that there will be significant utilised affordances that Lie outside of 

the viewshed (e.g., quarry sites, animal migration corridors, sugar bushes, etc.), but it is beyond 

the scope of this landscape model to model their inclusion. 



In order for the viewshed to be andytically significant, the remainder of the landscape 

must also be taken into account. To this end, the viewshed represents a modification of catch- 

ment analyses by acknowledging the importance of place as it relates to space (represented by 

the non-view component). The combination of areas C and c (the areas lying outside of the 

viewshed, or non-views, Figure 1.3) corresponds to a site's catchent (see Chapter 2). 

The viewshed concept and its contribution to the landscape mode1 must be viewed 

through three tenets. First. a site's viewshed represents an area of cultural significance for the 

occupants of a site through day-to-day interactions, in ternis of the positive fiordances offered 

by land and water, and the places associated with these attributes. Second, the visualisation of 

environmental resources as affordances, through the calculation of site viewsheds, is central to 

the success of the landscape model. Third, the day-to-day interaction associated with each site's 

viewshed is culturally divided into activity group catchments, explained in the following section. 

as suggested by ethnographic and ethnohistoric sources. 

Moreover, the viewshed itself manifests an inherent parameter in the form of a view 

form. Each viewshed generates a unique signature or pattemed view form displaying variation in 

the internai organisation of the viewshed and rneasured in ha by means of a GIS hinction. The 

andysis of variation in viewshed land area compares the amount of adjoining areas within the 

viewshed, identified as a contiguous value measured in ha (see Chapter 2). 

A panllel to the concepts of experienced landscape and viewshed are found in a modem 

psychological study on cognition (see Johnson et al 1992). This study details task environ- 

ments and functional environrnents. 1 would equate the experienced landscape with a task envi- 

ronment, defined as "a subset of the physical environrnent that is relevant to a class of agents 



who share common goals and sensitivity to available information" and the viewshed to the 

functional environment, defined as "a subset of the task environment that is specific to an indi- 

vidual agent and its goals.. .constituted of the information that is used.. ." (Johnson et al. 

1992307-308). The task and functional environrnents, as operationalised or cognised environ- 

ments, mirror and support my theoretical construction of an experienced landscape. The expen- 

enced landscape, and its affordance potential, are the realised, cognised environment, or space, 

and viewsheds, in association with affordance utilisation, are the task environment, or place. 

Tirne- Distance Isochrons 

Given that particular roles and relationships in society are pattemed, cornmonplace and recur- 

ring activities are identified by the presence and absence of activity-related affordances. The 

change from forager to honiculturalist would generate cultural (and potentially visible) differ- 

ences in Iandscape knowledge and activity loci (see Claassen and Joyce 1997:7 1). Dividing the 

viewshed into group-specific activity locales isolates the relationships between groups and prac- 

tices. Different individuals, or groups of individuals, can occupy the same physical environment 

yet engage in entirely different activities and behaviours based on differences in goals and sen- 

sitivity to information (Johnsen 1992:307). This is a rephrasing of Gibson's theory of affor- 

dmces. Only those affordances that provide some cultural benefit become meaningful and 

therefore form part of the experienced landscape. 

My bais for the determination of group-related activities and locales lies in the ethno- 

graphie and ethnohistoncal identification of subsistence practices, gender groups, and the roles 

and relationships as determîned by mobility, labour, and social organisation. 



--- A-.--- 

Figure 1.3: Viewshed (C) of a hypothetical site. 



This identification of group patteming is graphically depicted and analysed through 

time-distance factors. The tirne-distance factor is defined as "the cornplex of forces which 

combine to determine exploitation thresholds" (Jarman et al. 1982:3 1). The concept of time- 

distance anaiysis is rooted in site catchrnent anaiysis of energy investrnent and economic retum. 

The principle of site catchrnent is that, the m e r  an area is from a given point, the more eco- 

nomic retum is impeded by increasing energy investrnents. At some point. the energy invest- 

ment outweighs the economic retum. A catchment is frequentiy calculated based on walking 

time, typicdly expressed as circular boundaries of 5 or 10 km (see Flannery 1976b, Jarman et 

al. 1982, Jarman et al. 1972. Roper 1979, Vita-Fimi and Higgs 1970). Recent GIS studies us- 

ing the site catchment time-distance factors offer better approximations of m e  isochrons nther 

than assuming unredistic circular boundaries (see Gaffney et al. 1996, Hunt 1992, van Leusen 

1996). 

Bleed et al's ( 1989) anaiysis of an early Jomon community displays catc hments, or ex- 

ploitation territories, using one- and two-hour effort zones (following Jarman et al. 1972) re- 

sulting in time-distance isochrons as opposed to circular site catchrnents. The resulting bounda- 

ries depicted by the effort lines are remarkably similar to a GIS-generated viewshed; physical 

effort calculated by travel tirne over a topographic base versus visual distance calculated over a 

topographic base. The path of least resistance for either analysis dictates that steep slopes and 

steep vdeys are virtuaily impenetrable whde coastlines and open water present few encum- 

brances (depending on the nature of the body of water). 

In terms of appropriate time-distance isochrons to be used, a variety of litennire exists 

on ideal time-distance factors in addition to Bleed et al. One effort analysis concludes that a 



foraging area with a 3 km radius achieves the best results based on return rates (Kelly 1998: 15) 

while a second promotes the area within 1 km of a site for arable economies (Jarman et al. 

1982:32). A thkd analysis calculated that energy gain:expenditure ratios indicated that "a two 

kilometre distance appears to have been the upper limit for Iroquoian travel time with a load of 

corn, firewood, or building supplies" (Fecteau et al 1994:6). This echoes a Middle Ontario ho- 

quoian study that indicates that a village's primary catchent was a nonîircular maximum of 2 

km (Jarnieson 1986:34). An analysis of the Great Plains Hidatsa documents that, ethnographi- 

cally, women conducted their work within a range of 1.5 km from the settlement while men were 

more likely to work beyond these boundaries, a pattern replicated at distant buffalo hunting 

camps (Spector 1983:89). 

Al1 of the above time-distance models and observations concur that the majority of ac- 

tivities, based on a variety of econornic r e m s ,  occur within a lirnited distance from a base camp 

or village. In that an isochron is a measure of time, and represented as distance, to travel a pre- 

scribed distance, 1 have identified two distinctive isochrons relating to the relative and absolute 

mobility of groups of individuals and their respective activities based on the above relationships: 

the residence group and the habitat group. The exploitation temtories for arable econornies 

identified by Jarman et al. (1982) best fit the isochron analysis in the landscape settlement 

model.(see Chapter 2). 

Although hunter-gatherer groups were the focus of Binford's (1980, 1982) concept of 

residential and logistical mobility, the concept relates to the landscape model's use of isochrons. 

Binford's residential mobility is defined "as the movement of an entire group, both producers 

and dependents, from one point to another on the landscape [and] logistical mobility [is defined 



as] the movement to and from a residential location by an individual or task-oriented group for 

purposes of obtaining matter, energy, or information.. .consisting of either daily forays or expe- 

ditions of several days or weeks" (Hitchcock 1982). Although residential mobility is not appli- 

cable to this research strategy, the concept of a viewshed is loosely analogous to that of logisti- 

cal rnobility. Both confer the notion of an area used for resource exploitation. 1 interpret a view- 

shed as a method of visually depicting Binford's logisticai mobility. My identification and in- 

terpretation of mobility group patteming, as isochrons within the viewshed, represents a division 

of the area identified with logistical mobility. Therefore, residence and habitat mobility groups 

are not equated with Binford's residential and logisticai mobility. However, residence and habi- 

tat mobility groups, when combined, depict an approximation of logistical mobility, or similady, 

an exploitation territory . 

In this research, the effort lines for the residence and habitat mobility groups have been 

restncted to the parmeten of the viewshed, hence the non-concentric depiction of the two iso- 

chrons in relation to the site (labelled as D and E on Figure 1.4). The isochrons are ~stricted 

because they represent unique subsistence or activity groups operating within the confines of 

the concept of place (the viewshed) and relying on affordances within the experienced land- 

scape. Isochron D reflects the imrnediate landscape surrounding a given site while isochron E 

accounts for landscape and affordances situated at a greater distance from the site proper. Like- 

wise, d and e are representative of space; areas outside of the viewshed (Figure 1.4). Isochron 

analysis (although somewhat modified in this research) is not a component of the landscape 

studies observed to date in the Merature. 



Figure 1.4: Residence isochron @) and catchment (D+d), habitat isochron (E) and 
catchment (E+e) of a hypothetical site. 



The Temporal Landscape 

A landscape is contingent upon the persona1 view, the spatial scale, and the time span 

adopted by the observer (Ingold 1993). To assess patterning requires fnming xchaeological 

landscapes in time. Accordingly, landscapes must be fmed upon the temporal scale to avoid un- 

dermining any comparative analysis, for "any attempt to understand past societies has to take 

into account the.. .use of the landscape occurring before and after the society under investiga- 

tion" (Benes and Zvelebil 1999:74). Nearly 30 years earlier, a similar sentiment was made: 

"tracing comrnunities through time will shed important light not only on the developrnent of 

these communities, but also on the social and political processes that are associated with it" 

(Trigger 197O:Q). 

Recent landscape models also advocate a multi-tempord andytical strategy (Crumley 

and Marquardt 1990, Orians and Heerwagen 1992, Rossignol and Wandsnider 1992). Many 

studies applying spatial and temporal analysis at a regional scale discuss and venQ a compara- 

tive approach to quantiQ the interaction, change, and variation of settlement systerns (Barton et 

al. 1999, Gilman and Thornes 1985, Kvamrne 1985, Wandsnider 1996). Likewise, this research 

uses spatial and temporal analyses to mode1 the Princess Point. Middle Woodland, and Glen 

Meyer cultural groups. 

Summary 

This chapter details the theoretical underpinnings of the research program. In order to 

detemine how a society or culture structures its surroundings, we must accept that a unique 

signature is retained in the archaeological record and analysable by means of a landscape mod- 

elling application. Central to this analysis is the concept of landscape, defined as  a hurnan- 



environment relationship, and its attendant theoretical components, moving from defining land- 

scape, to natural and experienced landscapes, to space and place within the landscape as visual- 

ised through GIS. 

In Chapter 2, the landscape rnodel follows a discussion of the ments and shortcornings 

of potential and locational models. The landscape model represents the research design for 

studying the Princess Point landscape in comparison with the Middle Woodland and Glen 

Meyer landscapes. 

Chapter 3 comprises a discussion of the past, extant, and proposed settlement system 

for Princess Point groups based on the cumulative data spanning the p s t  three decades. A 

comparison of this data with previous theones of Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer settiement 

systerns follows, highlighting any continuity between Princess Point and the other two culture 

groups. Chapter 4 contains a detailed description of the sites utilised in this research, presented 

by culture group and by site cluster. 

in Chapter 5, the landscape model data highlights the variation and patteming evident 

within and between culture groups (and a lower Grand River valley control group). The com- 

parative landscape data comprise four scales of enquiry: cluster, site, viewshed, and isochron. 

n i e  interpretation of the landscape model data provided in Chapter 6 emphasises the unique 

situation of the Princess Point groups in reference to landscape, maize cultivation activities, so- 

cial organization, and the manifestation and evolution of societal boundaries. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE LANDSCAPE MODEL 

The apt comment "when dealing with archaeological data, prediction and explanation 

are not identical" (Trigger 1989:377) carries significant weight in the following discussion on 

the practice and design of settlement system models. A brief comparison of settiement patterns 

and settlement systerns leads to a larger discussion on substantive and inferential approaches to 

settlement models. The t h e  settlement system models discussed herein, potential or predictive, 

locational. and landscape, span a continuum from evaluation to explanation (see also hltschul 

1988). 

Locational modelling addresses cultural choice in settlement location through an ex- 

planatory methodology. This type of settiement mode1 has k e n  used for three decades in On- 

tario (Campbell and Campbell 1992, Heidenreich 197 1, Hurley et al. 1972. Jarnieson 1986, 

Konrad 1973, Roberts 1980). Potential modelling emerged as an outgrowth of probability mod- 

elling (Banning pers. comrn.) by using the mean of geopphic variables to plot and evaluate 

cross-cultural site potential. More recent in application, the inception of potential models in 

Ontario began in the 1980s (Belihouse et al. 1996, Burgar 1990, D d a  Bona 1994b. Dieteman 

1992, Janusas 1988, Peters 1986, Young et al. 1995). Landscape modelling, not represented by 

any Ontario examples to date, involves more than assessing a site's location in relation to the 

physical environment. The research design associated with a landscape rnodel includes an as- 



sessrnent of the relationships between a site, its surroundings, and the people who inhabited the 

site, using landscape as a mediator. With the evaluation to explanation continuum in rnind, this 

discussion will address potential rnodelling, then locational modelling, followed by landscape 

rnodelling . 

The construction of a landscape settlement model addresses the senlement system of the 

Princess Point culture. The model uses human-environmentai relationships in order to isolate 

patterning in the naturai and experienced landscapes. The application of standardised spatial and 

ternporai andyses is set out in two objectives: an evaluation of the relationships between site 

location and environment, and an explanation of the relationships between place and space. 

A brief discussion of the use of GIS in a landscape model follows. 1 explain the utility 

of GIS-generated maps and provide an explanation of the GIS map generation process. Data 

sources, scale, and the GIS data sets are also addressed. 

Substantive and Inferential Approaches 

There are two underlying approaches of that are applicable to settlement studies; sub- 

stantive and inferential. A substantive approach uses evaluative models anchored by data relating 

to form, space, time. An inferentiai approach uses explanatory models that encompass society 

and ideology. Typicaiiy, settlement pattern studies have focused on artifact types in combination 

with site types, emphasising substantive content over inferential context. Many have attempted 

to close this gap, most notably Binford's middle-range theory (1983), focusing on material 

culture as accepted evidence of behaviour. More recently, some have taken the content out of 



settlement studies and relied mainly upon culture and context (Barrett and Kinnes 1988, Hodder 

1990), spawning what Trigger denotes as cultural determinists (1995450). 

1 believe that settlement data can be used to trace cultural development using a combina- 

tion of substantive content (in the methods of Crumley, Fiannery, Kvarnrne for exarnple) and 

inferential context (in the methods of Duke, Llobera, McGlade for example). The opinion that 

any explanation of the archaeological record is incomplete if human behaviour, beliefs, and tra- 

ditions are ignored (Trigger 1995450) dictates a need for a combination of both approaches. 

This belief is best supported, not by recent post-processud advocates, but by p u t  comments 

from arc haeologists such as Trigger, that "tracing cornmunities through time will shed impor- 

tant light not only on the development of these communities, but also on the [associatedl social 

and political processes" (1970:42), and sirnilar sentiments from Fletcher (1977:48) and Flan- 

nery (1976a: 178). While the concept is not new, application is scant. 

An early ca~egorisation of archaeological site patteming encompassed five categories: 

individual houses; the spatial arrangement of houses within a site; the relationship of house 

types to other features; the over-all cornrnunity plan; and the spatial relationships of sites to one 

another over a large area (Vogt 1956: 174). Two decades Inter, Flannery defined settlemenr pat- 

tern as an empirically derîved pattern of sites in the regional landscape noting, that settlement 

patterns are usually studied by site counts, size, distance between sites. and other measurable 

attributes (1976~: 162). More of'ten than not, cunent usage of the term settlement pattem refers 

to intra-site spatial patterning detailhg the location of post moulds, feams,  house orientations, 

paiisades, etc. The dominant modem usage of settlement pattern modem is the study of the spa- 

tial arrangement of the archaeological record at an intra-site level. 



A settlement system is defined as the set of niles that generated the settlement pattern in 

the fmt place (Flannery 1976a: 162). FIannery adds that some of these niles cm be deduced by 

simulation or through modelling. The current use of the term, settlement system, is consistent 

with Fianneiy's rules or underlying structure responsible for the patteming visible in the ar- 

chaeological record. For the most part, however, modem analyses of settlement systems remain 

focussed on subsistence and vade and less on human behaviour (Trigger 1989:327). 

The initiation of the study of settlement patterns in North America is often traced to 

G.R. Willey's (1953) monograph on the V i d  Valley, followed closely by his edited text on 

New World settlement pattems (Willey 1956). Other seminal works include Chang's Senle- 

ment Archneology ( 1968) and Flanneiy's The Early Mesoamerican Village (Flannery l976a). 

Willey believed there was no settlement pattern approach but sirnply an awareness of settlement 

data that extended archaeological interest to take in a Iarger and legitimate part of the record 

(1956: 1). This belief was soundly rehited when senlement pattem studies in the 1960s and 

1970s took on an approach, fueled by the presupposition that settiement is largely influenced by 

ecological factors (Trigger l968:6 1 ). Since then, a majonty of North Amencan arc haeologists 

have regularly modeled settlement location using substantive methods such as central place the- 

ory, site catchment areas, nearest neighbour analyses, and Theissan polygons, to name but a few 

techniques (for example Binford 1980, Hodder and Orton 1976, Jochim 198 1, Struever 1968). 

Vogt, a contemporary of WiHey, expressed the opinion that cultural beliefs and values 

might affect settiernent patterns in a mannrr appearing to ovemde considerations of ecological 

and econornic adjustment (Vogt 1956: 18 1). Recent settlement research refiects a sirnilar view on 

the significance of cultural explanations as grounds for choosing a settiement locale. Examples 



of inferential research embracing human behaviour as the motivating force behind settlement 

location choice are found in North America from the east (Custer 1984, Custer 1986), southeast 

(Nassaney 199 1) and the midwest (Duke 199 1). and in Europe from France (Crurnley and 

Marquardt 1987), Finland (Kirkinen 1996), Spain (Gilman and Thornes 1985), as well as nu- 

merous research projects on Neolithic settlement systems in Great Britain (Barrett 1994, Barrett 

and Kinnes 1988, McGlade 1995, Spikens 1996). 

Flannery acknowledged the inferential approach to settlement systems to a limited extent 

by noting that the challenge of senlement systems lay in the interplay, or interrelationships, be- 

tween social distance. subsistence needs, and the geometry of location (FIannery 1976b: l 17). 

He deduced that, while factors of site catchment conuibuted to locating villages on the land- 

scape, that social facton. not influenced by catchment analysis, influenced village spacing 

(Flannery 1976d: 178). Note that the emphasis therein stili stressed an substantive contribution. 

A similar principle can be found in middle-range theory (see Binford 1980) and as well as in 

explanatory and operational accounts combining substantive and inferential approaches to mod- 

elling settiement systems (see Drennan 1976, Salmon 1982: 152). 

An inferential settiement system approach includes the belief that the importance of 

facton "other than solely environmental [are responsible] for shaping human patteming across 

the landscape" (Allen 1990: 199). Examples of this approach in Eastern North Amencan ar- 

chaeology include two pertinent Woodland period cornmentaries. Fit, the Middle to Late 

Woodland transition has too often been defhed on the bais of material culture rather than on 

social structure inferred through patterns of subsistence, settlement and comrnunity (Fox 

1990: 172). Second, more specifically, factors leading to the evoiution of relatively small and 



autonomous multi-lineage communities after A.D. 1000 originated with the consolidation of 

smaller and more numerous bands during the Middle Woodland in tandem with changes in 

food production and social organisation (Niemczycki 1984:34). Examples of settlement system 

models for northeastern North America that incorporate a social approach include the doctoral 

theses of Williamson (1985), Smith (1987), Warrick (1990), Hasenstab (1990), and Timmins 

( 1992) w herein each author details unique aspects of Iroquoian social organisation. 

Potential Modelling 

A potential model is often referred to as a predictive mode1 but, as PiN (1986:38) cor- 

rectly notes, a potential model attempts to predict only m a s  of high archaeological potential 

(i.c., the potential for the recovery of archaeological sites based on the location of known sites in 

an area in combination with nanird features) and not actual site locations. The model's key 

function is the cdculation of potential locations based on a set of criteria deduced from model- 

h g  the location of known sites. The majority of new sites recovered in a region are hypothe- 

sised to lie within an area of high potential. Other variables used in potential modelling follow 

similar logical paths (see Dalla Bona 1994a for an excellent oveniew of potential modelling). 

The rnajority of potential models attempt to provide site potential parameten for the entire span 

of precontact habitation. The result is a division of study areas into zones of archaeological 

potential at a variety of project-defmed scales. The practitionen of potential modelling in On- 

tario are typically affiliated with government agencies (municipal or provincial), corporations, or 

other cultural resource managers (Table 2.1). 



Potential modelling practitioners use physiographic parameten exclusively, although 

this is not an inherent Limitation of the models' design. Parameters include variables associated 

with water, soil, topography, site size, and huiction. Most potential models, applying one or a 

pair of variables as parameter determinants, are univariate or bivariate. Multivariate potential 

models frequently jettison the more cumbersome variables after prelirninary analyses and con- 

centrate of the one or two most successfully modeled pararneter(s) (see Young et al 1995, Bell- 

house et al 1996). 

Standardised variables are used by most practitiones of potential models, of which the 

foremost is the association of sites with types of watercourses. expressed as the distance to wa- 

ter (see Bellhouse et al. 1996). The implication of the distance to waier variable is that a high 

percentage of known sites is situated within a prescribed distance from a water source. This 

ubiquitous variable is validated through cdculations of distance to water from a senes of known 

sites. A preset distance from a watercourse resource represents an industry standard for poten- 

tiai modelling, caiculated to recover 80% of sites as defined by the area of potential (see Pihl 

1986 for calculations). 

A recent publication concluded that distance to water displays an exponentially de- 

creasing pattern when associated with water type and soil drainage variables while al1 other vari- 

ables tested were not significant. Moreover, other "locational, environmentai and cultural data 

were found to be too variable" (Bellhouse et al. 1996233). Other researchers concluded that the 

type of watercourse rather than distance to water was the single most significant variable (Young 

et al. 1995). Both studies attempted to mode1 the entire southem Ontario region. In contradic- 



Table 2.1: Selected site potentiai models (Ontario). 

Year Author Afiliation Reg ion Objective 

1986 Peters Ontario Hydro Southwestern al1 cultures 

Pihl Mayer Pihl, Poulton & Associates Ontario 

1988 Janusas& Regional ~ Ü & i ~ a l i t ~  of Waterloo region al1 cuItures 
MacDonald Waterloo 

1990 Burgar Metropolitan Toronto and Region Greater Toronto al1 cultures 
Conservation Authori ty Area 

1992 Dietennan Ontario Hydro Toronto to Sudbury al1 cultures 
corridors 

1994 Della Bona Lakehead University, Ministry of Thunder Bay district ail cultures 
Natural Resources 

1995 Young et al Ministry of Transportation Southern Ontario al1 cultures 

1996 Bellhouse et al Ontario Hydro Southern Ontario al1 cultures 



tion, a third study focused on Waterloo region stated that water type is not a significant variable, 

noting instead a relationship between well and imperfectly drained soil and site location 

(Janusas 1988: 130, MacDonald 1988: 1 15). 

Apparently, no single potential model variable is without its detractors. It is an honest 

admission that, for al1 cultural periods, the difficulty in making generalisations about settlement 

locations be yond that of fair1 y simplistic statements is due to the diverse geographic variab ility 

of southem Ontario (Young et al. 1995:35). Moreover, predictive models "do not address the 

cultural behaviors that generated the locational patterns identified" (Hasenstab 1996224). The 

recovery of Princess Point, and other sites, within what would have been deemed low potential 

glacial ravines at Cootes Paradise (see Smith et al. 1996) represents a salient example of the 

iirnited accuracy or appropriateness of potential models, demonstrating the need to analyse and 

explain settlement systems through a more robust methodology. 

Locational Modelling 

Locationai models were developed pior to potential models and, in effect, made poten- 

tial modelling possible. Locational models represent an explanatory methodology as opposed to 

the more limited evaluative methodology of potential models. There are three major differences 

between the two methodologies. Foremost, locational model data sets consist of actual sites; any 

subsequent interpretations are in reference to these sites and not the possibility (or probability) 

of additional sites. Second, multiple variables are uniformly used to analyse the data sets. Third, 

the practitiones of locational models attempt to formulate an explanation for the archaeological 

record of a given group, at a given the ,  within a bounded region using comparative data analy- 



ses and hypothesis testing as methodologies for model validation and confirmation. The objec- 

tives of a locational model are typically temporally or cultunlly restricted, or both. Researchers 

typically are of academic affiliation (see Table 2.2). 

The majonty of locational models draw on many of the same variables as potential mod- 

els. The early 1970s initiatives of Heidenreich (197 l), HurIey, Lee and Storck (1972), and 

Konrad (1973) demonstrate the consistency of the underlying principals of locational model- 

ling: a comparison of the characteristics of site location with the surrounding area through com- 

parative analyses of a senes of archaeological sites and their association with physiographic 

variables. Three decades ago, Heidenreich's research on Huronia concluded that a series of 

variables influenced the selection of Huron village sites. A combination of water, soil, defen- 

siveness, and sunounding vegetation acted as culturally favounble conditions for site location 

in that 87% of Contact Penod sites (120 of 138 sites) were located on well drained soi1 ranging 

in texture from sands to sandy loams, which in tum comprised 66% of Huronia soi1 (Heiden- 

reich 197 1: 109). More recently, a successful locational model for the Potomac River basin in 

West Virginia varied little in methodology from that of Heidenreich (see Neumann 1992). By 

theu design, locational models are able incorporate more rigorous hypothesis testing over that 

of potential models, including the use of model validation prior to field testing and theoretical 

development based on locational decisions. The only method of validation for a potentid model 

is to conduct an archaeological survey, either confuming or rehiting the potentid of an area 

from which the accuracy of the model is assessed by the rate of site recovery. 



Table 2.2: Selected locational models (Eastern North Arnerica). 

Year Author AB1 iat ion Region Objective 

1 97 1 Heidenreic h York University Simcoe County Huronia 

1972 Hurley et al University of Toronto Wisconsin al1 cultures 

1973 Konrad York University Greater Toronto al1 cultures 
area 

1980 Roberts York University Burlington ON aceramic sites 
are a 

1985 Schermer & University of Iowa Iowa 
TITfany 

Woodland 

1 9 8 6 Jamieson Trent University Southern Ontario Late WoodIand 

1987 Horne University of Waterloo WaterIoo Late Woodland 

1990 Savage - Eastern Wood- Late Archaic 
lands 

1990 Allen University of Pittsburgh New York State Late Woodland 

1 990 Hasenstab University of Massachusetts New York state Late Woodlmd 

1992 Campbell & York/McGill University Southem Ontario Late Woodland 
Campbell 

1992 Neumann - West Virginia Midd teLate 
Woodland 

1995 Stevens Parsons Engineering NY, PA, NI Late Archriic 
Science 



Locational models are tested a priori through the modelling of random locations, or 

non-sites, in the study area, as a control and test of locational mode1 hypotheses. A study that 

modelled 108 sites and 100 random or non-sites determined site location preferences via a 

comparative andysis of the relationships between site location and environmental diversity 

(Schermer and Tiffany 1985). Using a similar methodology, the selection of 50 random loca- 

tions acted as control data for modelling 9 1 Archaic sites in southern Ontario (Roberts 1980). 

The above snidies show that site location models genenlly satisfy culture-specific interpreta- 

tions of association, but not of explanation. 

Not al1 locational models have to satisfactory results. Campbell and Campbell (1992), 

erroneously billing their model as predictive or potential, set out to model soil texture. relief, 

drainage, and frost-free days against the known set of horticultural villages in southern Ontario. 

Since they do not cidm or attempt to predict the location of new sites, by definition their re- 

search fails under the rubric of a locational model. They conclude that no single variable is re- 

sponsible for site locations, and ultimately reiy upon soil conditions and climate as the primary 

determinants based on the limitations of horticultural activities. However, the rnodel uses an in- 

appropriate scale to validate their results. The 100 krn'cell resolution fails to accommodate any 

semblance of local variation, neither for relief and drainage, as noted by the authors, nor for the 

soi1 data upon which their conclusion rests. Soi1 variation is documented at a scale of 1:63,360, 

far too coarse a scaie. In order to attempt this type of locational study, an examination of the soil 

at a much more detailed scaie is required, as is a set of random locations to act as control data. 

A locational model' s examination of the interrelationships between environment and 

cultural groups is generally limited to testing for positive or negative associations. Site location 



models, therefore, fail shon of qualiQing as tnie studies of settlement systems for they neither 

address the significance of setdement in association with culturd explmation, nor uncover the 

rules behind the choice of settlement location. 

Landscape Modelling 

Landscape modelling takes into account more than just a site's location in relation to 

physiographic sunoundings. Modern landscape archaeology details the evaluation of archaeo- 

logical evidence in the context of the surrounding landscape in order to reconstruct "the evolv- 

ing relationships that existed between former cultural and physical landscapes" (Lock and Har- 

ris l996:2 15). A diversity of landscape models share similar themes: spatial relationships, loca- 

tional analysis, central-place theory, perception studies, cultural geography, human-environment 

relationships and human ecology (Lock and Harris 1996:2 16). Landscape modelling practitio- 

ners address a cornrnunity's perception of the immediate (experienced) landscape through three 

avenues: an examination of the physical environment guided by explicit social scientifîc ques- 

tions; a recognition of the culturally shaped humanenvironment interactions, which are histori- 

cd, dynamic, and accretionary; and the redisaiion of the dynamic interaction between human 

environments and human behaviour (Feinman 1999:685). The resulting interpretations ye at- 

tempts to explain of the relationships between communities and their swoundings. 

Landscape models are typicaily focused on a single or a related collection of features, 

restricted both temporally and geographicaily in scope, and to date are implemented almost ex- 

clusively by academics (Table 2.3). The lack of North Arnerican landscape models (or land- 

scape theory) appears to be due to a reluciance to link landscape and archaeology as the basis of 



an explanation, instead most researchers prefer to use operationai or substantive explmations on 

the route to site evaluation. Tellingly, predictive and locational models are the only two types of 

models identified in a seminal work on archaeological settlement modelling in the United States 

(Judge and Sebastian 1988). Surprisingly, given the abundance of landscape analyses in the 

United Kingdom and Europe, there is a similar lack of settlement systems research integrating 

landscape features with environmental and topographical data (see Spikens 1996:87). 

The current practice of landscape modelling often involves determinhg the viewshed of 

a given locale or series of locales. Typicdly, these locales are associated with an outstanding 

human-modified or natural feature on the landscape (e.g.. stone circles, long barrows) in an ai- 

tempt to address the very question that is avoided by potential and locational models, that is, an 

explanation of the rules or relationships underlying the choice of site location. Two practitio- 

nen, approaching landscape modelling from a modern planning perspective and an archaeologi- 

cal perspective, have reached sirnilar concIusions: a landscape cm be reconstructed through an 

examination of the associations between physiopphy and cognition (Baldwin et al. 1998, van 

Leusen 1999). 

Grounding a Landscape Settlement Mode1 

A landscape settiement mode1 addresses the fundamental question of why a group chose 

a particular locale. While potential and locational settlement models engage in valid substantive 

aspects associated with the evaluation of site location in relation to physical surroundings, they 



Table 2.3: Selected landscape models (Europe). 

Year Author Affiliation Reg ion Objective 

1995 Wheatley University of Southhampton south England Neolithic long barrows 

1995 McGlade University College London general theory (human- 
landscape) 

1996 Llobera University of Oxford south England Late Bronze Age ditches 

1996 Lock & Harris West Virginia University south England Iron Age hillfort 

1 997 Bender et al University Coliege south England Bronze Age village & 
(London) cairns 

1997 Verhagen et al - south Spain Bronze age settlement 

1998 Baldwin et al University of Leicester general theory (environmental 
cognition) 

1998 Lake et al University of Reading west Scotland Mesolithic 

1999 van Leusen Groningen Instituie of general summary (viewshed) 
Archaeology 



do not address the human perception of landscape. The advantage of a landscape senlement 

model Lies in the ability to infer the cultural behaviours that generated the locational patterns 

(Hasenstab i996:2N) within the context of belie fs and practices (Tngger l989:292, Trigger 

1995:450, see also Plog 1990). 

A landscape settlement model necessitates a framework to place a given c u i ~ r e  within 

the context of surrounding cultures. The methodology for determining change over time in- 

volves the comparison of data irregularities and anomalies from different archaeological se- 

quences (see Trigger 1989:409). Data irregularities are associated with both temporal and Spa- 

tial aspects of archaeological sequences. Given that Princess Point chronologically straddles the 

Middle and eariy Late Woodland penods. spanning A.D. 500 to 1200, the relationships be- 

tween Middle Woodland. Princess Point, and Early Ontario Iroquoian (Glen Meyer) provide 

the temporal sequence required for evaluation and explanation of the Princess Point settlement 

system. Unfortunately, the data for Rivière au Vase and Sandbanks groups are not sufficient at 

this tirne to provide a definitive spatial context analyses of Princess Point. 

The penod spanning A D .  500 to 1200 encompasses a time of unprecedented change. 

This span is given the appellation the sedentarisation of pre-contact Iroquoians (Chapdelaine 

1993). Accompanying the appearance of sedentary communities are equally significant changes 

in subsistence practices and products related to maize cultivation. Changing habitation and sub- 

sistence practices complement alterations in mobility patterns and social organisation. The latter 

represent significant societal and ideational transformations. yet there is an under-representation 

of archaeologicai analyses for this temporal period in southem Ontario. 



Embedded within the archaeological record, with varying degrees of visibility, is evi- 

dence pertaining to sedentism, subsistence practices, mobility pattems and social organisation. 

These patterns or cultural traits can be used archaeologically to distinguish one group from an- 

other. Pattemed traits may be unique or shared by a number of groups within a region. Shared 

traits, while not culturally unique, provide support for a broader interpretation of settlement 

systems. The following discussions on sedentism, subsistence, mobility, and social groups 

higNight their respective contributions to the development of a landscape settlement mode1 for 

Princess Point. 

On Sedentism and Sttbsistence 

The trends toward sedentism and a reliance on maize cultivation are interreiated devel- 

opments, yet their causal relationship is not clear. Increased sedentism may occur without 

cultigens while some groups may use domesticates while settling down (Arnold 1993:79, see 

also, Rocek and Bar-Yosef 1998). Although it is commonly accepted that the emergence of food 

production requires a modification in the structure of society (see Bender 1975). sedentism 

does necessarily equate with year-round sertlement, regardless of the subsistence base (Chap- 

delaine 1993: 176). This raises the possibility of semi-sedentary societies, in relation to a period 

of horticultural and settlement transition, that are "hard to pin down because [they present] a 

degree of change in the intensity and permanency" (Chapdelaine 1993: 176) of occupation. The 

transformation (in terms of sedentarisation) probably occurred slowly over the period A.D. 800 

to 1200, paraileling the advent of the longhouse. The longhouse itself represents a design or 

evolution into "a tool for sedentariness" (Chapdelaine 1993: 184). Likewise, Niemczycki ar- 



gues for an intermediate phase of serni-sedentariness for the New York State Owasco between 

A.D. 1000 and 1300 (Niemczycki 1984). Chapdelaine and Niemczycki both argue for a slower 

pace of change than that suggested by either Stothers (1977) or Noble (1975), who each posited 

a shift to sedentism by A.D. 1000. 

The presence of villages in the early Late Woodland represents a stage, and not the end, 

of a transition from hunter-gather to horticulniralist economies (Williamson 1985350). This 

graduai transition, occming in the social and political realms as weil as the econornic one, rep- 

resents a continuation of the Middle Woodland trend towards an emphasis on a centrally based 

subsistence strategy with the goal of accumulating a winter food supply (Williamson 1983:28). 

Within the Ontario archaeological cornrnunity, a consensus is forming that sedentary cornmuni- 

ties emerged slowly between the Middle and Late Woodland periods (see Fems and Spence 

1995, Smith l997a). 

One researcher queries w hether the adoption of an architectural environment (i.e., vil- 

lages and houses) indicates a transformation from a sociocultural infrastmcture founded on a 

focus to one founded on a border (Wilson 198858). The architectural or built environment rep- 

resents a "construction placed on the landscape rather than the landscape undergoing a recon- 

struction" (Wilson 1988:50); i.e., sedentary people impose villages, houses, and gardens on the 

landscape. The house appropnates the rnediation and synthesis of the natural symbols of both 

the body and the landscape (1988:58), mirroring Chapdelaine's comment regarding long- 

houses. The significant ciifference between mobile and sedentary communities is that the former 

read or find objects and features on the landscape while the latter represent such features 

through their built environment by the establishment of boundaries (Wilson 1988: 139). The 



phenomenon of sedentism, based on a sociocultural need for an architectural environment, 

manifests in the erection of a border. The border takes on many f o m :  a village, a longhouse, a 

palisade, or a bounded landscape such as a clearing surrounding a village. 

An analysis of subsistence practices provides a similar border or boundary manifesta- 

tion. The world-wide process of plant domestication is broadly inierpreted: as Danvinian evolu- 

tion whereby culture has no role in the evennial domestication process (Hart 1999, Rindos 

l984), as economic (Flannery l976a) and environmental determination such as favourable cli- 

matic change (Stark 1986), as social determination such as demographic pressure models 

(Bender 1985. Cohen 1975), as exchange or extemal influence whereby the indigenous culture 

was influenced or coerced (Dincauze and Hasenstab 1989), or as nsing out of cultural and 

ideological complexity (Hodder 1990). For the last, the inclusion of agriculture in a subsistence 

system does not predicate the successful physical reorientation of society in terms of planting, 

collecting and storage strategies but rather upon the ability of cultures to include agriculture 

within their social constnicts of the world, of their society, of the local landscape, and as a food 

source (Hodder 1990: 182, see also Mulk and Bayliss-Smith 1999:370). Envisioned through a 

culnirally symbolic separation of the wild fiom the domestic, the construction of a border cre- 

ates a domus-agrios dichotomy delimited by exclusion, conuol, and domination (Hodder 

1990:45). This dichotomy is similar to the culture-nature, human-environment debate and place- 

space interrelationships discussed previously. 

To m e r  explain the sedentism and subsistence relationship, 1 draw some parallels 

between eastern the North American Woodland period and the European and Near Eastern 

Neolithic. The ongins of Old World agriculture reside in the combination of long natural proc- 



esses and somewhat less lengthy social events including the organisation of economic activities 

resulting in settled villages. The domw-agrios dichotomy inherent in settled Old World villages 

promotes the creation of community distinctions or boundaries encapsulated by the terms 

house, hearth and pot. Houses, through hearth activities, and the decoration of pots, by way of 

an embedded cultural code, emphasise boundaries (Hodder 1990294-295). 

For eastern Nonh Amenca. Hart (1999) hypothesises a long naturai process for the 

namal diffusion of maize (see Hart 1999). A variety of archaeological locales provide evidence 

of a reonentation from hunter-gatherer-fishen to horticultural-based permanence, organising 

econornic activities leading to settlements in the form of villages. The pnnciple of a 

wi1d:domestic separation mirrors the Lroquoian ideological and practical separation of the forest 

from the clraring surrounding a village (Fenton 1998). Ethnohistoncal evidence suggests that 

Iroquoian groups pncticed a lifeiong reinforcement of the separation of village (or clearing) and 

forest (see Perrelli 1994: 1). The appearance and significance of the longhouse likewise empha- 

sises boundaries. The complex Iroquoian cosmology associated with a longhouse maintained 

and reinforced the wi1d:domestic or forest:village dichotomy: 

"the longhouse was more than a residence, it was a focal point of [roquoianAroquois ex- 

istence, it was the socio-political centre, the rituai centre, the econornic centre, and the 

centre of the cultural and cosmologicai world. It was archiiecturally speaking an incredi- 

ble building, durable, large, ovenvhelmuig, awe-inspiring, economically self-sustaining, 

and a permanent structure in an ever-changing and unreliable world" (Kapches 

I995:94). 



This testimony more than satisfies the adoption of an architectunl environment as an 

indicator of a sedentary community founded on a border imagery. The longhouse acts as a self- 

contained societal border for social. economic and politicai relations. Although some may argue 

that the longhouse represents a focus as opposed to a border, the exclusionary (or exclusive) 

nature of longhouse membenhip, activities, and gender-related management better satisfies a 

lirnited, controlled, and closed (architectural) environment. 

Palisades likewise behave as boundaries. The erection of village palisades fuels a con- 

tinuing archaeological debate regarding their function. One rationale is rooted in the sociocul- 

tural architecturai environment concept (Wilson 1988), a domestication metqhor that confronts 

and controls the agnos (Hodder 1990:294). Interpreted foremost as defensive (see Stothers 

1977, Timmins 1997), the increase in palisade post rows over tirne generaily presupposes inter- 

pretations of increased warfare. When confronted with posts of small diameter in fragrnentary, 

single rows, interpretations revert to windbreaks, snow fences or attempts at defence frorn wild 

animals (Pihl 1999, Robertson 1994:3, Pearce 1984:384, in Trigger 1990: 123). 

Challenging the defensive interpretation of palisades is the belief that palisades represent 

a "surrounding wall demarcat[ing] a community boundary, and divid[ing] the world into two 

parts: those on the inside and those on the outside" (Ramsden 1990: 170). Ramsden interprets 

palisades as symbolic statements of community rnembeahip. As rnembership becomes in- 

creasingiy structured the palisade follows suit, becoming more formalised and expressive. 

Moreover, a palisade constrains a community's mobility of residence, forming a social bound- 

ary (Ramsden 1990: 170- 173). 



An equally valid hypothesis is that village boundaries were both artificial and natural, 

with anthropogenic growth in the hunediate clearings as both a substitute and a supplement to 

paiisades (Robertson 1994:7). 1 add to this that anthropogenic growth was a natural precursor 

to paiisades, providing both subsistence gains and perhaps the seeds of a boundary manifesta- 

tion that was at once both n a d  and artificial in design. 

The archaeological plant remains from Grand Banks include a wide variety of fleshy 

fruits that indicate anthropogenesis (American nightshade, brmble, ground cherry, strawberry). 

and are otherwise almost exclusively associated with Glen Meyer and Iater, predominately horti- 

cultural groups. Furthemore, "these plants are likely attracted to the human impacted landscape 

[ai Grand Banks] largely due to the increasing impact of gardening.. ." (Crawford et (il. 

1998: 133). These and other plants served as a natural boundary for Pnncess Point cornmuni- 

ties. A palisade mirrors and stimulates naniral succession and anthropogenic growth. It also hl-  

fils the role of a societal border in the fom of an architectural environment by excluding, con- 

trolling and dominating the natural border through the imposition of a human-modified cultural 

boundary. Moreover, a palisade as a societal border is expressed year-round, lacking the inher- 

ent seasonaiity of natural borders. 

The final parallel between the Old World Neolithic and eastem North Amencan Wood- 

land is the use of cerarnic decoration as complex cultural codes. On-going research demon- 

strates that the existence of a complex cultural code via ceramic decoration was well in place in 

by the appearance of Princess Point and that this code changed with Glen Meyer (D. Smith 

pers. corn.). The encoding of rneaning in pottery provided a culturai boundary that partici- 

pants acted on and whereby ceramic decoration irnplemented adherence to a group's cultural 



philosophy. The spatial placement and form of the decoraiion itself was rigidly bounded by 

rules and techniques. The change in decoration of ceramic vessels signifies an acknowledge- 

ment of cultural changes in space and place as defined by social boundaries (see Ramsden 

1990: 177). 

On Mobility and Social Organisation 

Hunter-gatherer mobility, most often associated setdement-subsistence systerns, cen- 

tered on annual seasonal-round economic activities (for ment studies, see Rocek and Bar-Yosef 

1998). Less frequent is the use of mobility as an analytical tool for horticultural settlement- 

subsistence systems despite the commoniy held opinion that "at various seasons of the year, 

groups of farmers left the village and set up temporary camps in good foraging localities" 

(Flannery 1976: 1 1 1 ). The study of mobility generally rests upon the utility of economic activi- 

ties (e.g., Harris and Hillman 1989, Hawkes and O'Connel1 1992, Keegan 1987, Kelly 1992, 

1998) although the recognition of social distance is equdiy critical to village location (see Flan- 

nery 1976, see dso various contributions in Scany 1993). The economic focus h a  lirnited the 

social and cultural contributions to the studies of mobility and social organisation: 

"How c m  we discuss the specific social or cultuai contexts of, Say, the practices of 

prehistoric gatherer-hunters at the inception of agriculture, if we fail to similady theo- 

rize and contexnialize the [social group] relations w hich may have informed the ways 

in which such practices were executed?" (Boyd 1997:28). 

Poitery, as a factor favourîng sedentism, acts as a constraint on mobility (most recently 

researched by Haaland 1999:376). This line of research offers mobility studies a release fiom 



the economic constraints of past research. The combination of pottery and mobility is less likely 

an option than the combination of pottery and sedentism. However, once a societal structure, 

sucb as gender, is attributed to pottery, the celationship between mobility and pottery becomes 

lrss hinctional. If pottery constrains mobility, ihen the inference is that when gender and mobil- 

ity are combined, the ultimate effect is one of decreased mobility, reflected in a settlement sys- 

tem with ,mater permanence of the residential base. Pottery and other hearth-centred activities 

reflect practices of an individual or group and display a distinctive mobility pattern that incorpo- 

rates tasks that, in al1 likelihood, were performed closer to, rather than farther frorn, the heanh. A 

shift to a more sedentary settlement could result in a reduction in gatherer mobility of up to half 

the previous subsistence mobility (Jackson 199 l:3 18). 

Groups tend to divide labour so that a group responsible for stationary resources and 

activities are based near the residential base and a second group responsible for mobile re- 

sources possess more flexible habitation options (Watson and Kennedy 199 1259). Ethnohis- 

toncal sources indicate the separation of hoquoians into two groups that functioned largely to 

divide subsistence-associated labour activities. Adult females, elden and children comprised a 

group associated with cultivation and g a t h e ~ g  and adult males perfomed tasks such as game 

hunting and village protection (Perrelli 1994: 18-2 1). This segmentation of society into two 

groups combines both gender classes and age cohorts. 

The combination of mobility and gender in the form of a social group implies that gen- 

dered work is not necessarily sex-segregated work, and that women presumably ranged through 

a group's entire temtory (Nelson 1983: 1 1 1,89). Ethnohistoricd evidence demonstrates that 

women were present at camps and documents family groups hunting and fishing, and women 



assuming responsibility for preparing and maintaining the so-cdled male hunting camps (see 

PerreUi 1994, S pector 1983). Archaeologically correlation of the last, through research based on 

c e r d c  data, supports the presence of a substantial number of women and children at resource 

camps on the Caradoc Sand Plain (Williamson 1990:343). Moreover, males performed the ar- 

duous task of land clearing, either for new fields and therefore in sight of or in close proximity 

to ciearings, or for new village locations, typically at a greater distance from the residential base 

(Trigger pers. cornrn.). Hence, two exclusively bounded landscapes, admittedly fluid in size yet 

maintaining a distinctiveness as to hinction, represent the Lroquoian socioculnird infraçtmcture. 

A functiond and spatial association between mobility and social grouping stems from 

subsistence and settlement practices. A mobile hunting economy requires a greater temtory than 

that of the territorial limits associated with a cultivation-based economy (Jarman et al. 1982:3 1). 

When both economies co-exist within a culture group, sedentism, defined as an extreme strat- 

egy of reduced mobility, represents a continuum rather than an absolute, sirnilar to the domesti- 

cation continuum for subsistence. Likewise, social organisation is a fluid resource adaptable to 

the current needs of a society. Moreover, the notion of landscape as a boundary links the four 

concepts to one another. 

The Princess Point Landscape Mode1 

The landscape settlement model is an investigation of Princess Point, Middle Woodland 

and Early Ontario lroquoian data sets to seek patterning in the human-environment relationship 

in southern Ontario circa A.D. 500 to 1200. nie  landscape settlement system model methodol- 

ogy addresses both substantive and inferential approaches. Unique cultural activities revealed by 



archaeological landscape patteming provides explanation of the ways a culture viewed and used 

i ts world (see also Savage 1990). 

The landscape settlement mode1 uses a dual approach: 

A substantive evalua tion of the Princess Point settlement system through 

spatial and temporal modelling of the interrelationships between cul- 

ture (archaeological data) and environment (natural landscape); and 

An inferential explanation of the Princess Point settlement system 

through spatial and temporal modelling of the interrelationships be- 

tween space (experienced landscape) and place (viewsheds and iso- 

chrons). 

The patteming resulting from the substantive analysis mirrors that of environmentally 

based evaluative data sets produced in locational models. The patterns resulting from the infer- 

entid approach represent space and place as determined through an andysis of the relationships 

between the experienced landscape, viewsheds, and isochrons. The advantage of a dual approach 

is the opportunity for interpreting the data sets sepantely, and in explaining the irregularities, 

anomalies and interrelationships between data sets through space and tirne (Figure 2.1). 

The Princess Point culture group, as well as Middle Woodland, Glen Meyer groups and 

a lower Grand River vailey control group comprised of randomly generated locations (or non- 

sites) are analysed through four unique landscape data sets consisting of geographic, topog- 

raphic, water, and soi1 data (see Chapter 5). The resdt is an explanation of how archaeological 

cultures structure their relationship to their surroundings through landscapes. 
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Fi- 2.1: Landscape mode1 ülustrated thwrigh methodological interrelationships. 



Parameters of the Landscape Model 

Each landscape data set is rnodelled twice, as per the parameters of the Iandscape senle- 

ment model: to analyse the culture-environment intemlationships and the space-place interrela- 

tionships. I present the results and interpretations pertaining to these data sets in Chaptes 5 and 

6, respective ly . 

The landscape settlement model consists of four components: clustes, viewsheds, view 

forms, and isochrons. An explanation of the meaning and use of each of the four components 

follows. 

Clusters 

Culturd site clusters provide the introductory data sets for the landscape model. A clus- 

ter consists of the cumulative catchrnents of sites bounded geographically (Figure 2.2). In for- 

mulating clusters, 1 make no distinction between contemporary sites and the sequentid occupa- 

tion of sites within a cluster. To date, Princess Point research ha not determined the nature of 

the chronology of the sites within each cluster. While some sites are dated, a comprehensive 

series of dates associated with sites has yet to emerge. Dates are assigned to only six Princess 

Point sites used in this research. Likewise, there are dates for only three Middle Woodland and 

two Glen Meyer sites. Untd dates for al1 sites within each cluster are available, the chronological 

position of any given cluster is unknown and any analysis must remain at the level of geo- 

gnphicai association. 

The determination of the cluster boundaies foiiows past research on settlement systems 

that used site catchment analysis. Traditionai site catchment analysis, introduced to archaeology 



by Vita-Finzi and Higgs (1970), investigated economic resources available in a catchment m a  

or temtory associated with a senlement with catchment defined as a "zone of resources, both 

wild and domestic, that occur within reasonable walking distance of a given village" (Flannery 

1976:9 1). The fint step in site catchment analysis is to derive a temtory (catchrnent) belonging 

to a given focus (site) by applying sorne geographical rule. In its simplest form this would be a 

distance mle, resulting in a circular catchment with a typical radius of five or ten kilometres. The 

radius is chosen by experimenting with actual travel times or using ethnographie data (van Le- 

usen l999:2 18-2 19). Catchment studies typically use a 1 or a combination of 1.2.5, or 5 km 

ndii (e.g., see Fiannery 1976b: 108). Resources located beyond 5 km, while undoubtedly ex- 

ploited for a variety of reasons, represent dirninishing retums (1976b: 116). Generally, the sec- 

ond step is to analyse the properties of the catchrnent ma, usually to observe economic produc- 

tivity (e.g., agricultural yield, foraging costs) in relation to energy investment. 

Past research on some of the clusters used in the Iandscape settlement mode1 resulted in 

similar conclusions. For example, the use of a 10 km catchment for the Calvert cluster to mess 

resources was found to be excessive in that the vast majority of resources for the period up to 

A.D. 1200 were probably obtained from an ovate catchent area no more than four to five 

kilometres in length (Timmins 1997:305). People did range Further but their subsistence needs 

were well met within this parameter. Bogs and ponds located 3 and 3 km fiom the site did not 

offer additional resources that were not obtainable closer to the site. Catchment analysis indi- 

cated that the areas immediately surrounding the Calvert site were the most heavily exploited. 



Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the Cayuga cluster. 



Catchments of 2 and 10 km were used to research the Caradoc cluster. A 10 km catch- 

ment for Caradoc sites encompassed most of the regional variations in soil and vegetation, 

thereby greatly reducing the analytical value of each site's catchent. It was demonstrated that 

horticultural land requirements within a 2 km catchment were sufficient to provide nearly three 

quarten of the subsistence diet (Williamson 19823 17-3 18). More than half of a 1 km catch- 

ment for all village sites contained the best honicultural soil in the region. Three of the villages 

indicated significant use of swamps within 1 km, and andysis of the main flon and fauna re- 

covered from three camp sites indicated procurement within a 1 km catchment (Williamson 

l985:326-330). 

1 have set cluster boundaries used in the landscape settlement model at 5 km catchments 

using landscape boundary radii of 2.5 km around each site based on a combination of the above 

research results, preliminq investigations of the landscape model cluster locales, and the 

opinion that a landscape must be bounded. This equates to a 2,000 ha land area per site as the 

bais for landscape settlement modelling. 

Viewsheds 

The landscape modelling of each site produces a unique experienced landscape and as- 

sociated viewshed. The methodological sequence to produce a viewshed follows a GIS opera- 

tional path. The genention of viewsheds used the following parameters: viewer rnap layer (on 

which any non-void ce11 WU represent a viewpoint location), 2,500 rn maximum viewing dis- 

tance (viewshed boundary), 2 m viewing height above the ground surface (Le., an approximation 

of adult height), surface elevation map (a DEM), site location map, and a 360° field of view. The 



resulting GIS map layer displays unique values for the viewpoint itself, for cells visible, and for 

ceils not visible from the viewpoint (Figure 2.3). The view form or pattern of the viewshed iüelf 

represents an additional analytical feature of the viewshed. 

Setting the viewshed lirnit at 2.5 km radius dlows cornparisons to the site catchment 

data. ~Moreover, in defining a viewshed as a zone of influence, there is impracticality to an un- 

Limited viewshed (in fact, there is valid opposition, see van Leusen 1999). The average penon's 

tangible visual perception from a fmed location falls within the range of 2.5 km. Viewsheds are 

created for each site resulting in a total of 18 Pnncess Point, 12 Middle Woodland and 15 Glen 

Meyer viewsheds, in addition to the three sites dating circa AD 1000 and the control group. 

Each site's viewshed is presented in Appendix A. 

View Forrns 

A viewshed manifests an independent parameter in the form of a view fonn. A view 

form displays variation in land area through comparative anaiysis of the amount of adjoining 

areas within the viewshed, thus enabling comparisons between sites and across culture groups. 

Each site's viewshed is subject to a GIS analysis whereby contiguous cells within the viewshed 

are assigned the same vaiue, and unique values are assigned to non-coniiguous cells. The user 

sets the parameter for what constitutes contiguous celis. The landscape mode1 panmeter is 200 

m, the maximum area between viewshed cells herein identified as contiguous. Non-contiguous 

cells, i.e., those with greater than 200 m of empty or void celis between hem, and their subse- 

quent contiguous neighbours, are assigned a new vaiue. 



A spacing of 200 m allows for minor topographic variation, such as swales, that would 

not constitute a natural landscape boundary, but permits the establishment of a boundary for 

larger topographic features, such as rives, escarpment, and drurnlins, etc. This method identifies 

the contiguous nature of each viewshed resulting in a ha unit of measure. The resulting value for 

contiguous cells is then calculated as a percentage of the viewshed itself, resulting in a stan- 

dardised measurement across sites and culture groups. 

Isochrons 

An isochron is a measure of the,  and gnphically represented as distance, to travel a 

prescnbed distance. Although similar to exploitation temtories, isochrons are unique in that 

they are bounded by the viewshed. The territories under scrutiny in the landscape senlement 

mode1 are the relative mobility of each of the residence group and habitat group. Each isochron 

indicates the distance travelled in a given time and thus is related to distance-decay or cost- 

surface analysis methodologies, which calculate the cumulative costs of travelling over a surface. 

These methodologies typically operate with catchment-style panmeten set by time lirnits. 

The time parameters for each of the two mobility groups are calculated from the ethno- 

graphie and archaeological data discussed previously (see section on mobility and social 

groups). The residence group's isochron is modelled on ten minute transects from a site and 

the habitat group is modelled on ten minute to one hour transects, exclusive of the residence 

isochron. Although the transects for each site do Vary with terrain (as determined by GIS cost- 

surface analysis, see Dieterman 1999), they average a distance measurement of1 km and 5 km, 

using Jarman et al's (1982:32) exploitation temtoiy thresholds developed for arable economies, 
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Figure 2.3: Grand Banks site and viewshed. 
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Figure 2.4: Grand Banks residence and habitat isochrons. 



for the residence and habitat groups, respectively. Additionaiiy, I use individual site viewsheds 

to represent the landscape associated with each mobility group, effectively restricting the iso- 

chrons to the same boundaries as set by the viewshed. The result is a set of uniquely bounded 

isochrons per site for the residentiai and habitat groups (Figure 2.4). 

The Siibstantive Approach 

The substantive approach involves examining the geographic characteristics of the local 

environment and contrasting the natunl landscape with the archaeologicai data for each site and 

cluster of sites. The rnethodology for depicting the natural landscape is sirnilar to that found in 

locational models: attributes consisting of physiographic chmcteristics. The difference lies in 

the assessrnent of the attributes. Rather than predict or prescribe the environment-site relation- 

ship (i.e., distance to water, degree of slope, etc.), 1 meastue natural landscape attributes as inde- 

pendent variables that form a background or baseline data set. For example, attributes relating to 

water are assigned to primary or secondary watercourses, lacustrine, or wetland. Instead of as- 

suming a culturally defined relationship in a geographic region, such as that between site and 

distance to urater, the goal of the substantive approach is to present an environmental account of 

the landscape. 

The substantive approach's contribution to the landscape settlement mode1 highlights 

variation in physiographic data sets through the identification and evduation of patterns. Indi- 

vidual sites are spatially modelled through intra-cluster and inter-cluster relationships, and tem- 

ponily between cultures. In addition, site clusters are anaiysed through the four landscape data 

sets. 



The Inferential Approach 

The inferential approach is used to analyse the relationships between the naturai and ex- 

perienced landscapes and viewsheds and isochrons for each site, between sites and clustes, and 

between cultural groups. Given that the experienced landscape, consisting of potential affor- 

dances in the humanenvironment relationship, represents an acknowledgernent of the presence 

of affordances (as opposed to the n a d  landscape, which details environmental attributes), the 

inferential approach allows for an analysis based on social and ideological pnnciples. This may 

appear to be rnerely a semantic distinction but in practice, the difference between an natural 

landscape's second order Stream and a experienced landscape's potential water source, fishing 

source, clay source, or plant foods and raw materials is significant. A measure of the relation- 

ship between place and space consist of the variation between the affordances situated within the 

viewshed of each site and those outside of the viewshed. As noted in Chapter 1, this does not 

negate the potential of additional affordances outside the viewshed; however, the landscape 

mode does noi address these affordances. In addition, the form of site viewsheds is compared 

from al1 sites and from the control group site viewsheds. 

Residence and habitat group isochrons represent territories or activity areas açsigned to 

rnobility groups. The amalgrnation of data relating to inferred and documented village and field 

oriented labour and social activities incorporating age and gender cohorts (typically, but not R- 

stricted to women, children, and elden). The habitat group isochron corresponds to an arnalga- 

rnation of inferred and documented territory-oriented labour and social activities incorporating 

specific male age cohorts and nuclear family groups. The number and type of affordances en- 

countered within each isochron are analysed through an inferential approach, including the d a -  



tionships between isochrons and viewsheds for both mobiliiy groups per site and inter-site, by 

culture and between cultures. 

GIS Mapping 

This research makes use of a raster-based GIS application, MFworks 2.6, installed on 

an Apple iMac. A raster GIS is defined as a database of attributes linked to grid cells on a digi- 

tal map: 

"Maps are a representation of the distribution of attributes over a specific geographic 

area. . . . An attnbute rnap can be thought of as a layer within a stack of related maps, 

or simply, a map layer. A raster-based GIS imposes a gnd structure over a surface. 

A raster rnap is a matrix of values, describing attributes, that are stored in cells that 

represent equal sized parcels of the real world" (Thinkspace Inc. 1999:UG-DAT-2). 

Sources 

The GIS-based maps used in the landscape settlernent mode1 are digitized from the site 

data and published maps. The original maps used to develop the landscape settlement mode1 

consist of a variety of sources including archaeological sites, site record f o m ,  soil, agriculturd 

and topographic maps, and new data ascribed to GIS rnap layers. 

The National Topographic Series (NTS) maps (l:50,000 or 1:25,000) combine both 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) and latitude and longitude grid systems. While the met- 

ric 1: 10,000 Ontario Base Map series are produced with UTM coordinates, the 1:25,ûûû Soil 

S w e y  Reports are set out in latitudes and longitudes. In the GIS, ail attributes in cells were 



recoded using UTM reference. Registration of the variously scaled map sheets was achieved 

through the establishment of a comrnon geometry based on UTM coordinates. This geometry 

was used to overlay data from latitude and longitude maps by translating a series of cells per 

map, as required. 

The sources used for the above include the Department of Energy and Mines NT'S 

1 25,000 maps for Muncey, Nelles, Melboume, Strathroy West, Caradoc, Caledonia, Lamoka, 

Lambeth, Pond Mills, and Brantford-St. George, and 1:50,000 maps for Dunnville, Brantford, 

and Hamilton-Wentworth. Soil survey reports, at either 1:63,360, 1 :50,000 or, most cornrnonly, 

1:25,00 scde, used include the counties of Brant (Acton 1992), Middlesex (Hagerty and King- 

ston 1992), Wentworth (Ontario Agncultural College and Deputment of Soil Science 1967), 

Waterloo (Ontario Agncultunl College and Department of Soil Science 197 l), Haldimand- 

Norfolk (Presant and Acton 1984), and Elgin (Schut 1982). 

Scaling 

Al1 data are digitized into rnap layen from rnap sheets scans. Each scan, once imported 

into the GIS program, required the calculation of ce11 resolution, a measure of scale that assigns 

each ce11 in the raster rnap layer a user defined value. For exarnple, if a rnap scde representing 1 

km, or 100 m, occupies 575 cells on a map layer, the ce11 resolution or rnap layer scale is 1.74 

m per cell(1000/575=1.739). A common scaie of measurement was established for the digit- 

ized rnap layers in the GIS. Al1 maps are respaced (a GIS operation) so that a single raster ceIl 

in any given rnap layer represents a uniform measurement across map layers. For this purpose, 

the scale of 1: 10,000 was chosen as the best scale to store data, in terms of cornputer file size, 



ease of data coordination, and ground-tmth representation. At this scale, the ce11 resolution on 

each rnap is 10 m per cell. Given that a map's cells are easily re-scaled to any selection de- 

pending on the desired result and size of the rnap layer, the selection of l: 10,000 does not re- 

strict data manipulation to any degree; it simply operates as a cornmon unit for data input, in- 

ventory and recovery. 

GIS Mapping Procedure 

The production of a Digital Elevation Mode1 (DEM) rnap from the digitised contour 

rnap is a four-step process (Figure 2.5). A DEM is a digital representation of cartographie in- 

formation in raster form, composed of a "smpled matrix of elevations for regularly spaced lo- 

cations within the area represented by the map. Each ceil in the DEM map layer contains a value 

that indicates the average elevation of the parce1 of land represented by the cell" (Thinkspace 

Inc. 1999: UG-DEM-1). The DEM is creaied through GIS interpolation resulting in a continu- 

ous data map whereby empty (void) cells are replaced with values using an algorithm that cal- 

culates or interpolates data from neighbounng values. 

A digital terrain rnap (or pseudo-shaded relief map) emphasises elevation data via spatial 

enhancement produced using a GIS füter operation in tandem with a user defined GIS mask 

rnap (a three-by-ihree celI rnap layer to indicate light direction). A watercourse map layer acts as 

a mask to prevent contour rastering from spreading into non-land regions, such as rivers, Mes, 

etc. The final rnap requires value grouping, manipulahg value colours, and a water rnap overlay. 

The term digital terrain rnap (DTM) describes this rnap format. As a base rnap for display pur- 

poses, a DTM presents a valid topographie depiction of any given area within the digitized re- 



search area in the form of continuous, enhanced relief to aid analysis and interpretation when 

used with less visually interpretative overlays such as viewshed, soil, or drainage overlays. 

Digitizing data pertaining to the geographic, topographic. water, and soil Iandscapes and 

archaeological sites follows a sirnpler NO-step approach. If required, in-filling void cells trans- 

f o m  relevant digitised data sets into continuous data sets. Notable exceptions are the water 

resource map layes and the archaeological site maps. These maps display a rnajority of void 

cells simply as a result of the nature of the data set: linear streams and nvers or cell-specific ar- 

chaeologicd site locations. The archaeological sites were digitised using UTM coordinates as 

provided on the Ontario Ministry of Tourism. Culture and Recreation site database. The site 

locations were ground-truthed, where possible, for Princess Point sites. Middle Woodland and 

Glen Meyer site locations were cross-referenced with file reports and published materiai for 

accuracy . 

GIS Data Sets 

A GIS generated d l  of the landscape data sets utilised in this dissertation. The map lay- 

e n  generated from GIS operations support user defined data legends. The data Iegends, while 

too numerous to detail, typically depict each landscape component as a value and colour (user- 

defined), percentage, land area, number of cells, and any text used to describe a particular land- 

scape attribute. The maps produced as a result of the landscape settlement mode1 number in the 

hundreds and do not lend themselves for inclusion within this format of my dissertation- The 

maps are available from the author upon request. 



Figure 2.5: Production of a GIS digital terrain mode1 (clockwise from upper left: con- 

tour layer; water layer; DEM map; DTM map), 



Summary 

A key component of the landscape model is the notion that the landscape is bounded 

and the analyses are, in effect, defined by these boundaries. Although 1 do not follow Gibson's 

ecological approach to any great extent beyond the analogies of visual perception, he States that 

the visual world has no boundaries (1986:206). This would appear to run contrary to the state- 

ment that a landscape must be bounded. 1 believe that the distinction lies in the composition of 

the natural landscape versus the experienced landscape. The natural landscape is sirnilar to Gib- 

son's visual world; an unbounded concept called the n a d  environment, which, when it is ex- 

perienced, has no visual boundaries and is therefore sirnilar to space. Gibson's visud percep- 

tion approach also involves "knowing the world" (see Gibson 1986:258), io which 1 would 

equate the experienced Inndscape. Knowing the world is defined as the establishment of a cen- 

ter, a center that 1 have encircled with physicd and cognised boundaries. Knowing the world is 

the experienced landscape, comprised of places. 

The landscape settiement model satisfies one opinion regarding of the utility of ar- 

chaeological models: an ability to extract, in a logicai framework, the underlying assurnptions 

about cultural processes implicit in an explmation of prehistory (Trigger 1970:3). The land- 

scape settlement model's logical framework incorporates the construction of natural and experi- 

enced landscapes, the consûucts of space and place, and the development of viewsheds and iso- 

chrons. Furthemore, "tracing communities through time will shed important light not only on 

the development of these comrnunities, but also on the [associated] social and politicai proc- 

esses" (Trigger 1970:42, see dso Plog 1990). This is a basic principle of the landscape settle- 

ment model. 



The landscape settlement model for Princess Point may benefit fiom additional analyses 

of fauna and flora, senlement patterns, and material culture, each contributing and refining the 

model's results. The model provides a new avenue to interpret, evaluate, and explain the human- 

environment relationship for the penod A.D. 500 to 1200 in southem Ontario as a complement 

to more traditional methodologies. 



CHAPTER 3 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

This chapter summarises the spatial and tempod fmeworks underlying the analysis 

of the Princess Point settlement system in relation to Middle Woodland and Early Ontario ho- 

quoian inanifestations in southem Ontario. In the following, 1 present updates on the state of 

archaeologicd site interpretation and settlement-subsistence research on Princess Point, Middle 

Woodland, and Glen Meyer groups. I show that previous theories of Woodland settlement 

systems in southem Ontario no longer confom to current archaeological data. I address the 

potential for settlement system continuity from Middle Woodland to Princess Point, and from 

Princess Point to Glen Meyer. An assessrnent of the significance and analytical potential of 

three transitional Princess Point-Glen Meyer sites follows. 

Setting the Stage 

The Woodland chronology remains the classificatory bais  for pre-contact culture 

groups in northeastem North America. In southem Ontario, Middle Woodland, 400 B.C. to 

A.D. 9 0 ,  is split geographically into three culture groups, the Saugeen, Point Peninsula, and 

Couture cultures. The Grand River serves as an arbitrary boundary (see Spence et al. 1990: 157) 

between two of the culture groups, the Saugeen and Point Peninsula. Early Ontario Iroquois 

(EOI), A.D. 900 to 1275, is traditionally divided dong geographic iines into two culturai 



groups, the eastem Pickering and the western Glen Meyer, the boundary also lying in the gen- 

eral vicinity of the Grand River (see Wright 1966). The majority of current Middle Woodland 

and EOI researchers conclude that the previous segmented approach to culture history is inade- 

quate. Recent interpretations treat the Middle Woodland Saugeen, Point Peninsula, and Couture 

culture groups, as well as the later EOI Pickering and Glen Meyer divisions, as regional varia- 

tions of more complex cultural continua in both space and time (Smith 1990:288, Williamson 

1990:295) (Table 3.1). 

There is considerable lack of agreement in the placement of the Princess Point c u i ~ r e  

within the context of the Woodland chronology for southem Ontario. Similar classification un- 

certainty surrounds Rivière au Vase in southwestern Ontario, Sandbanks in central and eastern 

Ontario, and sites in the Ausable drainage, eastern Lake Huron shoreline and Bruce Peninsula 

of west-central Ontario. The period relevant to these groups has been called both Initial Late 

Woodland (Smith 1997a, Smith and Crawford 1997) and Transitional Woodland (see Fems 

and Spence 1995, Pihl et al. 1998, Spence and PiN 1984), essentially to accommodate the un- 

certainty in classiQing the temporaily convergent Princess Point, Sandbanks, and Rivière au 

Vase traditions. 

A salient argument by Smith (1997a) against the adoption of the term Transitional 

Woodland appeals to concems about inserting a regional transitional woodland substage into 

the larger Eastern North American scheme. Smith cites problerns with ethnicity (proto- 

Troquoian Princess Point and assumed Algonkian Rivière au Vase), differences in settlement- 

subsistence systems and, most significantly, the fact that the term, Transitional Woodland, im- 



plicitly evokes an in situ transition from Middle Woodland to Late Woodland, a still undemon- 

strated scenario (Smith 1997a59-6 1). 

The variation or, more accurately. lack of consensus in the chronological placement of 

Princess Point is revealing in light of an absence of baseline studies. Eighteen references span- 

ning nearly three decades place Pnncess Point within the southem Ontario cultural chronology 

(Table 3.2). Five authors slot it into either the Middle Woodland or Late Woodland while eight 

others propose either a transitional period between the two Woodland Periods or adhere to a 

wavenng reluctance to associate Princess Point with any period. More revealing are the tempo- 

ral spans assigned to Princess Point. Estimates of its beginning range from an early estimate of 

A.D. 200 to more recent ones spanning A.D. 400 to 700. The terminal date is also in flux, 

ranging from A.D. 500 through to 1050. 

At present, Princess Point is tentatively dated between A.D. 540 and 1050. The early 

date is based on AMS "C assays on maize at Grand Banks, yielding a calibrated radiocarbon 

date of A.D. 260 (540) 660 ~ 0 - 5 3 0 7 ~ ]  (Crawford et al. 1997) while the terminal date stems 

from caiibrated radiocarbon dates on Princess Point sites Selkirk No. 5, A.D. 890 (1020) 1220 

[DIC- 1751, Grand Banks, A.D. 990 ( 1030) 12 10 [TO-58751, Bull's Point, A.D. 980 (1040) 

1220 [TO-6341'1 (Smith 1997a:47) and Cayuga Bridge. A.D. 870 (1030) 1280 r0-74453 

(Crawford pers. comm. 1999). 

The only consistent element in the Pnncess Point literature is the group's assumed as- 

sociation with a settlement subsistence system identified as a variant of Middle Woodland. This 

belief went uncontested until new research and the subsequent publication of data from 



Table 3.1: South-central Ontario cultural chronology. 

Time Period Context Event Marker Cultural Group Geographic 
Disrribution 

400 BC - Middle appearance of Saugeen west of the Grand River 
AD 800 Woodland cord-marked Point Peninsula nonh-east of the Grand 

pottery River 

AD 500 - 1050 Initial Late appearance of Pnncess Point from the Niagara River 
Woodland cord-wrapped West to Long Point (Lake 
or stick im- Erie), north to Brantford 
Transitional pressed pot- (on the Grand River), 
Woodland fe'Y, appear- and west to the Credit 

ance of maize River 

AD 800 - 1250 Early permanent Glen Meyer West of Niagara Escarp- 
Ontario settled vil- ment 
hoquoian lages, horti- Pickering 

culture 
east of Niagara Escarp- 
ment 





Table 2.2: Literature overview of Princess Point (cont'd), 

Year Airthor Afilicitiott Spari Proposeri settlenient-siibsiste~ice systenl 
(A.D.) 

1995 Snow Middle Woodland 650-900 Warm season riverinellacustrine, winter camps in uplands, 
no Iarge settlements, no müizt: cultivation 

1995 Smith & Late Woodland 700- 1 050 Group-centred commiinity, long-term river bar bases, 
Craw ford short-term, special-purpose, upland & terriice sites 

1996 Crawford & early Late Woodland/ 500- 1000 Clustered, large, compact, semi-sedentary sites, floodpliiin 
Smith "Transitional" Wood- and upland locales, müizt: cultivation 

land 
1996 Snow Late Woodland 600-? Incipient maize horticulture (intrusive) 

1997 Smith & Initial Late Woodlandl 500- 1050 Transition to stable centred settlement system, reorientütion 
Craw ford "Transitional" Wood- to a miijor landscapa featurr, maize cultivation 

land 
1997 Smith Initial Late Woodland 500- 1050 Likely biised on hunting, gathering, fishing, maize gained 

importance through time, with a focus on lacustrine, river- 
ine and wetland locations 

1998 Pihl et ul Transitional Woodland 600-800 Holmdlile site: house structures, single-row palisade, low 
tenace on oxbow of the Grand River (Brantford), maize & 
tobacco 



Princess Point sites began to provide evidence for river bar (floodplain) settlement and maize 

cultivation (see Crawford and Smith 1995, Smith and Crawford 1996), casting doubt on previ- 

ous assumptions. 

With Middle Woodland sites dating up to A.D. 800, Princess Point starting ca A.D. 

500 and ending post-A.D. 1000, and some early Late Woodland sites dating from A.D. 800, 

most Ontario researchers now concur that there is no clear start date for Late Woodland (see 

F e ~ s  1995: 103). Middle Woodland ends and Late Woodland begins at different tirnes in dif- 

ferent regions as a result of archaeologist's definitions, methodologies, and supponing theoreti- 

cal frameworks (Smith 1997x58). 

The Origins of the Southern Ontario Chronology 

The current cultural chronology for southem Ontario pays an important debt to 

Ritchie's cultural chronological mode1 for northeastem North Arnerica, developed in 1944 and 

modified by Ritchie and MacNeish in 1949. Changes in ceramic styles demonstrated an in situ 

continuum from Point Peninsula to hoquoian cultures in western New York State (see Ritchie 

1969). The Middle Woodland Point Peninsula in the New York chronology dates from ca A.D. 

100 to 1000. The Middle Woodland Kipp Island phase, ca A.D. 500 to 850 (Snow 1980)' is 

conternporary with southem Ontario's Saugeen, Rivière au Vase, and Couture cultures. 

The Owasco and the Iroquois are the two cultural stages or aspects of New York State's 

Late Woodland chronology. Representing the temporal equivalent of Glen Meyer in southem 

Ontario. three sequential phases define the Owasco dating from ca A.D. lûûû to 1300; Carpen- 



ter Brook, Canandaigua, and Cade Creek, more cornrnonly referred to as Early, Middle and 

Late Owasco (Niernczycki 1984:24). 

At a glance, the New York State chronology indicates that the Late Woodland Iroquoian 

Owasco directly follows the Middle Woodland period ending ca A.D. 1000. Chronologically 

situated between Point Peninsula and Owasco is a poorly defined and under-investigated culture 

group, Hunter's Home. defined as a late Middle Woodland manifestation in western New York. 

Viewed as a "terminal development ... of the Point Peninsula cultural continuum in central and 

eastern New York" (Ritchie 1969:253-254). Ritchie admits a difficulty in explicitly defining 

Hunter's Home beyond representing a vague stage of transition into inchoate Owasco culture. 

Admittedly few sites dating to ca A.D. 800 to 1000 are assigned to Hunter's Home (Black 

Rock, Turnball, White, Kipp Island 4, Willow Tree. and Portage) coupled with iimited detailed 

excavation data (see Niemczycki 1984, Ritchie and Funk 1973, Ritchie 1969, White 196 1). 

This description rnirrors Pnncess Point resemh in Ontario, pnor to 1993, although 

Princess Point did have the advantage of a greater number of registered sites. Hunter's Home is 

justified as a culture group by distinctions observed between Middle Woodland Kipp Island 

and Owasco Carpenter Brook, or Early Owasco, including an increase in cord-decorated ce- 

ramics, complete with punctates and Battened instead of rounded lips, a general increase in un- 

decorated pipes, a trend towards diversity in lithic tool types and numbers, especially the trian- 

gular Levanna point (foreshadowing the Owasco sequence) and elimination of burial ritualism 

in favour of more common place treatment (Ritchie L 969: 254-258). Furthemore, maize cultiva- 

tion was "already being practiced as an important aspect of the Hunter's Home economy" 



(Ritchie and Funk 1973:356). For the record, Snow dismisses the phase as spurious, viewing 

Hunter's Home as a culture affiliated with Point Peninsula (Snow 199555). 

This detailing of Hunter's Home is to point out the panllels to Princess Point material 

culture in southem Ontario. Beginning just across the Niagara River (there are Princess Point 

sites on Grand Island, see Bursey 1995), sites resembling Princess Point are recorded as far off 

as the southem shores of Lake Erie (Perrelli pers. corn.) .  While it is beyond the scope of this 

research to go beyond die suggestion of a link or association, the similarity of material culture, 

subsistence pattern, and temporal range does lend credence to the development and evduation of 

a Princess Point-sty le settlement-subsistence system with widespread implications be yond that 

of southem Ontario, including the presence of maize cultivation on either side of the Niagara 

River dating ca A.D. 500 to 1000. 

The Ontario chronology. owing much of its genesis to New York State cultural mani- 

festations, suffea a similarly poorly defined, if not ignored, critical penod of proto-Iroquoian 

development. This poorly defined proto-Iroquoian period perpetuates the current confusion sur- 

rounding Princess Point. 

Reconstructing The Princess Point Settlement System 

Histo rical Ove rview 

Princess Point, as a culture constmct. originates with the 1940s and 1950s fieldwork of 

Lee and MacNeish. Lee envisioned MacNeish's Ontario Owasco designation as transitional 

from Middle Woodland Point Peninsula to Late Woodland Glen Meyer as supponed by sev- 

eral Owasco style sites in southern Ontario. These sites were recovered earlier by Wintemberg 



and documented at that time as a non-hoquoian ceramic tradition underlying Iroquoian compo- 

nents (e.g., the Middleport site). 

The Princess Point cultural group was identified and documented on the bais of field- 

work conducted between 1968 and 1974 (see Stothers 1976). Stothers (1977:24 ) reclassified 

Lee's Ontario Owasco to signiw explicitly that Princess Point was the Ontario Owasco transi- 

tional group. The Princess Point Cornplex, as Stothers (1976: 137. see also 1977) initially de- 

fined it, incorponted three regional foci in souih-central and south-western Ontario: a Point 

Pelee focus, a Grand River focus, and an Ausable focus (near Lake Huron), with sites assigned 

to EarIy, Middle and Late phases, dating between A.D. 600 to 900. Since then. the Point Pelee 

and Ausable foci have been excluded, the former identified as the Rivière au Vase culture while 

the unaffiliated Ausable focus is demonstnbly not Princess Point (Fox 1982, 1984). In addi- 

tion. the EarIy, Middle and Late phases have k e n  dropped in favour of a continuous culture pe- 

riod. Recent studies do not support a tripartite division based on either ceramic attributes (Bek- 

erman 1995) or radiocarbon dates (Smith and Crawford 1997). Since the rationale for the use 

of the tenn complex has been eliminated, 1 would encourage an abridgment of the culturd ter- 

minology. Currently, Princess Point represents a single cultural component dating from ca A.D. 

500 to 1050, based on the identification of more than 80 archaeological sites situated in an area 

from Long Point to the West, the Credit River drainage to the northeast, and the Niagara River to 

the southeast (Fox 1982, 1984, 1990). 



Previous Settlemen t System Hypothesis 

The Middle Woodland seasonal round proposition brought forward over two decades 

ago (Stothers 1977), suffers from a paucity of research on settlement-subsistence systems data 

and. as a consequence, constrains analyses of Princess Point sites. Subsequently, the Princess 

Point settlement system mode1 of large-site macro-band nverine and lacustrine aggregation in 

the late spring and summer, and small-site micro-band upland dispersal in the fa11 and winter 

(sumrnary by Smith et al. 1996) rernains undemonstrated. The majority of sites are on river 

flats, low-lying peninsulas, and lakeshores near river mouths. These locales are considered to 

have been as seasonal spnng-surnrner encampments associated with a diffuse hunting and 

fishing economy and limited maize cuitivation (Stothers 1977: 1 17). A similar scenario charac- 

terised Pnncess Point dunng the evly 1980s; a series of seasonal campsites dong major river 

drainages displaying a settiement pattern very similar to that of Middle Woodland (Fox 

1982: 19). The very nature of the Middle Woodland settiement system in a riverine region was 

assumed rather than tested at that tirne (see Finiayson 1977). 

The seasonal camp interpretation stems from the observation that current floodplains on 

the Grand River have a large number of Princess Point sites situated on them. The chain of 

thought resulting in an assumed seasonal settlement pattern took the modem hydrological 

situation on the Grand River and extended it a thousand yean into the past. The result of this 

assumption, taken for granted over the past quarter cenniry, is to base an unknown settlement 

system (Princess Point) on an untested and assumed settlement system (Middle Woodland). 



Recent Research on Princess Point Sett lement Systems 

From 1993 to 2000. Crawford. Smith and colleagues examined Princess Point sites on 

the lower Grand River and at the westem end of Lake Ontario as part of a multi-disciplinary 

research project on secondary agncultural ongins in northeastern North Arnerica. Research in- 

cluded the partial excavation of Princess Point sites on laterd river bars and tenaces at Grand 

Banks. Cayuga Bridge, Meyer, and Forster. and test excavations at Bell Terrace, Young 1, Bell 

Flats and Armstrong Flats. They discuss the implications of these sites' location on a stable 

Middle Holocene riverine system (see Walker et al. 1997). The result has implications with re- 

gard to settlement systems and horticulture ongins for the Grand River sites (see Crawford et 

al. 1998a). and for the Pnncess Point cluster at Cootes Paradise at the westem end of Lake 

Ontario at Bull's Point, Bull's Cove (Smith et al. I996), Sassafras Point, and the Princess Point 

type site. 

The research of Crawford and Smith (Crawford and Smith 1996, Crawford et al. 1997, 

Craw ford et al. L998a, Craw ford et al. I998b, Smith 1997a, Smith 1997b, Smith and Crawford 

1995. Smith and Crawford 1997) provides a significant analysis of the Princess Point settle- 

ment system. Their work demonstrates the stability of lateral river bars in the Grand River for 

the period of Princess Point occupation. They recovered settlement pattern data from Grand 

Banks, Cayuga Bridge and other lateral bar sites and documented that maite had appeared in 

Ontario by the 6<" century A.D. at Grand Banks. Furthemore, in addition to the Grand River 

valley research, the occupation of glacial ravines at Cootes Paradise demonstrated that the Mn- 

cess Point settlement system is more complex than that of Middle Woodland cultures. 



The tentative conclusions of this research with regard to senlement systerns that the 

transition to more 'centred' communities may have occurred before Glen Meyer (Crawford and 

Smith 1996:7), and that a precursor to the Iroquoian pattern of base site and special-purpose 

sites may have been emerging (Smith et al. 1996). The admission that a "rigorous examination 

of the Princess Point settlement system is still in its infancy" (Smith and Crawford 199728) is 

an honest appraisal. 

Princess Point Settlement Data 

Princess Point sites readily fa11 into discrete clusters. 1 have identified ten Pnncess Point 

clusters to date, including the division of the Grand River cluster (see Crawford and Smith 

1996:783-784, Smith and Crawford 1997: 13) into four discrete clusters (see Figure 3.1, Table 

3.3). There are notable single site outliers in the Niagara Peninsula, on the shorelines of Lake 

Erie and Lake Ontario, and shoreline erosion rnay have destroyed others. The majority of the 

clusters center on the Grand River, from the mouth at Lake Erie to Waterloo. The thee clusters 

not situated on the Grand River are associated with other riverine resources; one with a unique 

lacustrine feature at Long Point on Lake Ontario, another in a unique nvero-lacustrine habitat on 

Spencer Creek and Cootes Paradise, and the third, a small riverine cluster, to the northeast on 

the Credit River. 

Paieosols on Grand River river bars frequentiy yield Princess Point sites. The study of 

paleosols at Grand Banks (Crawford et al. 1998a. Waiker et al. 1997) demonstrates that there 

were two stable penods representing regional equilibna. The fmt (PI) dates between 2,700 and 

4,000 years ago,, while the second (Pm dates from at least lSûû years ago to possibly the lgm 



century, when forest clearing resulied in annual flood events and significant alluvial accumula- 

tion. The recovery of Pnncess Point culturai material in PII from depths of 50 cm to 75 cm be- 

low current surface levels occumd dong the entire 700 m Grand Banks river bar. The Grand 

Banks settlement pattern, recovered through 80 m2 of excavation, displays a cornplex cluster of 

posts and features. The multi-component nature of the area from which these excavations recov- 

ered the majonty of post moulds and a lack of posts in two areas that appear to be uniquely 

Pnncess Point constrains interpretation. 

At the Cayuga Bridge site, situated 2 km downstream from Grand Banks on a I km 

long nver bar, excavations 30 years ago revealed a subsiantid amount of material culture from a 

7 m trench excavation into the river bank (Stothers 1977). Recent excavations at Cayuga Bridge, 

100 m north of the 1969 test trench (loci 2), uncovered Princes Point material in a 45 mz area at 

depths of 1.5 to 2 m below the current floodplain surface (Crawford and Dieterman 1999).. 

Furthemore, as with Grand Banks, artifact recovery from the exposed PII in the eroded nver 

bank extended dong the entire length of the river bar. Artifacts include cord-wrapped stick im- 

pressed ceramics accompanied by a wide range of lithic artifacts and a friable collection of fau- 

na1 material. Prelirninarily analysis indicates that the last included deer, fish, and smaU mam- 

mals, making ii similar to the faunal assemblage from Cayuga Bridge loci 1 (Burns 1972). 

The settlement data at Grand Banks and Cayuga Bridge, consisting of overlapping 

structure waüs, hearths, ash pits, and unidentifiable post mould patterns give rise to the hypothe- 

sis that both sites (and potentiaily other Pnncess Point nver bar sites) represent long-terni mul- 

tiple occupations, either as continuous settlement sh ih  on the river bar or as repeated occupa- 

tions of the river bar. 
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Figure 3.3: Princess Point clusters m d  sites in soothern Ontario. 



Table 3.3: Princess Point clusters. 

Cluster name No. of Watershed affiliation Clust,er Landscape orientation 
sires (km') 

Cayuga 5 Grand River 5 km riverine 

Cootes Paradise I O  Dundas Cree k, 6 km wetland, lacustrine 
Lake Ontario 

Indiana 4 Grand River 6 km nverine 

Long Point 4 Lake Erie 14 km lacustrine 

Onondaga 1 O Grand River 8 km nverine 
- - - - - . - - . - . - 

Oxbow 8 Grand River IO km riverine 

Port Maitland 5 Grand River, Lake Erie 10 km riverine, lacustrine 

Waterloo 7 Grand River 12 km riverine 



The Meyer site is approximately 3.5 km upstream from Grand Banks, situated on a 6 m 

terrace overlooking large Grand River Bats on both sides of the river. The terrace is opposite 

three Princess Point sites on a large, 5 km east bank river bar. Meyer is registered as a mul- 

ticomponent Princess Point and Neutral site based on variation in ceramic decoration observed 

during a 1970 test excavation, approximately 30 m West of the terrace edge. An examination of 

rim sherds from the University of Toronto's 1998 and 1999 excavations indicates predorni- 

nantly a Princess Point occupation. The ceramics, starnped extenor rirns with cord-wrapped 

stick impressed interiors, marks a change from the ceramics decorated with cord-wrapped stick 

on exteriors and interion recovered at Cayuga Bridge and Grand Banks (D. Smith pers. cornrn. 

1998). Recovered ceramics also document a Middle Ontario Iroquoian (Uren) occupation at 

Meyer, dating to A.D. 1300 to 1350, and the recovery of at least two glas beads in 1998 sup- 

port a later Neutral occupation of the site. 

The settlement pattern at Meyer consisis of a dense concentration of hundreds of post 

moulds associated with more than 75 features, including at least four oval hearth floors and an 

assortment of ah-filled, Ml-shaped and basin-style pits. Although various lengths of structure 

w d s  are discemible, there are no house patterns visible. 

At Meyer, the adjacent river flat has no known sites on it, nor has any paleosoi been ob- 

served from test trenching on the flat between the Meyer terrace and the Grand River. Ground 

penetrating radar indicates that this river 8at was subject to episodes of channeling over time, 

rendering it relatively unstable, and hence the lack paleosol development (Desloges pers. comrn. 

1999). Test excavations at Bell Fiau and Armstrong Rats, both situated on a West bank river tlat 



200 m downstream from Meyer, resulted in the recovery of material culture, includmg cord- 

wnpped stick ceramics, from a 50 cm deep paleosol. 

Settlement data from other Princess Point sites are lirnited. Bull's Point featured a 4 m 

rectangular structure in association with two shallow interior features (Smith et al 1996). The 

Sassafras Point and Pnncess Point sites revealed overlapping settlement data from more recent 

occupations, sirnilar to Meyer and Grand Banks. At ORRA, settlement data included 39 posts, a 

hearth and four small pits, signiving a fairly large structure (upwards of 17 m by 10 m), yet 

this is far from conclusive (Wirnmer and Mayer 1998). Excavations at Alder Creek, situated in a 

hilly inland location on a small tributary of the Grand River, and a small right-of-way excavation 

at Johnson's Rats, on the Grand River in Caledonia, did not yield any post moulds. The recov- 

ery of a hearth, calcined bone, ceramics and scnping tools, with an absence of fleshy fruit and 

nut remains lead Tirnmins (1992a: 16) to postdate that the site represents a cold-weather occu- 

pation. At Johnson's Flats, situated on the downstream end of a 2 km river bar, Princess Point 

matenal was found in a PD horizon without any evidence of settlement pattems. representing an 

area possibly too constricted for structures. 

Princess Point settlement pattems consist of overlapping occupations to the extent that 

individual house patterns are diffcult to discern. Two trends emerge from the recent research 

for the Grand River clusters; a focus on stable river bars whose presence is typically indicated 

by paleosol development, and a focus on terrace locales irnmediately above large, channeled 

flats. 



The Current Hypothesis for Princess Point Settlernent Systems 

The Princess Point settlement-subsistence systern plays a crucial role, given its chrono- 

logical placement, in the development of theoreticai models of the ongins of horticulture and the 

shift to a sedentary lifestyle in southem Ontario. Significant inroads have been made over recent 

years regarding secondary agricultural origins (Crawford et al. 1998a), lithic technology and 

sources (Ormerod L994, Shen 1997). and cerarnic techniques and styles (Bekeman 1995, 

Watts 1997), with the goal of demonstrating material culture continuity and developmental 

change within the 500-year Princess Point cultural sequence. Compantively, Princess Point has 

k e n  the subject of few analyses in regards to settlement and subsistence practices. 

A synthesis of recent contributions to Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer settlement- 

subsistence data provides bracketing support for the Princess Point hypothesis. Smith and 

Crawford (1997:25) have rightly cautioned against basing Princess Point settlement models on 

Middle Woodland patterns, calling into question the extant Princess Point model. The Princess 

Point model stemming from this research represents a synthesis of available data. 

Pnncess Point settlernent comprises a centred or focused pattern of community clusters 

onented towards major riverine and lacustrine environments. Subsistence needs revolve around 

a mixed subsistence economy consisting of traditional gathering and hunting of resources ac- 

companied by limited cultigen cultivation. Settlement ne& follow the needs of subsistence, re- 

quiring locales that satisQ both traditional activities and make cultivation. Consequently, this 

orientation to the local landscape shifts from a Middle Woodland preference for nverine and 

upland areas to a preference for stable, alluvium-rich, river flats. This preference persists for the 

majority of the 500-year Princess Point cultural phase, leading to the Glen Meyer preference for 



sandy upland locales to further intensifj cultigen production. A possible scenario is that an ini- 

tial attempt, circa A.D. 1000, to increase cultigen production may have met with failure or only 

Limited success on the Grand River alluviurn. prompting a settiement shift. The westward spread 

of Glen Meyer is substantiated by chronological data, the earliest sites being found on the 

Grand River ca A D .  1000, followed by settlernent of the Norfolk Sand Plain and then the 

Caradoc Sand Plain and Ausable regions (Timmins l997:Z 19). 

Updating Extant Middle Woodland (Saugeen) and Late Woodland (Glen Meyer) 

Settlement System Models 

Middle Woodland (Saugeen) Research 

Middle Woodland cornponents in southern Ontario traditionally date from 300 B.C. to 

A.D. 700 (Spence et al. 1990: 142). A recent extension of the range, from 400 B.C. to A.D. 800, 

is presented through a recalibration of dl available radiocarbon dates from the region (Smith 

1997a53). The Middle Woodland period is split into three spatial divisions (based on ceramic 

attributes): Couture, in southwestern Ontario; Saugeen, in the remainder of southwestern On- 

tario; and Point Peninsula, in south central and eastern Ontario and New York state. The latter 

penod is characterised by cerarnics decorated by dentate stamping or pseudo-scalloped impres- 

sions, the nature of settlement and subsistence systems, and momiary practices (Smith 

1997x55, Spence et al. 1990: 142). Many researchers believe the establishment of a Middle 

Woodland cultural continuum. distinguished by local variability, is inevitable (Ferris and Spence 

1995:98, Spence et al. 1990: 148). 



Recent research on Middle Woodland includes settlement-subsistence analyses of 

Saugeen assigned sites West of London (Pihl 1996, Timmins 1989, Wilson 199 1, Wilson 

1994). The cultural context for Saugeen stems from excavations at the Donaidson site, situated 

13 km from Lake Huron on a terrace overlooking the Saugeen River rapids (Wright and Ander- 

son 1963). An understanding of the settlement-subsistence system subsequently developed 

from then-current Point Peninsula archaeological data and Algonkian ethnographie accounts 

that a two-part seasonal cycle involved macro and microband fluctuation. Large groups collected 

spawning fish in the spring and summer, then dispersed to winter hunting temtories (Wright 

1963:49; Wilson 199 1: Il). Later investigations of the Saugeen settlement-subsistence system 

(Finlayson 1977577) portray two distinct settlement types; a rivenne-onented spnng-summer 

macroband and a lacustrine-oriented late-sumrner, early-fa11 microband, with probable winter 

microband settlement. 

An update of the Middle Woodland Saugeen settlement-subsistence system to reflect 

the current state of archaeological research uses research on riverine-onented late Middle 

Woodland sites in the middle Tharnes River watershed near London (Timmins 1989). Site 

analyses, matenal culture, and faunal materid indicate that the regional distribution of Saugeen 

sites focuses on bogs and kettles, river vaileys, and forested upland environments (Timmins 

1989: 15). This distinctively non-lacustrine settiement-subsistence system diffea from the tradi- 

tiond two-phased Middle Woodland model, most notably in the lack of a spring-summer focus 

on large bodies of water. Timmins envisions macrobands dong the middle Thames River in 

spring and summer, large inland base camps near ponds in fa11 and winter, and excursions 
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Figaip 3.3: Middle Woodland clusters and sites in southern Ontario. 



Table 3.4: Middle Woodland (Saugeen) clusten. 

Cluster narne No. of Watershed afdiation Cluster Landscape orientation 
sires (km') 

Caradoc 6 Thames River I O  km upland, riverine 

Dunn 1 1  Grand River 14 km riverine, mars h 
-- 

Sydenham 7 Sydenham River 6 km riverine 
-- -- - -- 

Delaware 5 Thames River 13 km upIand, riverine 

Pond Mills 13 Thames River 8 km riverine, wetland 



by smaller groups to hunting and gathering sites throughout the cold season. The fragmentation 

of Middle Woodland groups during winter may have been less pronounced than previously 

thought (Timmins 1989: 15). 

An alternative model postdates that the Middle Woodland setdement-subsistence round 

involved a great ded more residential stability (Wilson 199 1 : 13). Large riverine occupations, 

such as Boresma, served as base camps on and off throughout the year, thereby providing a fo- 

cal point for local group movements. This model portrays Middle Woodland as a series of Io- 

calised complexes, each margindly different from their neighbours but more easily distinguish- 

able from more distant contemporaries (Spence et al. 1990: 143, Wilson 199 1 : 10). The subsis- 

tence rounds of Middle Woodland groups located inland on the headwaters of major drainages 

differ substantially from groups with a lacustrine aspect (Pihl 1996: 107. Wilson 199 1 : 19). 

Consequently, PiN (1996: 106-107) postulates a more stable residency, utilising riverine- 

oriented base camps as semi-permanent settlements coupled with inland micro-camps for river- 

ine Middle Woodland settlements. Rather than residentiai seasonai mobility, ihis results in a 

serni-sedentary, hunter-gatherer-fisher settlement-system. 

Lare Woodland (Glen Meyer) Research 

Laie Woodland Glen Meyer (or Early Ontario Iroquoian) sites are associated with cul- 

tures typically charactensed by a village-horticultural pattern of settlement-subsistence. The 

Glen Meyer culture dates from ca A.D. 900 to 1300 (Williamson 1990:308). This penod also 

owes much of its framework to the chronoiogy for New York State. MacNeish's 1952 d e f ~ -  

tion of Owasco incorporated four divisions, including an Ontario Owasco manifestation defmed 



by settied village life and maize horticulture. The same year, Lee divided Ontario Owasco into 

four foci: Point Pelee, Port Royal, Kreiger, and Glen Meyer. Lee then altered the framework so 

that Glen Meyer was made to develop out of the Ontario Owasco tradition. Wright provided the 

fvst systemic description of Gien Meyer in 1966 (Timrnins 1997: 16- 17, Williamson 1990, 

Wright 1966). 

An early definition of Glen Meyer, based on nine sites, includes "the fint evidence of 

agriculture as a major element in the subsistence pattern, large sedentary villages containing 

substantial house structures, villages located some distance away from navigable water on small 

tributaries and frequently palisaded" (Wright 1966:95). Subsequent Glen Meyer village exca- 

vations (Fox 1976, Noble 1975, Noble and Kenyon 1972) validated this description, leading to 

a consensus that Glen Meyer displays a diffuse agricultural economy. Current interpretations 

highlight the fact that Glen Meyer sites occur on elevated sandy soils with access to a wide vari- 

ety of environmental zones (Timmins 1997:227, Warrîck 1984:3, Williamson 1983). Glen 

Meyer sites also occur in clusters that are geographicdy discrete and regional, and inhabitants 

of each cluster were probably adapted to a slightly different environment (Williamson and Rob- 

ertson 1 994: 34). 

In Figure 3.2,I have followed Timmins' Dorchester and Williamson's Caradoc clus- 

ters, although encompassing the Mill Stream cluster, and grouped the remaining known sites 

into eight additionai clusten. 

Each region within the Glen Meyer settlernent-subsistence system experienced unique 

culturai adaptations at different times, yet displayed considerable uniformity in settlement- 

subsistence patterns at a macro-regional scaie. Yet few research initiatives use a regional per- 



spective for reconstructing Glen Meyer settiement-subsistence systems, instead relying on 

Ritchie's Owasco pattern of camp, hamlet and village components (Williamson 1990:3 13). 

Ritchie classified camps as either recunent seasonal spring-summer fishing stations or as tem- 

porary winter-fd hunting posts, hamiets as single houses with semi-permanent occupation, and 

villages as settlements with two or more houses (Ritchie and Funk 1973:359). Glen Meyer set- 

tlement-subsistence most likely involved villages or base settlements in addition to seasonally 

occupied multi-purpose hamlets occupied in the fall to exploit and process forest animals and in 

the spring to exploit spawning fish (Spence et al. 1990:3 12-320). 

Recent research on the Glen Meyer Caradoc and Dorchester clustea employ a regional 

settlement system perspective (Tirnrnins 1992b, 1997. Williarnson 1985, 1990). Of the 25 Glen 

Meyer sites on the Caradoc Sand Plain, five are villages or base settlements and the remaining 

20 seasonaliy occupied hamlets that served various hunting or extraction Functions. Sixteen of 

the latter are on soi1 classified as unsuitable for horticulture, while ail village sites are on sand 

loams close to swarnps or marsh areas (Williamson 1990:3 17). The 1.5 ha Roeland village re- 

vealed eight overlapping houses, interpreted as a sequence of unplanned, long-term, palisaded 

occupations. Three seasonal camps. each measuring less than 0.5 ha, have indicators pointing to 

fall and spnng occupations. Extractive camps are located within a 5 to 10 km radius of the vil- 

lage sites. Radiocarbon dates suggest that the sites on the sand plain were occupied for 150 

years (Williamson 1985, 1990). A dernonstrated dependence on natunlly occurring local re- 

sources runs counter to Noble's earlier theory of a h l i y  horticultural focus (Noble 1975. in 

Tinunins 1997:26). 
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Table 3.5: GIen Meyer clusters. 

Cluster name No. of Watershed uftliarion Cluster Landsca pe orientation 
sites (km2) 

Ausable 7 Ausable 16 km riverine, lacustrine 

Big Otter 13 Lake Erie drainage 12 km upland, riverine 

Byron 15 Thames River 16 km upland, riverine 
- - 

Caradoc 25 Thames River 20 km sand plain, wetland 

Dorchester 7 Thames River I O  km sand plain, riverine 

Wentworth 8 Lake Ontario 12 km odoff escarpment, 
drainage creek 

Horner 5 Horner Creek 10 km sandplain, upland, riv- 
erine 

Norfolk 6 Lake Erie drainage 20 km sandplain, riverine 



Extensive research of the Dorchester cluster identified six hamlet or extractive camps 

and a village. Five micrwnvironmental zones are documented within a 5 km radius of the Cal- 

vert village; a sandy upland plateau on which the site is situated, the water resources of the 

Thames River and adjacent Dorchester Swarnp Creek, the Dorchester S wamp to the southeast, 

upland foresü that ring the sandy plateau, and a series of glacial ponds located to the south 

(Tirnmins 1997:236). The Calvert site spans the period from A.D. 1 150 to 1250 and has four 

overlapping occupations, from a single, seasonally occupied house to a palisaded three- to four- 

house, planned village. Faunal material indicates a focus on mamrnal hunting, with white-tailed 

deer predominant, bracketing a period of increased fishing. Floral remains indicate that maize 

was a staple food source, accompanied by cultivated squash, bean, sunflower, and nurnerous 

fleshy fruit (Ounjian 1998). The above suggests a year-round occupation for Calvert (Timmins 

1997:236-237). 

A lack of site excavation and a large extent of unsurveyed area, especially around Dor- 

chester Swarnp, combine to lirnit analysis of settlement systerns in the Dorchester cluster. Tim- 

mins concludes his research by formulating a new mode1 of village settlement. He proposes that 

each of the politically autonomous and economically self-sufficient Glen Meyer site clusters in 

southwestem Ontario represents two or thRe village communities living in a circurnscribed area 

and sharing a diverse resource base (Tirnmins 1997239). 

The Glen Meyer settlement-subsistence system indicates a two-stage process. Villages 

are the equivalent of base settlements occupied year-round, around which the pRmarily subsis- 

tence activities would be horticultwaily-based. Spring and faH extraction excursions away fiom 

these villages provided access to seasonally recurring resource procurement zones (Williamson 



1990:339). There is littie consensus whether villages were unplanned (as Williamson suggests 

for Roeland) or planned (as Timmins suggests for Calvert). The only agreement is that the early 

Glen Meyer settlement pattern is characterised by smail overlapping houses (Fox 1976 1998, 

Tirnmins 1997, W h c k  1984, Williamson 1985). Research on settlement, paleoethnobotanical, 

and faunal data implies that these weliestablished, centrally-based, sedentary cornmunities op- 

erating in a circumscnbed am, using a diverse base of hunted, collected, and pdually increas- 

ing horticulturd resources (Ounjian 1998, Timmins 1997, W illiamson 1985). 

Middle Woodland - Princess Point Continuity 

While no one advocates year-round occupation, some researchers imply that Middle 

Woodland settlemenü were sedentary (Ferris and Spence 1995: 100). Middle Woodland clus- 

ters appear most frequently at upland headwaters of major drainage systems, while Princess 

Point displays primarily a nverine focus on the banks of a major river system. Given the ap- 

pearance of maize dunng the sixth-century A.D. at Grand Banks, this movement may reflect the 

need for more suitable horticultural land, which the alluvium-rich river bars offered. This does 

not preclude the use of the river bars by Middle Woodland groups for harvesting, yet a move to 

the river bars of the Grand River suggests an increase in their importance for maize cultivation 

rather than wild resource harvesting. Ln support of this hypothesis, a use-wear malysis of Mid- 

dle Woodland and Princess Point lithic samples indicates an increase in the proportion of tools 

dedicated to plant working at the expense of tools used for meat preparation (Shen 1997:273). 

Interestingly, this settlement shift is neither evident in models of Middle Woodland comrnuni- 



ties in southern Ontario, nor documented by an increase of late Middle Woodland sites on the 

Grand River. 

The argument for continuity of settlement-subsistence systems from Middle Woodland 

to Princess Point is tenuous based on current evidence. Middle Woodland groups are associ- 

ated with longer-term base camps, seasonally re-occupied, and logistically, if not geographically, 

centred to exploit a variety of resources. Princess Point groups occupied major n v  

floodplains to better address maize cultivation practices, potentially through a simi 

orientation which becarne (semi-) sedentary habitations. 

renne system 

lar base camp 

Princess Point - Glen Meyer Continuity 

The rnajority of early Glen Meyer sites share a complex settlement pattern with overlap- 

ping structures and high densities of post rnoulds (Fox 1976: 178; Timmins 1997: 19), whic h 

most researchers agree indicate long-term occupation. The Princess Point settlement patterns at 

Cayuga Bridge, Grand Banks and Meyer also show complex patterns of posts and features, and 

these dense habitation patterns sirnilarly indicare long-term or repeated occupation. 

Likewise, the sedentary nature of Glen Meyer senlement, as indicated by repeated 

structure rebuilding, appears to have its genesis in Pnncess Point settlement patterns, given the 

structural and feature evidence at Cayuga Bridge, Meyer, and other sites. In turn, this pattern has 

a more-than-passing resemblance to Middle Woodland base camp re-occupations. 

Timmins, following Noble (1975) and Fox (1976). believes Glen Meyer represents a 

continuum from Princess Point, from an initial development in the Grand River drainage fol- 

lowed by a western spread across the Norfoik Sand Plain and ultimately into the Dorchester, 



Caradoc, and Ausable regions (Timmins 1997:219). In apparent support of this theory, two ter- 

raced Glen Meyer village sites have recently k e n  discovered on the lower Grand River, Forster 

(Bursey et al. 1998) and Thompson (Mayer et al. 1995), as well as a srndler terraced site and a 

cemetery or ossuary (Woodley 1994). These sites are important anomalies in the Glen Meyer 

scheme. The anomalies include the presence of village sites some distance from known clusten 

(although Thompson and Forster are approximately 5 km apart and may represent a partial 

cornrnunity cluster), the presence of Glen Meyer in a area of dense Princess Point occupation. 

whereas previously Glen Meyer and Princess Point distributions were considered distinct and 

exclusive, and the placement of sites (Thompson and Forster) on non-sandy soi1 (Smith 

19955-6). Thompson and Forster provide convincing evidence of continuity from Princess 

Point to Glen Meyer. The sites may represent a Glen Meyer population that did not move onto 

the sand plains, for each site dates from the mid- to late Glen Meyer sequence. Thompson dates 

to A.D. 1200 to 1250 (Mayer 1995: 13) and Forster to A.D. 1220 (Smith 1997:72). Moreover, 

based on the decoration of cerarnic nm sherds, both sites contain a Princess Point component. 

The Glen Meyer population appears to have resided in regional clustea. The composi- 

tion of each cluster represents two to t h e  small, multi-extended family villages. Additional re- 

search is needed to determine if the villages were occupied concurrently or sequentially, al- 

though Tirnmins (1997:227-228) favours the interpretation that contemporary communities oc- 

cupied each cluster. Princess Point sites are dso readily grouped into clusten. each typically 

with at least three large-sale occupations, and occasionally associated with outiying resource- 

oriented camps and extraction sites. As with Glen Meyer clustea. there is little evidence to de- 

termine whether occupation within Princess Point clusters was contemporary or sequential. 



The Grey Sites 

The three 'grey' sites in the lower Grand River region are Holmdale, Porteous, and 

Lone Pine (Figure 3.4). Their arnbiguous cultural classification stems from an inability to con- 

fidently assign either a Pnncess Point or Glen Meyer label to these sites, which display a com- 

bination of attributes from each culture group. The three sites may potentially demonstrate con- 

tinuity between Pnncess Point and Glen Meyer. Each of the three sites stands out from sur- 

rounding Princess Point and Glen Meyer sites through its material culture and settlement pat- 

tern. Most importantly, each site would constitute an anomdy in either of the conventional 

Princess Point or Glen Meyer classes. 

Radiocarbon dates for each of the sites span the late 10' century to the mid 1 lh  century, a pe- 

nod commonly assigned to Glen Meyer, although sites assigned to Princess Point are also re- 

corded during this time span. A seriation of Porteous and Lone Pine ceramics within a larger 

Princess Point collection concluded that the two sites falI at the extreme late end of the Princess 

Point spectnim (Bekerman 1995). Settlement at two of the sites displays house structures, but 

these are not similar to known exarnples of the early Ontario Iroquoian village (see Tirnmins 

1997). For these reasons, the Holmdale, Porteous, and Lone Pine sites are temporarily assigned 

a culturally 'grey' status. 

Summary 

This chapter touches upon a variety of topics, incorporating Woodland history, southern 

Ontario chronology, and Middle Woodland and Early Ontario Iroquoian research initiatives, to 
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Figiire 3.4: Grey sites in southeni Ontario. 



emphasise the need to rework the hypothesised yet untested model of Princess Point settlement 

systems proposed two decades ago. The rationaie behind this model, which posits seasonal ag- 

gregation and dispersai similar to that of the then-assumed Middle Woodland system, stems 

from lack of research initiatives on Princess Point sites and, until recently, a lack of critical as- 

sessment of the Middle Woodlmd model. 

Revisions to models of Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer settlement-subsistence sys- 

tems are presented in light of recently published and unpublished data, providing temporal and 

cultural brackets for the development of the Princess Point model. New Princess Point data 

outlined in this discussion confirm the stability of Princess Point occupation on pdeosols on 

Grand River laterd bars, the permanence of settlement at Grand Banks, Cayuga Bridge, and 

Meyer, and the potential for similar results on other laterd bars on the Grand River. 

The re-interpretation of the Middle Woodland settlement-subsistence system and the 

classification of sites into clusters oriented around the repeated occupation of base camps ar- 

gues for a Middle Woodland to Princess Point cultural continuity. Likewise, the complexity of 

settlement data at Meyer, Cayuga Bridge and Grand Banks and the observed similarity of set- 

tiement data with Glen Meyer sites argues for a Princess Point to Glen Meyer continuity. 

Additional research is needed to confirm the reworked Princess Point settlement system, 

including botanical and faund analyses, and a set of radiocarbon dates for site clusten to sort 

out chronology bat  may aid in documenting a settlernent shift from river bars to terraces. The 

archaeological background discussion lays out the groundwork from which order to develop a 

model of Princess Point settlement systems that is based on landscape analysis. 



CHAPTER 4 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES DATA 

This chapter outlines the archaeological sites used in the landscape settlement model. 

Archaeological data consist of three culture groups and Nne site clusters: two for the Middle 

Woodland, four for Princess Point and three for Glen Meyer. Included is a control group clus- 

ter of randomly genented locations in the lower Grand River valley. 

Princess Point Clusters and Sites 

The Princess Point sites considered here are from four of the eight identified Pnncess 

Point clusters: Indiana, Oxbow, Cayuga and Cootes Paradise. The University of Toronto re- 

searched the Cayuga, Indiana and Cootes Paradise clusters be tween 1993 and 2000 and pro- 

vides for the best available information on Princess Point sites. The Oxbow cluster, situated on 

the Grand River encompassing two of the 'grey' sites, Porteous and Holmdale, provides for 

ideal comparative materiai. 

Cayuga Ciuster 

The Cayuga cluster incorporates five Princess Point locales in and immediately north of 

the town of Cayuga: Cayuga Bridge (loci 1 and 2) (AfGx- 1), CNR Bridge ( AfGx-5), Grand 

Banks (AfGx-31, and Young 1 (AfGx-6). A sixth site across the river from Grand Banks, 



Horseshoe Pits (AfGx- 155), may represent an additional Princess Point locale, but artifact re- 

covery is lirnited to a surface collection of lithics and cord-impressed body sherds. Cayuga 

Bridge occupies the entire length of the river fiat, incorporating loci 1 and 2, as weil as the CNR 

Bndge and Smith sites. For this reason, only three sites comprise the Cayuga cluster: Cayuga 

Bridge, Grand Banks and Young 1 (see Figure 4.1; the triangle symbol indicates site location 

but, as noted above and in reference to other sites, the achial extent of a site frequently sites ex- 

tend beyond the symbol). 

The Cayuga Bndge site, located on a river flat that extends 1000 m north-south dong the 

West bank of the Grand River, is in a pdeosol 1 m below the present ground surface. Along the 

2 m high riverbank cut, artifacts are found eroding out of the paleosol nearly the entire length of 

the river bar. A 45 m'excavation at loci 2 yielded 59 post moulds and 14 features, including two 

ash-filled hearths, numerous ash pits, refuse pits and a shdlow, basin-shaped pit. The site is 

tentative interpreted as two areas of intensive occupation, delineated by post patterns and sup- 

ported by measures of artifact densities, potentially suggesting two (not fully exposed) circular 

or ovd structures. 

The Grand Banks site, defined by a 1,000 m long scattering of artifacts on a 10 ha river 

flat, is approximately 2 km upsueam from Cayuga Bndge. Test excavations between 1993 and 

1995 resulted in 80 m'of excavation over thRe areas. While a i l  three have a high concentration 

of artifacts, Area C alone displays cornplex, overlapping posts and features. Area B had seven 

posts and a large pit feature. The 45 mZ Area C had 93 posts, four hearths, two stone-fded fea- 

tures, and numerous smali pits and surface stains. Unfominately, in Area C, in contrat with 



Figare Al: Selected Princes Point sites in the Cayuga closter. 



Table 4.1: Cayuga sites data. 

Site Calibrated Site type Environment 
radiocarbon dates (archaeological 

(A .  D.) activities) 

Cayuga Bridge 650 (890) 1 170 - On a 2 km. river Rat, 
(AfGx- 1 ) 855 (965) 1020 (test excavation 1970, adjacent to Grand River 

870 (1030) 1280 1998) 

Grand Banks 240 (540) 660 - On a 1.5 km. river flat, 
(AfGx-3) 240 (570,600) 830 (test excavation 1972, adjacent to Grand River 

650 (780) 980 f 993-95) 
880 ( 1000) 1 150 
990 (1030) 1210 

Young 1 no date camp? On a clay knoll, 3 metre 
(AfGx-6) (test excavation 1993) terrace, 400m gentle 

slope to Grand River 



Areas A and B, mVang of Late Archaic and historic materials adversely affected Princess Point 

interpretations (Crawford et al. 1998, Smith and Crawford 1997). Despite a considerable 

amount of attention, the settlement pattern data from Grand Banks does not lend itself yet to the 

identification of discernable house structures. 

Atop a small knoll on a gradually rising terrace, approximately 400 m from the West 

bank of the Grand River, is the Young 1 site. Heavily plough disturbance and heavy clays re- 

stricted site excavations to test pitting and a pair of 1 m test units in 1993. Artifacts were very 

fragmented and included a rim sherd with cord-wrapped stick decoration. Smith and Crawford 

(1997:20) indicate that the site, aithough lacking sufficient data, likely represents a short-term 

seasonal camp. 

Indiana Cluster 

The Indiana cluster (situated immediately north of Indiana Road on both banks of the 

Grand River) incorporates six Princess Point sites: Bell Temce (AfGx- 125); Bell Flats (AfGx- 

15 1); Meyer (AfGx-26); Indiana (AfGx-2); Lester 2 (AfGx-47); and York 2 (AgGx-3). Test 

excavations at Armstrong Hats (AfGx- 152) has revealed only plain, cord-malleated body sherds 

to date. The Bell Flats and Bell Terrace sites underwent limited test excavations and are Lkewise 

not used in the landscape analysis. 

The Meyer site, on a 6 m high ternce overlooking a large Grand River Bat, with three 

Princess Point sites on a river bar across the Grand River, is approximately 3.5 km upstream 

from Grand Banks. Recent AMS radiocarbon results from a corn cupule date the site to the 

eighth-century A.D. (1270 +100BP, calibrated to A.D. 600 (720,750,770), 980 [TO 8 1501, 



Crawford pers cornm 200 1). The Meyer site is adjacent to a terrace edge and centred on a 

pocket of fine sandy soil. Stothen registered the terrace site in 1970 as a multicomponent Prin- 

cess Point and Neutra1 site. His excavation consisted of a small test unit approximately 30 m 

West of the terrace edge. 

A comprehensive test pit survey of the ternce resulted in the excavation of 100 m' 

through 1998 and 1999 (Smith and Dieterman 1999a). The settlement pattem observed at 

Meyer consists of a dense concentration of hundreds of post moulds associated with more than 

75 features, including at least four oval hearth floors, and an assortment of ah-filled, bell- 

shaped and basin-shaped pits. The settlernent pattern is denser than that of Cayuga Bridge and 

Grand Banks yet lacks my discemable house structures. Although sectioning a number of 

posts recovered Princess Point rim sherds, without any definite house patteming, it is difficult to 

assign culture affinity to the settlement pattern data. 

Across the Grand River from Meyer and situated on a 5 km long river bar are the other 

three sites in the Indiana cluster. Registered by Stothers in 1974, there is little detailed informa- 

tion available for the Indiana 1, Lester 2 and York 2 sites. Site record and field notes indicate 

that the sites are comparable to Grand Banks and Cayuga Bridge in that they represeni large- 

scale settlements associated with paleosols. 

0-rbo w Cluster 

The Oxbow cluster represents six Princess Point sites: Glas (AgHb-S), Stratford Flats 

(AgHb-50), Oxbow Flats (AgHb- 14), Bow Park (AgHb-34), Mohawk Chape1 (AgHb-2), and 



Figure 4.2: Selected Princess Point sites in the Indiana closter. 



Table 4.2: Indiana sites data. 

Site Calibrared Sire type Environmens 
radiocarbon dates (archaeological 

(A.D.)  ac f ivities) 

Indiana 1 no date At south end of a 5 km. 
(AfGx-2) (coilected 1974) river flat, adjacent to 

Grand River 

Lester 2 no date - At mid-point of a 5 km. 
(AfGx-47) (collected 1974) river flat, adjacent to 

Grand River 

Meyer 660 (720, 750, On a 6 m terrace over- 
(AfGx-26) 770) 980 (test excavation looking a 2 km. river flat. 

1974; 1998-99) Site set back 750m from 
Grand River 

York 2 no date camp At north end of a 5 km. 
(AgGx-3) (collected 1974) river flat, adjacent to 

Grand River 



Tutela (AgHb-6). These sites, except the terraced Mohawk Chapel, are on river Bats similar to 

the locales of the Cayuga and Indian clusters. Stratford Hats is on a paleosol and the remainder 

of the sites may be in like circumstances, dthough unproven to date by excavation. 

The convex bank-side of a large point bar on the Grand River contains the Bow Park 

site. Surface collections on this river flat in 198 1 detemiined that a portion of the site is present 

on a srnall ridge, while flood action has eroded the remainder of the site. The Oxbow Rats site, 

located on the sarne point bar, is affected by similar flood action. Artifacts from numerous sur- 

face collections include a range of lithics, faunal materid, and Princess Point-associated ceram- 

ics. The Stntford Flats site, on a river flat immediately adjacent to the Grand River, was subject 

to a small rescue excavation, which recovered a partially eroded heanh associated with cenmics. 

The Tuteia site, on the West bank of the Grand River on a small river flat, remains unexcavated. 

The only site in the cluster not currently located on the Grand River is Mohawk Chapel . 
although an examination of the locale suggests that the river previously tan through a channel 

that surrounded the site. This assumption is confmed by an 1850 insurance plan of Brantford 

that depicts the Grand River following the course of the now abandoned channel adjacent to the 

site. In 1974, excavation of a 16 m2 m a ,  on a flat near the edge of a smdl hill, did not recover 

any settlement data. On the north side of the river and dso on a large river fiat, is Glass, the 

southernmost site in the cluster. No settlement information exists for this site (Stothers 1975). 

Cootes Paradise Cluster 

At the extreme western end of Lake Ontario, West of a north-south glacial bar restricting 

the Spencer Creek outlet, resulting in a large wetiand environment, is Cootes Paradise and the 



F i e  4.3: Princes~ Point sites in the Oxbow cluster. 



Table 4.3: Oxbow sites data. 

Environment Site Calibrated Site type 
radiocarbon (archaeological 
dares (A.D.) activities) 

Bow Park no date - On river flat of Grand 
(AgHb-34) (surface collected 198 1 ) River, severely eroded 

Glass no date - On river flat of Grand 
(AgHb-5) (test excavated 1974) River 
Mohawk 400 (550) 670 - On terrace approx. lOOm 
Chape1 (test excavated 1970-7 1) from Grand River 
( AgH b-2) 
Oxbow Flats 1 no date - On river flat of Grand 
(AgHb- 14) (surface collected River 

1974,1981) 

S tratford Flats 640 ( 10 10) camp On river flat of Grand 
(AgHb-50) 1300 (limited test excavation River 

1982) 

Tuteia no date - On river flat o f  Grand 
(AgHb-6) (test excavated? 1972) River 



Cootes Paradise cluster. A 1793 map of Cootes Paradise (see Gentilecore and Head 1983) de- 

picts a substantially different land-to-water ratio than the current situation. A large area of the 

southem portion of the wetland consists of land or marsh rather than open water. Spencer 

Creek had a relatively distinctive Stream course dong the current north shore leading to the cur- 

rent outlet. 

The Cootes Paradise cluster consists of nine known (registered and unregistered) Prin- 

cess Point sites, grouped into north and south shore localities. On the north and east shores of 

the wetland, two sites are on terraces or peninsulas above the water, three sites are at the water's 

edge and two are on smali islands. The three sites on the south shore are al1 on low ground. The 

five sites selected for landscape modeling, based on documented archaeological activities, are: 

Pnncess Point (AhGx- 1), Sassafras Point 1 (AhGx-3), Lilac Gardens (AhGx-6), Arboretum 

(AhGx-8), and Bull's Point (AhGx-9) (see Figure 4.4). 

Most of the Princess Point sites in Cootes Paradise lack extensive investigations (Craw- 

Ford and Smith 1997:20) (see Table 4.4). The two largest sites, Princess Point and Sassafras 

Point, are on low-lying peninsulas on the south shore. The flat Pnncess Point peninsula, meas- 

uring 100 m by 300 m, has k e n  partially disturbed by landscaping. Excavations on the West 

side of the peninsula in 1968 and 1969 recovered 14 pit features, including 1 1 hearth pits while 

the east side of the peninsula was subject to a partidy excavation of a bank-side midden. How- 

ever, in over 900 m of excavation, "no post moulds or other indications of structure could be 

found" (Stothers 1969:9). UTM field school excavations at Princess Point in the summer of 

2000 docurnented the presence of Princess Point in addition to Middleport and Eariy Ontario 

Iroquoian cerarnics from the site @. Smith pers. cornm. 2000). 



Sassafras Point has the distinction of king investigated twice, once in the late 1960s by 

McMaster University and again in 1997-98 by UTM field schools. The initial excavation con- 

sisted of a pair of 2 m by 2 m test units and reveaied the multicomponent nature of the site 

(Princess Point and Middleport). Excavation of a 36 m2 area (see Smith and Dieterman 1999b) 

revealed substantial settlement pattern data, including 17 features and 137 posts, although no 

association of posts and features to a particular culture has yet k e n  made. Pnncess Point-style 

decorations comprise the majority of the rim sherds. 

On the east shore on a small, flat, sandy peninsula, Lilac Gardens was subject to sdvage 

excavations in 196 1 and additional mitigation excavations in 1969 and 1984. Although a 50 mt 

area was excavated and the artifacü reveded an almost exclusive Princess Point occupation, no 

settlement information was recovered for Lilac Gardens (Stothers 1969: 15- 19). 

The Arboremm is a north shore multi-component site on a gently rising flat that culmi- 

nates in steep slopes to the West and north. Within the 150 m of artifact scatter, the excavation 

od a single 2 m by 2 m test unit in 1969 resulted in lirnited cultural material and no settlement 

data (S tothers 1969%). 

The Bull's Point promontory underwent excavation and test pit suwey in 1969 by 

Stothers and again in 1995-96 by a UTM field school. It became apparent during the latter ex- 

cavations that the 1969 Bull's Point site, in al1 probability, had been destroyed by recent dam 

building activities (D. Smith pers. comm. 1999). In a smd,  flat, ravine area near the water's 

shore, Stothers dug a 2 m by 2 m test unit in a rich undisturbed habitation midden. Ceramics 

indicated a single component Princess Point site, although the ceramic style is apparently not 



F i e  4.4: Princes~ Point sites in the Cootes Paradise cluster. 



Table 4.4: Cootes Paradise sites data. 

Site Calibrated Site type 
radioca rbon (archaeo~ogical 
dates (A.D.) activities) 

En vironment 

Arboreturn no date camp Plateau dong north shore 
(AhGx-8) (test excavation 1969) of lacustrindwetland 

Bull's Point 2 980 (1040) camp Bottom of a glacial ravine 
(AhGx-9) 1220 (excavated 1995-96) adjacent to lacus- 

trinelwetland 

Lilac Gardens no date camp Low peninsula jutting into 
(AhGx-6) (mitigative excavation 1969. lacustrine/wetIand 

1984) 

Princess Point no date - Low peninsula adjacent to 
( AhGx- l ) (test excavation 1968-69) Iacustrine/wetland 

Sassafras Point no date - Low peninsula adjacent to 
1 (AhGx-3) (test excavation 1969, 1997- lacustrine/wetland 

98) 



typical of Princess Point, and may be perhaps a very late manifestation or possibly very early 

Glen Meyer. Faunal remains included fish, deer, turtie and srnail game (Stothers 1969:25-26). 

The second site discovered ai the Bull's Point promontory is on a gentie slope in a gla- 

cial ravine adjacent to the water's edge. Unlike the other sites in Cootes Paradise, Bull's Point 2 

revealed Princess Point settlement pattern data. although a small sample of Early Ontario Lro- 

quoian ceramics was also recovered. The UTM excavations encornpassed a total of 37 m're- 

suliing in 97 post moulds and three small shallow features. of which none were hearths. This 

may represent a structure 3.5 by 4 m in size and approximately 10 m from the cunent water's 

edge (Smith 1997, Smith and Crawford 1997, Smith et ni. 1996). A single AMS radiocarbon 

date on a maize kemel yielded a mid-eleventh-century A.D. date. Smith cautions that the asso- 

ciation of the kemel and the deposits within the structure are unsubstantiated, and therefore so is 

the association of the structure with the returned date (Smith 1997: 14). 

Middle Woodland Clusters and Sites 

The Middle Woodland sites used in the landscape settlement mode1 are from two clus- 

ters associated with receni systematic surveys. Notably, these two Middle Woodland clusters 

represent only a sample of the areas exploited by Middle Woodland groups in southem On- 

tario. 

Delaware Clrister 

The Delaware cluster is a grouping of Middle Woodland sites in the middie Thames 

River valley: Brodie (AfHï-27), Boresma (AfHi-2 1). Sibelius (AfHi-13), PUC, and Site A (not 



registered). Site information is sparse for this cluster and depends on a few published summa- 

ries of surveys and data from MCzCR site record forms. The Boresma site is the only dated site 

from this cluster, with dates ranging from the third-century to the tenth-ceniury A.D. Currentiy, 

the site is 175 m from the east bank of the Thames River, on a small, elevated flat. Historic maps 

indicate that the site actually sits in the apex of a now abandoned channel. Large riverine occu- 

pations, such as Boresma, served as base camps occupied on and off throughout the year. pro- 

viding a focal point for local groups from which they scheduled and conducted various activi- 

ties. The faunal assemblage at Boresma, compnsing 2 1 mamrnais, six reptiles, seven birds, clam, 

fish, and arnphibians, does not indicate a special purpose site (Wilson 199 1: 10, 16). 

There are few detaiis available on the other sites of the Delaware cluster. Sibelius is on a 

low ridge on a ternce 10 to 15 m from the Thames River, approximately 1 km downstream 

from the Boresma site. From the ndge down to the river bank. visible archaeological material 

consists of Lithic manufacturing debris and a few finished pieces. Deer elements, the majority 

lower limb and foot bones, dominate the faunal assemblage (Wilson 199 1 :8). In the northem 

half of the cluster. the Brodie. PUC and Site A sites are on floodplains adjacent to the Thmes 

River. Little documentation exists for these sites other than the identification of their Middle 

Woodland status. 

Pond Mills Clrisret 

The Pond Mills cluster is a collection of Middle Woodland sites situated to the south of 

present day London, surrounding a series of kettie ponds central to the cluster, with the Thames 

River to the north and Dingrnan Creek to the south. The sites are Bradley Avenue (AfHh-73), 



Figure 4.5: Middle Wwdland sites in the Delaware cluster. 



Table 4.5: Delaware sites data. 

Site Calibrated Site type 
radiocarbon dates (archaeological 

(A .  D.) activities) 

Brodie no date base camp On floodplain adjacent 
(Ami-27) Thames River 

Boresma 220 (350,360,370) base camp On slight rise in flood- 
(AfHi-2 1 ) 450 260 (440) 640 plain, 2m above aban- 

630 (780) 980 doned channel Tharnes 
River 175m West 

Sibelius no date short-term camp On low ternce overlook- 
( AfGv- 13) ing Tharnes River 10m 

Site A no date On low terrace overlook- 
ing Thames River 

PUC no date On floodplain adjacent 
Tharnes River 
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Figure 4.6: Middle Woodland sites in the Pond Mills claster. 



Table 4.6: Pond MiIls sites data. 

Site Calibrated Sire type 
radiocarbon (archaeological 
dates (A.D.) acrivities) 

Bradley Ave- no date camp 
nue AfHh-73) (1984) 

Disturbed, adjacent to 
small creek 

East Bog 440 (660) 880 hunting and gathering On a series of sand-gravel- 
(AfXh-83) camp clay knolls and ridges on 

3 sides of bog, adjacent 
small Stream 

Pond Mills 670 (880) 1010 hunting and gathering south of kettle pond, rela- 
(AfHh-2) camp tiveIy flat 
Robert Baty camp Relatively flat land clay 
( A m  h-4) (collected 1979, 1985) soil, overlooking southern 

pond 
- -  - -  

Site A no date camp On low clay-loam ridge, 
(AfHh-50) (collected 1982) gentte slope towards small 

ponds to north-west 

Site B no date camp On a smdy ridge, small 
(AfHh-52) (collected 1982) creek 500 metres to west 

West Bog no date hunting and gathering On elongated knoll over- 
(AfHh-82) camp workshop (test looking bog 

pitting 1986) 



Pond Mills (AfHh-2), Robert Baty (AfHh-4), West Bog (AfHh-82), East Bog (AfHh-83), Site 

A (AfHh-50), and Site B (Am-52). 

The multi-component Pond Mills site includes a Middle Woodland Saugeen camp. 

overlooking a kettle pond to the north. Lithic d e b k  and Middle Woodland ceramics comprise 

this culturai component of the site. The function of the site during the Middle Woodland period 

remains to be demonstrated (Poulton 1985: 126). To the nonh and east, two large kettle ponds 

bound the Robert Baty site. to the West of Pond Mills. A large although thin scatter of artifacts 

on relatively flat land and clay soi1 defines the site. The surface collection of artifacts to date is 

limited to three projectile points, chen flakes and cores. 

Further to the south and West is the disturbed Bradley Avenue site. Indications, based on 

surface collection, are that the site encompassed some 250 m'. Al1 75 pieces of Middle Wood- 

land ceramics occurred in the northeast corner of site. North of the kettle ponds, on a series of 

sand-gravel-clay knolls sunounding what was once a portion of the northerly kenle pond, are 

the East Bog and West Bog sites. To the east of the sites is a small strearn. On brown clay 

loamy terrain, sloping gently downward to the north and east, is the unnamed Site A. A low 

ridge crosscuts the terrain from east to West, south of the site, and a series of small ponds is 360 

m to the northwest. The unnamed Site B is to the southeast, on a low poorly defined west-east 

mnning sandy ridge. This ridge f o m  the highest land in the immediate area. The nearest water 

source is a smdl creek 550 m to the south. 



Glen Meyer Clusters and Sites 

Based on the availabiiity of data. ihis landscape analysis uses the Caradoc, Dorchester, 

and Wentworth clusters from the eight Glen Meyer clusters previously identified. The Caradoc 

cluster analysis is of the five village sites, while the Dorchester and Wentworth data sets use 

both village and camp locales. 

Caradoc Clrister 

The Caradoc cluster represents a significant grouping of sites on the Caradoc Sand 

Plain investigated between 1979 and 1980 (see Williamson 1983). Of the 25 or more surveyed 

sites, I will use the five identified village sites within the Caradoc cluster: Caradoc 13 ( A m -  

26), Smale (AfHj- 18). MiV 18 (AfHj- lg), Caradoc 10 (AfHj-24), and Roeland (AfHj- 14). 

Caradoc 10 is a 1.5 ha site, situated on sandy loarns west of a swampy area, consisting 

of a wide yet thin scatter of ceramics, projectile points, and debitage. Caradoc 13, the most 

northerly village within the Caradoc cluster, occupies the western boundary of the sand plain. 

downstream from the Smale and M N  18 sites. The site is on loam soil near a large swampy area 

and an east-west ninning creek. The thin surface scatter spreads out over a hectare, with con- 

centrations on the crests of smail sandy knolls. Wei soil conditions help define some surface 

features. Smale occupies a fairly flat to slightly sloping area of sandy loam soil neu a small 

Stream and sits adjacent to a large swampy region. Artifacts were recovered in two locales; how- 

ever, the site is now destroyed. The MN18 site is across a Stream from Smale, on sandy loam 

soil, over a series of knolls and ridges. Scattered over a 1.3 ha area are a fairly high density of 

lithic debitage and ceramics, with the greatest concentrations found on ridge crests. More than 



70% of the cerarnics have cord-wrapped stick decoration, indicating an early site in the sequence 

possibiy dating to A.D. 1 100- 1200 (simiiar to the Smale site). Testing at M N  18 revealed a 

possible housewali and several features in one area and perhaps an earlier component in another 

area (Williamson 1983: 165- 169). 

The Roeland site is the only one of the five villages to undergo extensive excavation. 

Situated on the west-central side of the sand plain on sandy loarn. south of a now-dry Stream, 

the artifact scatter extends over 1.5 ha. The site is typical of a Glen Meyer village with large 

storage refuse features around the site's perimeter and a confusing settiement pattern (William- 

son 1983: 173-175). Moreover, "a great deal of morphological variation in house structures and 

probable evidence of long-term occupation in the form of overlapping settlement patterns" 

(Williamson 1983: 178). 

Dorchester Cluster 

The sites of the Dorchester cluster include a village. Calvert ( m g - 1 ) .  and five sur- 

rounding satellite sites; Keith ( M g -  19), Andrew (mg- 18), Larch Lookout (AfHg- 17), 

Mustos (AMg-2), and Cedar Ravine (Mg-32)(Timmins 1997). Al1 of the sites are on very 

fine sandy soil at the eastem extent of the Caradoc sand plain. At this juncture, the sand plain 

narrows and culminates at the Tharnes River. Surrounding the Dorchester cluster are till plains 

and a moraine comprised of loams and clay. 

The Calvert site is a Glen Meyer village dating from A.D. 1 150 to 1250. It has under- 

gone extensive excavation and interpretation (see Tirnmins 1997). The site is on a sandy plateau 

overlooking the Dorchester swamp to the southeast, and adjacent to a former srnall creek 
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F i e  4.7: Selected Glen Meyer sites in the Caradoc cluster. 



Table 4.8: Caradoc sites data. 

Site Caiibrated Sire type Environment 
radiocarbon (archaeological 
dates (A.D.) activities) 

Caradoc 10 no date village Sandy loarn field west of 
(AfNj-24) swamp 
Caradoc 13 no date village 
( A Wj-26) 
S male no date village Fairly flat land with a 
(AMj- 18) (surface collected, slope to the southwest, 

tested) close to a creek 

Roeland 1160 (1280) village 
( AfHj- 14) 1400 1210 (partially excavated 

(1290) 1410 1985) 

MiV 18 no date vilIage On sandy field dotted with 
( AfHj- 19) (surface collected, many srnaIl sand knolls, 

tes ted) near a creek 



F i  4.8: Glen Meyer sites in the Dorchester cluster. 



Table 4.9: Dorchester sites data. 

Site Calibrated Site type 
radiocarbon dates (archaeolog ical 

( A .  D . )  activities) 

Environment 

Andrew no date unknown Crest of ridge overlooking 
mu mg-18) (surface collected) Thames River 
Calvert 1000 (1 170) 1290 village Uplands, sand hills over- 
(Amg- 1) IO20 (1 2 10) 1290 (excavated 198 1 - looking Dorchester 

1030 (1230) 1300 82) S wamp, Thames River 
1040 ( 1  250) 1380 
1 170 (1280) 1400 

Cedar Ravine no date 
( AfHg-32) 

hamletJwork sta- Interior 
tion? (sur- 
face collected) 

Keith no date unknown Crest of ridge overlooking 
( Amg- 19) (surface collected) Thames River 

Larch Lookout no date unknown Crest of ridge overlooking 
( AfHg- 17) (surface col Iected) Thames River 

Mustos no date village/special pur- On sandy knoll 
(ACHg-2) pose camp? 

(surface collec ted) 
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Figiw 4.9: Selected Glen Meyer sites in the Wentworth cluster. 



Table 4.7: Wentworth sites data. 

Site Calibrated Site rype Environment 
radiocarbon dates (archaeological 

(A.D.) activities) 

Chedoke Falls no date village On Niagara Escarpment 
(AhGx-265) (survcyed 1989) near stream 
Clish no date hamlet On slight ridge above a 
(AhGx-95) (surveyed 1986) small stream 
Olmstead no date village Height of land adjacent to a 
(AhGx-32) ( 1983) creek 
Wade no date village Adjacent to a Stream on a 
( AhGx- 19) ( 1975) high point of land 



flowing north to the Thames River. The village witnessed construction activities both expanding 

and contracting the village over the 100-year period of occupation, as evidenced by 14 overlap- 

ping longhouses, pdisade, and feanires. 

The Mustos site, defined as either a small village or special purpose camp. is on a sandy 

knol1300 m southwest of Calvert. It is unknown if the site postdates or is contemporaneous 

with Calvert. To the northeast, destroyed and documented only to record cursory information 

regarding location and surface materials, are Larch Lookout, Andrew and Keith. The Cedar Ra- 

vine site, locate 1.3 km south of Calvert, is on a small second- watercourse draining into the 

Dorchester swarnp. Surface collection at this site led to its interpretation as a harnlet or work 

station. 

Wentworth Cluster 

The Wentworth cluster represenü a group of nine Glen Meyer sites, situated at the 

south-west end of Lake Ontario, consisting of sites distributed both on and off the Niagara Es- 

carpment to the south and east of Cootes Paradise. Two small camps or special purpose sites 

Gnarly Willow and Mint Julip (Wmick pers. cornm. 1999) and two villages, Kings Forest 

Park and Pergantile, are below the escarpment. On the escarpment are the villages Wade 

(AhGx-19) . Olmstead (AhGx-32), and Chedoke Falls (AhGx-265), and a hamlet, CLish 

(AhGx-95). For this research, I focus on sites situated on the escarpment. Information from the 

MCzCR database for these sites consists only of site structure and interpretation. with littie in 

the way of settlernent data or material culture. 



Wade occupies a high point of land, adjacent to a Stream, as indicated by a large amount 

of surface material. The site has not k e n  subject to any archaeological assessment. Excavation 

of the Olmstead site, sirnilarly situated on a height of land south of a spring or creek, documents 

a single longhouse, containing two hearths and shallow refuse pits, and a single-row palisade. 

Middens dorninate the north slope of the rise and are scattered throughout the site. Clish, de- 

stroyed in 1987, was on a slight clay loam ridge, the southern portion sloped gentiy towards a 

smali Stream. The Chedoke Falls site covers 1.3 ha as determined by a limited surface collection 

in 1989. The site although is listed as a village based on the extent and nature of the artifact 

scatter. 

Grey Sites 

Porteous 

The 1 ha Porteous site (AgHb- 1), approximately 70% of which was excavated before its 

destruction in 1969, was on the summit of well-drained sandy hi11 approxirnately 1.2 km from 

the Grand River (Figure 4.10). It is believed that Porteous represents one of the earliest demon- 

strations of a movement away from riverine river Bats to elevated sandy knoll locations postu- 

lated for the Glen Meyer settlement system (Noble and Kenyon 1972). A re-investigation of the 

Porteous data attnbuted it to a late Princess Point manifestation, ancestral to Glen Meyer 

(Stothen and Kenyon 1970), but has since reverted to Glen Meyer based on its identification as 

a village site (Fox 1990, Williamson 1990). The five radiocarbon dates from Porteous do littie 

to clarifj the situation, with calibrated dates extending from A.D. 6 10 to 1 170 (Smith W 7 : 5  1). 



Excavations over 1,600 m2 resulted in the recovery of five overlapping house patterns 

that Noble and Kenyon termed, incipient longhouses, or proto-longhouses, in addition to a sin- 

gle circular stnicnire with a centrai hearth, a rectangular structure cornplete with an undisturbed 

living floor (Noble and Kenyon l972:3O, Stothen 1977: 124), and presumably, an encircling, 

although not hlly exposed, double palisade. 

The controversy surrounding Porteous can be dispelled if the belief that Poneous repre- 

sents a single component site is re-evaluated. If viewed instead as a multi-cornponent Pnncess 

Point and Glen Meyer occupation, supported by calibrated radio carbon dates (see Smith 1997), 

the site may represent a Pnncess Point occupation dating from ca seventh-century A.D. and a 

Glen Mayer habitation dating to ca late twelfth-century A.D. However, the occupation from ca 

ninth- to tenthsentury A.D. remains indeterminate and hence the inclusion of Porteous in the 

grey sites category. 

Holmdale 

Holmdale (AgHb-191) is a 0.5 ha village in Brantford that undenvent saivage excavation 

in the summer of 1996. The site occupies a low terrace, overlooking a large flat on the Grand 

River, with remnant backwater channel and marshiand to the immediate east (Figure 4.1 1). De- 

tailed senlement data include the recovery of 63 culturd features, including twelve hearths, five 

deep storage or refuse pits, and a complex and overlapping settlement pattern with more than 

700 post moulds that suggest a palisade, several fence hes ,  and poorly defmed small house 

structures (Pihl 1999: 13). The interpretation of the site is debatable, in the same manner as Ca- 



yuga Bridge, Grand Banks, and Meyer, in that it indicates either severai repeated short-term oc- 

cupations or a single, year-round occupation (Pihl 1999: 13, 10 1 ). 

Houses are somewhat similar in size and design to those recovered at Porteous. Radio- 

carbon dates obtained for the Holmdale site include a calibrated A.D. 1020 AMS date on a 

maize kemel and a caiibrated A.D. 1080 AMS date on a walnut fragment (199996). Paleoeth- 

nobotanical studies indicate that maize significantly contnbuted to the diet at Holmdale (PihI 

1999, Pihl et al. 1998:3 1-32). Although assigned to Pnncess Point. based on settlement pat- 

terns, it is more Iikely representative of grey site. 

h n e  Pine 

Lone Pine ( AfGx- 1 13), approximately 2 km from the Grand River, occupies a fork of 

Roger's Creek, on a low plateau, surrounded by creek beds on three sides (Figure 4.12). Al- 

though artifacts are readily visible over 0.5 ha, settlement patterns are difficult to recover in the 

heavy clay of the undisturbed site. Settlement features include two heanh floors but no discem- 

able post moulds, although Smith and Crawford ( 1997: 18-20) infer the presence of living 

structures. Maize kernels yielded calibrated dates of A.D. 1010 and A.D. 1270. Whereas the 

latter date was initially rejected as too late (Smith and Crawford 1995:63), it is now acknowl- 

edged that the site is atypical of Princess Point in regards to its geographic location (Smith and 

Crawford 1997:20) and may represent a later cultural manifestation in the region. Indeed, as- 

signing village status to Lone Pine is the most reasonable interpretation at present, based on its 

"geographic location.. .typical of later Iroquoian village sites" (Smith and Crawford 199790). 



However. ponery styles from Lone Pine (and Porteous) indicate "clearer affinities with Prin- 

cess Point than with later Glen Meyer ceramics" (Smith and Crawford 1997:20). 

Assigning Lone Pine to the grey category is based on three facts; rim sherd senation, 

indicating that the site is chronologicaliy Iater than the Porteous site (Bekerman 1995), the rela- 

tively late radiocarbon dates, and a lithic analysis concluding that the Lone Pine assemblage 

shares characteristics of both Princess Point and Glen Meyer assemblages (Ormerod 

1997a:28). From the last, the resource base at Lone Pine did not require transportable, versatile. 

or multi-functional tools, suggesting that the residents of Lone Pine were fairly sedentary 

(Ormerod 1997b:32). 

Control Group Random Locations 

The Control Group is a set of ten random locations. or non-sites, in the lower Grand 

River valley (Figure 4.13). The lower Grand River area represents the focus of the University of 

Toronto research activities to date, both archaeologically and geophysically. The geographic 

area represents a combination of the Indiana and Cayuga clusters, extending from Caledonia 

south to Dunnville, and centered on the Grand River. The random locations were GIS generated 

and modelled using the same parameten as sites in the following anaiysis. The control group 

provides a landscape background or standard to measure against the lower Grand River Prin- 

cess Point sites of the Cayuga and Indiana clusters. 



Figure 4.10: Porteous site. 



Figure 4.12: Lone Pine site. 

Figtxre 4.1 1 : Holmdale site. 



Table 4.10: Grey sites data. 

Site Calibrated Site type 
radiocarbon dates (archaeological 

(A.D.) activities) 

Environment 

Holmdale 980 (1020) 1050 village On a loamy raised por- 
(AgHb-191) 890 (1080) 1020 (mitigative excavation tion of a river flat adja- 

1996-97) cent to the Grand River 
Lone Pine 890 (1010) 1200 village On a tnbutary of 
( AfGx- 125) 1 150 ( 1270) 1300 (test excavation Roger's Creek 

Porteous 680 (900, 9 10, 960) 1 160 village On a sandy ter- 
( AgHb- 1 ) 1010 (1170) 1280 (limhed excavation raceheighi of land 

1969-7 1 ) above a small 
creek 1 km. from Grand 
River 
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F i e  4.13: Control Croup random locations in the lower Grand River vdey .  



Summary 

The sites data set are not exhaustive for the regions chosen but rather are sites, or clus- 

tes, that, for the most part, have undergone past research through swey,  testing, and full-scale 

excavation. As a result, the 48 selected Princess Point, Middle Woodland, and Glen Meyer sites, 

comprising nine cultural clusters, have a documented cultural affiliation. The majority of the re- 

maining sites of the clusters identified in Chapter 3 have not undergone similar archaeological 

and analytical scnitiny, and therefore represent, in part, less secure cultural affiliations. 

A total of 48 archaeological sites (and ten non-sites) comprise the sites data set for the 

landscape model: 18 Princess Point, 12 Middle Woodland, and 15 Glen Meyer sites, as well as 

three 'grey' sites spanning the tenth- and eleventh-centuries A.D., and 10 random locations 

generated within the lower Grand River valley watershed (in an area comparable with the 

Princes Point Cayuga and Indiana clusters). 



CaAPTER 5 

ANALYSE OF THE LANI)SCAPE MODEL 

This chapter presents the data fiom the substantive and inferential approaches of the 

landscape settlement model, detailed in Chapter 2. Analyses of Princess Point, Middle Wood- 

land and Glen Meyer sites, the three Grey sites, and random locations in the lower Grand 

River valley, are conducted through geographic, topographie, water, and soi1 landscape data. 

The landscape model makes use of a multiscalar and heterarchical analytical dnichife, moving 

from cultural clusters, to site viewsheds, to mobility group isochrons. Appendk A contains 

the full set of site viewsheds used in the anaiysis of the landscape model. 

Section 5.1 

Geographic Landscapes 

The geographic landscapes analysis interprets the human-environment relationship 

between the extent of land coverage for each cluster, viewshed, and isochron, as well as view 

form, in both ha and as a percentage. 

Cultural Cfusters 

The geographic landscapes of the nine clusters used in this research display marked 

variation, ranghg fiom riverine environments to lacustrine, eswpment and sand plains 



settings. The number of rnodeiied sites compnsing any given cluster ranges from three to seven. 

Cluster size ranges fiom highs of 68 and 64 km2 for the six sites compnsing the Oxbow cluster, 

and the four sites of the Wentworth cluster, respectively, to a low of 29 km2 for the five sites of 

the Cootes Paradise cluster. The average cluster size is 40 km2. 

The areas of the Princess Point clusters are 3,28 1 ha for Cayuga, 3.306 ha for Indiana. 

2,933 ha for Cootes, and 6,859 ha for Oxbow, for an average of slightly over 4,000 ha. The 

Middle Woodland clusters measure 4,632 ha for Delaware and 3534 for Pond Mills, also aver- 

aging slightly over 4,000 ha. The areas of the Glen Meyer clustee are 3,602 ha for the Dor- 

chester, 4,892 for Caradoc, and 6,361 for Wentworth. The Glen Meyer average is slightly under 

5,000 ha per cluster. 

Site Viewsheds 

For each site, the viewshed is compared io the 5 km landscape catchment to obtain a 

value of relative coverage, with the catchment as the dependent variable or constant (Table 

5.1.1). The results from the viewshed comparisons for the Princess Point culture group reveal 

that, on average, sites viewsheds consist of 135.1 ha of land area, or 6.8% of the 5 km catchment 

(Figure 5.1.1). In cornparison, the Control Group viewshed mean is 219.0 ha (1  1.0% of the 

catchent), one-third larger than the hincess Point average. Larger still are the Middle Wood- 

land viewsheds, with an average of 249.2 hectares ( 12.5% of the catchment), and the Glen 

Meyer viewsheds, averaging 365.6 ha (18.2% of the catchent) (Figures 5.1.2 and 5.1.3). 

The initial impression is that, as percentages of the 5 km catchent, the Middle Wood- 

land viewsheds are, on average, double the surface area of Princess Point site viewsheds, while 



Meyer viewsheds are triple the d a c e  area. nie Control Group viewsheds are roughly quai 

to those of the Midde Woodland. 

The use of paired t-test statistics (assuming normal distributions) demonmate the sig- 

nificance of the values in Table 5.1.1. The ciifference in mean viewshed, as a percentage of the 

5 km catchment, between Princess Point, at 6.8%, and Middle Woodland, at 12.5%, is signifi- 

cant (t = -2.94, 0.0 1, p = 0.005). Likewise, as a percentage of the 5 km catchment, the differ- 

ence in rnean viewshed between Pnncess Point, at 6.8%, and Glen Meyer, at 18.2%, is also 

significant (t = -5.67, p = 0.00 1). 

The 18 Princess Point sites (Table 5.1.2), grouped by the four clusten and expressed 

as a percentage of each site's 5 km catchment, reveal mean viewshed areas of 1 1.5% *2.08% 

for Cootes Paradise, 4.6% M.86% for Cayuga, 6.7% *1 .S2 for Indiana, and 3.8% *1.95% for 

Oxbow. As a group, Princess Point viewsheds do not comprise a large portion of the catch- 

ment, with viewsheds ranging fiom a low of 2% to a high of 13.6% of the catchment (Table 

5.1.2). The largest viewsheds are found in the Cootes cluster, for the Pnncess Point type site, 

Bull's Point, and Sassafras Point. Sites on the Grand River have less expansive viewsheds. The 

smaiiest viewsheds are both in the ûxbow cluster, for Mohawk Chapel and Bow Park. 

Moreover, the viewsheds of each site in the four Princess Point clusters display a degree of 

conaancy, demonstnited by the low standard deviations for each of the four clusters, ranging 

fiom 0.86% to 2.08%. That al1 the Princess Point viewsheds measure under 15% of the total 

site catchent indicates a consigency in the determination in the location of sites in the land- 

scape. This suggeas that landscape cognition, in terms of the recognition of similarly bounded 

areas, represents one component of the Princess Point site selection process. 



O 1,000 2,000 A GIass site -- Metres 0 viewshed 

Figure 5.1.1: Typical Princess Point viewshed: Oxbow cluster Glass site. 



Figure 5.1.2: Typical Middle Woodland oiewshed: Pond Mills cluster Robert Baty 
site. 



F i e  5.13: Typical Glen Meyer viewshed: Wentworth cluster Olmstead site. 



Table 5.1.1: Viewshed statistics for al1 sites. 

Princess Point (n= 18) 

Measurement ha % of 
catchment 

Mean 135.1 6.8 
Range 230.4 11.6 

Standard 68.6 3.5 
Deviation 

Corttrol Group (n=IO) 

Measurement ha % of 
catchment 

Range 352.5 17.7 
Standard 1 30.3 6.5 
Deviation 
Mean - SD 88.7 4.5 
Mean + SD 349.3 17.5 

Middle Waodland ( n  = 12)  Glen Meyer (n = 15) 

Measurement ha % of Measurement ha % of 
catchment catchment 

Mean 249.2 12.5 Mean 365.6 18.2 

Range 483.8 24.2 Range 548.4 27.2 
Standard 139.9 7.0 Standard 153.3 7.6 
Deviation Deviation 



Table 5.1.2: Princess Point viewsheds by ha and percentage of catchment. 

Cootes Paradise Viewshed % of 1 1 Cayuga c h t e r  Viewshed % of 
cluster in ha Catchment j in ha Catchment 

Arboretum 188.9 9.6 j !  CayugaBridge 72.3 3.6 
Bulls Point 255.1 12.9 j 1 Grand Banks 101.2 5.1 
Lilac Gardens 174.3 8.8 ' I i Young 1 100.7 5.1 
Princess Point 269.7 13.6 l !  : ,  Meun 91.4 4.6 

Sassafras Point 236.3 12.0 1 Range 28.9 1.5 
, . 

Mean 224.9 11.4 i , i , St. dev. 16.5 O. 8 
Range 95.4 4.8 i , j . - 

Sr. dev. 41.6 2.1  ! ! 

Indiana cluster Viewshed % of i ! Oxbow cluster Viewshed 9% of 
in ha. Catchment 1 in ha. Catchment 

Indiana 161.1 8.1 Bow Park 33.3 2.2 
Lester 1 13.9 5.7 ! ! I  Glass 121.9 6.1 
Meyer 102.0 5.1 j '  Mohawk Chap. 39.3 2 .0  
York 1 158.0 7 -9 1 I Oxbow Flats 62.8 3.1 
Mean 133.8 6.7 I ' Stratford Flats 1 1 3.2 5.7 
Ranae 59.1 2.4 1 i Tutela 117.8 5.9 

Y 

30.2 1.5 St. dev. il Mean 83.1 4.2 
I 

1 l Range 82.6 4.1 
i Sr. dev. 38.8 1.9 



Table 5.1.3: Middle Woodland viewsheds by ha and percentage of catchment. 

Delaware Viewshed % of 1 i Pond Mills Viewshed % of 
clrister in ha Catchment i cluster in ha Catchment 

B oresma 148.4 7.4 i Baty 3 14.2 15.7 
B rodie 282.9 14.1 1 l Bradley 372.2 18.6 

PUC 180.9 9.0 I i  EastBog 105.9 5.3 

Sibelius 117.3 5.9 1 I !  ' Pond Mills 146.8 7.3 
Site A 152.5 7.6 1 , ; , Site A 252.5 12.6 
Mean 176.4 8.8 i : l Site B 327.6 16.4 
Range 165.6 8.2 ! 1 I  West Bog 589.7 29.5 
St. dev. 63.7 3.18 : , i : Mean 301.3 15.1 

Range 483.8 24.2 



Table 5.1.4: Glen Meyer viewsheds by ha and percentage of catchment. 

Caradoc cluster Viewshed % of Dorchester Viewshed 96 of 
in ha. Catchment i cluster inha.  Catchment 

i i 

C l0  2 19 10.9 1 i Andrew 407.2 20.3 

MW18 236.9 11.8 , ,  1 1 Cedar Ravine 1 96.7 9.8 
Roeland 683 33.9 i ; Keith 434.4 21.7 

S male 21 1.3 10.5 1 i Larch 447.3 2 2.4 
Mean 354.8 17.6 ; 1 Mustos 3 19.3 16.0 

471.7 23.4 Range i , t Mean 392. I 19.6 
St. dev. 203.4 10.10 1 1  Range 351.2 17.6 

/ / SI. dev. 120.7 6. O 
Wennvorth Viewshed 9% of 

cluster in ha. Catchment 

Chedoke 470.9 23.7 
Clish 272.8 13.7 
Olmstead 479 24.1 

Range 344.4 17.3 
St. dev. 166.5 8.4 



Table 5.1.5: Control Group viewsheds by ha and percentage of catchment. 

Lower Grand River Viewshed % of 
cluster in ha. Catchment 

RI 55.7 2.8 

R9 228.3 11.5 
R I 0  83.0 4.2 

Mean 219.0 11.0 

Range 352.5 1 7.7 
St. Dev. 130.3 6.5 

Table 5.1.6: Grey site viewsheds by ha and percentage of catchment. 

Grey sites Viewshed % of 
in ha. Catchment 

Porteous 290.1 14.5 
-- - 

Holmdale 638.1 31.8 
Lone Pine 58.4 2.9 
Mean 328.9 16.4 
Range 579.7 28.9 
St. dev. 291.8 14.5 



The 12 Middle Woodland viewsheds (Table 5.1.4) are generally larger than those of 

Pnncess Point. The viewsheds of the Delaware sites average 176 ha and those of Pond MiUs 

average 301 ha. When expressed as a percentage of each 5 km catchent, the two cluaers' 

viewshed means are 8.8% *3.18% and 15.1% *8.0%, respectively. Standard deviations are 

larger for Middle Woodland than Princess Point, irnplying a p a t e r  viewshed variation on a 

site by site basis. Middle Woodland viewsheds range between 5.3% and 24.2% of each 5 km 

catchment. Within clusten, viewshed consistency is less than that demonstrated for Pnncess 

Point. The range for the Delaware viewsheds is 165.6 ha and 438.8 ha for the Pond Mills 

viewsheds. In cornparison, Pnncess Point viewsheds range fiorn 28.9 ha for Cayuga, to 59.1 

ha for Indiana, to 95.4 ha for Oxbow and Cootes Paradise. 

The 15 Glen Meyer viewsheds (Table 5.1.4) reveal an increase in total area covered 

over both the Princess Point and Middle Woodland groups. The Glen Meyer mean viewshed, 

measured as a percentage of the 5 km catchment, is 18.2% *7.62%. Individual cluster means 

are 17.6% f10. 1% for Caradoc, 19.6% f 6.0% for Dorchester, and 17.1% &8.4% for Went- 

wonh. The Wade and Roeland viewsheds represent the extrernes of the Glen Meyer data, with 

a low value of 134.6 ha and a high value of 683 ha, respectively. The remaining thirteen Glen 

Meyer viewsheds range fiom 196.7 ha to 547.9 ha, or 9.8% to 27.4% of the catchment. These 

values, while sirnilar to the Middle Woodland, are well above the Pnncess Point values. 

The viewsheds of the ten Control Group random locations, on the lower Grand River, 

have a mean area of 1 1 .O% *6.54% of the 5 km catchent (Table 5.1.5). The t-test result for 

the dEerence in mean viewshed between the Princess Point sites of the Lower Grand River 

vaiiey (consisting of the seven Cayuga and Indiana sites) with a 5.8% * 1 -63% mean and stan- 



dard deviation, and the Control Group, is si@cant (t = -2.03, p = 0.05), although to a mar- 

ginally lessur degree than the variation between culture groups. These results aid in the recog- 

nition that Pnncess Point groups display a uniform selection for site locations that yield small 

viewsheds across a variety of nahiral landscapes. 

The above observations suggest culturai patterning when the viewshed means of the 

45 sites, grouped by culture, and the random locations, are plotted as percentages of the 5 km 

catchent. The interpretation of the resulting cumulative frequency chart (Figure 5.1.4) be- 

gins with the observation that al1 viewsheds share a minimum of 1% of each 5 km catchrnent. 

However, as noted above, none of the Princess Point viewsheds are larger than 13% of the 

total catchent. In cornparison, nearly two-thirds of the random locations, and almost ail of 

the Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer viewsheds, are larger than 10% of the catchment. Over 

hdf  of the Middle Woodland viewsheds, and more than one-third the Glen Meyer, register 

20% of the catchrnent. Even the random location viewsheds of the lower Grand River valley 

are consistently larger than the Pnncess Point viewsheds. However, for Middle Woodland, 

Glen Meyer, and the random locations, no viewshed measures greater than one-third of the 5 

km catchment. On average, non-P~cess Point viewsheds measure slightly over 20% of the 

catchent compared to the 13% average for Pnncess Point viewsheds. 

Grouping viewshed means by cluster reveals that Princess Point cluster means are 

lower than those of other culture groups (Figure 5.1.5) Al1 of the cluster viewsheds, however, 

overlap with at least one other culture group's range. Calculating a mean value for al1 culture 

groups results in a value of 11.4% *5.56%, simiiar to the Control Group random locations 

mean of 11 -0% &6.54%. 
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viewshed area as % of catchment area 

Figure 5.1.4: Viewshed means by culture group. 
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Figure 5.1.5: Viewshed means, with one standard deviation, by cluster. 



The viewsheds for the three Grey sites, Holrndale, Porteous, and Lone Pine vary from a 

low of 58 ha for Lone Pine, to 290 ha for Porteous, to a high of 638 ha for Holmdale (Table 

5.1.6). The area covered by the Holrndale viewshed matches that of Roeland, the largest Glen 

Meyer viewshed. Conversely, Lone Pine's viewshed ranks above only two sites, the Princess 

Point Mohawk Chape1 and Bow Park sites, and a random location viewshed. As catchent per- 

centages, the viewsheds register values of 2.9%. 14.5% and 3 1.8% for Lone Pine, Porteous, and 

Holmdale, respec tively . 

The Porteous viewshed falls outside of the Princess Point range. but is within that of 

Glen Meyer, falling below the mean but situated near the Glen Meyer viewshed median. The 

viewsheds of the three Grey sites display little uniformity and provide inadequate grounds to 

place them as either a separate group within the context of the three culture groups or within the 

established trends of the Princess Point and Glen Meyer groups. 

View Fonn 

View form is a comparative analysis of adjoining areas within a viewshed, identified as a 

contiguous value and measured in ha (see Chapter 2). The analysis of view form by culture 

group suggests that there is discernable variation between Princess Point, Middle Woodland, 

and Glen Meyer view foms (Figures 5.1.6 and 5.1.7, Table 5.1.7). Contiguous areas for P in-  

cess Point view forms average 93% fi.06% of viewsheds for the Cayuga and Indiana sites, 

8 1 % I 1 1.35% for the Oxbow sites, and 99.6% &.34% for the Cootes Paradise sites. The 

Middle Woodland contiguous view forms, as a percentage of viewsheds, average 82.4% 

*13.18% for the Pond Mills sites and 62.4% I21.96% for the Delaware sites. The Glen Meyer 



contiguous view foms, somewhat less variable, average 82.4% *13.18% of viewsheds for the 

Dorchester sites, 73.3% *2 1.96% for the Caradoc sites, and 82.0% *14.08% for the 

Wentworth sites. The Grey sites have an average contiguous view form of 95.5% *4.14% of 

the three viewsheds, in the mid-range of Princess Point sites and the upper range of Glen 

Meyer sites. The view forms of the Control Group random locations average 65.5% &25.05%. 

This value, even with the addition of the large standard deviation, is below the view form 

value for the Pnncess Point lower Grand River sites of the Cayuga and Indiana clusters, sug- 

gesting that the landscape parameters underlying viewshed for the Princess Point sites of the 

lower Grand &ver are fat f?om random. 

The Princess Point view fonns are the smallest of al1 the culture groups and Control 

Group, averaging 71 ha, with a 183 ha range, likely because their viewsheds are the smallest. 

in comparison, the Middle Woodland view fom average is 187 ha, with a 252 ha range, and 

the Glen Meyer view form average is 247 ha, with a formidable range of 486 ha. Large stan- 

dard deviations for these averages reduces their analyticd value (Table 5.1.7). 

Princess Point viewsheds are also the most contiguous of the al1 culture groups, and of 

the Control Group, when charted as a percentage of the viewshed (against the viewshed as a 

percentage of the catchment) (Figure 5.1.8). Nearly al l  Princess Point view forrns, Save for the 

three Cayuga cluster sites, include at least 85% of the viewshed in association with a viewshed 

measuring consistently less than 13% of the catchment. The Cayuga site view foms Vary be- 

tween two-thirds and three-quarters of the viewshed. The range of the view foms, however, 

for al1 18 Princess Point sites, at 91 -39% *9.91%, is the lest variable of the three culture 

groups. In comparison, the random location view forrns range fiom one-quarter to nearly 



of the viewshed and, in addition, the random location viewsheds range fkom 4% to 20% of the 

catchment. The variation in view f o m  of the Princess Point lower Grand River sites and the 

randorn locations is si@cant (t = 2.83, p = 0.01). 

The Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer contiguous view fonns are less unifonn in 

their distribution (Figures 5.1.9 and 5.1.10). The Middle Woodland view form values, as a 

percentage of viewshed, range fkom less than one-third to almost complete viewsheds. Like- 

wise, the Glen Meyer view fonn values range from 40% to 98.9% of  the viewshed. The Grey 

sites contiguous view forms are less uniform when charted against the Grey site viewsheds as 

a percentage of catchment (Figure 5.1.1 1). The result, for the viewsheds of the Grey sites, is a 

range between 3% to 3 1% of the catchment, agaînst a much more controkd variation in view 

form, between 91% and 98% of the viewshed. Similar to the variation between Princess Point 

and random locations, the variation between Princes Point and Middle Woodland (t = 2.56, p 

< 0.0 1) and Glen Meyer (t = 2.5 8, p < 0.02) view foms are also significant . The lone devia- 

tion in the above trend of high significance is observed for the variation between the Grey sites 

and Princess Point sites on the lower Grand River, consisting of the seven Cayuga and Indiana 

cluster sites. The view form variation for these two groups ( t = -1.26, p = 0.2) is insignificant 

(for this research, the t-test threshold for values of insignificance is p = 0.10). 
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Figure 5.1.6: View form by culture group. 
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Figure 5.1.7: View form means, and one standard deviation, by cluster. 



Table 5.1.7: View fonn statistics for al1 sites. 

Princess Point (n=18) Control Croup ( n  = 1 O )  

Measurement ha % of Memurernent ha % of 
catchment catchment 

Mean 71.1 91.4 Mean 68.9 65.5 
Range 183.7 33.2 Range 75.2 71.5 
Standard 66.7 9.9 Standard 79.2 25.1 
Deviation Deviation 

Middle Woodland (n= 12) 

Measurement ha % of 
catchment 

Glen Meyer ( n  = 15) 

Measurement ha 9% of 
catchment 

Range 252.6 62.7 Range 486.0 53.8 
Standard 163.8 26.7 Standard 163.6 16.2 
Deviation Deviation 
Mean - SD 23.3 46.7 Mean - SD 84.0 63.1 
Mean+SD 351.0 100.0 Mean + SD 41 1 . 1  95.5 

Grey sites (n=3) 

Measrr rement ha "/O of 
catchrnent 

Mean 137.7 95.5 
Range 250.3 7.5 
Standard 125.2 4.1 
Deviation 
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Figure 5.1.8: View forms for Princes~ Point sites and Control Group random locations. 
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Figure 5.1.9: View forms for Middle Woodland sites. 
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Figure 5.1.10: View forms for GIen Meyer sites. 
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Figure 5.1.1 1: View forms for Grey sites. 



Residence and Habitat Isochrons 

The geographic landxapes of the residence and habitat isochrons reveal unique pat- 

terning, both across and between culture groups. As percentages of the 1 km residence 

catchent, Princess Point and Glen Meyer residence groups both average 40% and Middle 

Woodland residence groups average 50%. In comparison, habitat group values, as a percent- 

age of the 1 km to 5 km habitat catchent, are 8% for Princess Point, 10% for Middle 

Woodland, and 16% for Glen Meyer. These values suggest a similar role for habitat group 

activities during the Middle Woodland and Princess Point penods, followed by an increase in 

the habitat group role for Glen Meyer groups. 

For dl sites, when grouped by cluster, the residence group isochrons range fiom one- 

half to two-thirds of the residence catchment (Table 5.1.8). The range of the habitat group 

isochrons range from less than one-fifth to one-tenth of the habitat catchment (Table 5.1.9). 

Although each mobility group demonstrates a wide range in area, the percentage of viewshed 

for the mobility groups do not overlap. 

The mobility group isochrons reveal a pattern documenthg an increase in land area for 

the Princess Point residence group when compared to the land area for the habitat group. The 

Princess Point residence groups account for one-third to two-thirds of residence catchments 

whiie the habitat group consists of one-tenth or less of the habitat catchments (Figure 5.1.12). 

In comparison, the Middle Woodland residence group isochron average is half that of the 

residence catchment, and the habitat group ranges between 5% and 1 5% of its catchment 

(Figure 5.1.13). The Glen Meyer residence group isochrons are grouped between one- and 



two-thirds of the residence catchment, similar to Princess Point, however the habitat group 

data is spread between one-tenth and one-third of the habitat catchent (Figure 5.1.14). 

A cornparison of lower Grand River valley Princess Point sites with the Control Group 

random locations only serves to highlight the clustering of the lower Grand River valley Prin- 

cess Point residence and habitat isochron data against the random locations background (Fig- 

ure 5.1.1 5). The above relationships exhibit significant variation between Princess Point and 

Middle Woodland residence group isochrons (t = -2.33, p > 0.02). Sirnilar cornparisons for 

Princess Point and Glen Meyer residence groups (t = -0.3 3, p > 0.9, as well as the lower 

Grand River Princess Point sites and the random locations (t = 0.28, p > O S ) ,  result in insig- 

nifiant variations. It is, however, not necessarily insignificant that the Princess Point and Glen 

Meyer residence group data are less variable. The residence group values for these two cul- 

ture groups may indicate a relationship between the Princess Point and Glen Meyer data re- 

sulting From a shift to make cultivation activities. 

The variations between Princess Point habitat group data and the habitat group iso- 

chrons and catchments of the Middle Woodland (t = -2.73, p = 0.0 1) and Glen Meyer (t = 

-5.08, p = 0.001) groups, and random locations (t = -2.16. p = O.OS), are al1 statistidly sig- 

nificant. The decrease in area under the habitat isochron for Princess Point runs counter to the 

trend indicated by both Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer groups. 

The geographic landscape reveals that there is signifiant variation in both the land 

area coverage of the viewsheds and isochrow, and of the relative area as a percentage of the 

site and mobility group catchments. The view form data exhibits Princess Point's adherence to 

a contiguous experienced landscape that embrace the greatest percentage of the viewshed in 



Table 5.1.8: Residence isochron statistics for ail sites. 

Princess Point residence group 
(n=  18) 

Measurement ha % o f I k m  
catchment 

Mean 35.7 40.1 
Range 52.2 54.6 
Standard 16.5 12.8 
Deviation 

Control Group residence group 
(n= 1 O )  

Measurernent ha % o f I k m  
catchment 

Mean 3 1 .O 36.0 
Range 51.5 95.2 
Standard 30.0 34.7 
Deviation 

Middle Woodland residence group 
(n= 12) 

Measurement ha %of  I km 

catchment 

Gien Meyer residence group 
(n=  15) 

Measu remen t ha % o f I k m  
catchment 

Range 56 .O 37.5 
Standard 11.4 13.2 
Deviation 

Range 25.5 38.1 

Standard 7.2 8 .O 
Deviation 

Mean - SD 10.3 33.4 

Grey sites residence group 
(n = 3)  

Measurement ha % o f ! k m  
catchment 

Range 23.8 27.6 
Standard 12.0 14.0 
Deviation 
Mean - SD 56.5 37.7 
Mean + SD 32.5 65.7 



Table 5.1.9: Habitat isochron statistics for al1 sites. 

Princess Point habitat group 
(n=18) 

Measurement ha % of 1-5 km 
catchment 

Range 180.1 9.7 
Standard 54.1 2.9 
Deviation 

Control Croup habitat group 
(n= I O )  

Measrrrement ha 5% of 1-5 km 
catchment 

Mean 178.1 9.3 
Range 30 1 .O 15.7 
Standard 107.0 5.6 
Deviation 

Middle Woodland habitat group 
(n=12) 

Measurement ha S of I-5km 
catchment 

Gien Meyer habitat group 
(n= 15) 

Measurement ha % o f  1-5 km 
catchment 

Range 492.5 14.9 Range 554.7 22.3 
Standard 1 37.9 7.2 
Deviation 
Mean - SD 54.7 2.9 
Mean + SD 330.5 17.3 

Standard 156.2 8.2 
Deviation 
Mean - SD 172.1 8.9 

Mean + SD 484.5 25.3 

Grey sites habitat group 
(n  = 3)  

Meusurement ha % of 1-5 km 
catchment 

Mean 278.8 14.6 
Range 574.7 30.0 
Standard 289.9 15.1 
Deviation 
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Figure 5.1.12: Residence and habitat isochrons for Princes Point sites. 
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Figure 5.1.13: Residence and habitat isochrons for Middle Woodland sites. 
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Figure 5.1.14: Residence and habitat isochrons for Glen Meyer sites. 
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Figure 5.1.15: Residence and habitat isochrons for Iower Grand River Princes~ Point 
sites and Control Group random locations. 



association with the smallest viewshed area, compared to Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer 

data Moreover, the Control Group randorn locations in the lower Grand River valley do not 

replicate the data set of the Princess Point sites in the same landscape, suggesting that the Pnn- 

cess Point site decision-making process was. on some level, using landscape cognition as a se- 

Iection parameter, likely in association with other attributes. 



Section 5.2 

Topographic Landsca pes 

Topographic landscapes consist of measurements denved nom digital elevation mod- 

els (DEM). DEM data are modelled in two formats: as substantive data by means of an abso- 

lute elevation continuum using DEM maps (Figure 5.2. l), measured in metres above mean sea 

level (ASL), and as inferential data, unique to each site, consisting of a suggested compart- 

mentalisation of space by an ordering of the notion of elevation. The former are plotted by 

means of cumulative elevation, displayed as hypsometric curves. The latter groups DEM ele- 

vation data into five zones, unique to the elevation data for each cluster of sites (Figure 5.2.2), 

representing an inferentiai observation of space by means of an ordinal scale ranging fiom low 

to middle to high ground, with intermediary levels. The use of this latter methodology, for 

cluster, viewshed, and isochron data, allows for the cornparison of otherwise disparate eleva- 

tion data. 

Cultural Clust ers 

There is little patteming evident for the Princess Point group at the cluster scaie of en- 

quiry. No single cluster stands out as unique besides the fact that the Cootes cluster elevation 

data ranges f?om 70 m to 170 m ASL and the other three clusers range fiom 180 to 250 m 

ASL. The latter are shown in Figure 5.2.3, as elevation by percentage of cluster. The lower 

Grand River Princes Point sites display relatively similar hypsometric curves for the Cayuga 

and Oxbow clusters, compnsed of low elevations corresponding to the proximity of the Grand 



F i e  5.21: DEM map of the Cayuga cluster. 
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F i e  5.2*2: Ordinal elevation gronp map of the Indiana cluster. 



River and higher elevations in the surrounding drumlins and hillocks of the associated uplands. 

The cumulative elevation data for the Indiana cluster reveals an even more pronounced orien- 

tation towards low-lying land. This is likely the result of the large river flats on both sides of 

the Grand River at this locale. When the elevation data for the four Princess Point clusters are 

charted as a single group, on average, 70% of the cumulative elevation data fds  under 200 m 

ASL. 

The elevation data associated with the Middle Woodland clusters are similar to those 

of Princess Point (Figure 5.2.4). The Middle Woodland Delaware and Pond Mills clusters cu- 

mulative elevation curves reveal an orientation similas to that of the three Grand River Prin- 

cess Point clusters. The Pond Mills cluster displays a orientation favounng lower elevations, 

nearly replicating the curve plotted for the Princess Point Indiana cluster, while the Delaware 

cluaer curves falls midway between the two trends charted for the Grand River Pnncess Point 

clusters. 

The Glen Meyer data f d s  into a similar pattern as observed for the other two culture 

groups. The Caradoc and Dorchester clusters reveal nearly identical cumulative elevation 

plots, indicating a fairly straight line fkom low to high elevation in rnetres ASL. The observa- 

tion that more than three-quarters of the Wentworth cluster is situated above 200 m ASL, in 

cornparison to less than half of the Caradoc and Dorchester cluders, cm be readily explained 

by recognizing that the Wentworth cluster is located on the Niagara Escarpment, and that a 

portion of the cluster's 5 km catchent is represented by land below the escarpment. This 

topographic feature is indicated by the abrupt rise in elevation values between 200 and 220 m 

ASL (Figure 5.2.5). 



Grouping the elevation data into ordinal scale bands does not reveal any patternhg 

with regards to cluster orientation in the topographie landscape (Figures 5.2.6 and 5.2.7). The 

ordinal representation of each cluster follows that of the respective cumulative elevation 

charts. The Princess Point clusters reveal between one- to two-thirds low to medium-low ele- 

vation per cluster, sirnilar to the Glen Meyer clusters. The Middle Woodland cluster data 

show that the range for low to medium-low elevation is less, and that both clusters average 

slightly over two-thirds for the first two ordinai elevation groups. The medium-high to high 

elevation groups account for half to one-third of the Princess Point clusters. For Middle 

Woodland, this value drops to less than one-fifih of both clusters, and rises to range from one- 

third to less than one-Mh for GIen Meyer clusters. For the random locations, the medium- 

high and high categories account for one-third of the elevation data, compared to less than 

one-fifth for the lower Grand River Cayuga and Indiana clusten while the low to medium-low 

elevation data represents over 40% of the random locations and over 60% of the lower Grand 

River Princess Point sites. As with the cumulative elevation data, the general trend observed in 

the ordinal elevation group charts is one of lower and middle elevation orientations over that 

of higher elevation orientations. No conclusive statistics can be drawn £iom these results. 

Site Viewsheds 

Viewsheds depicted as cumulative elevation in m ASL for Princess Point sites are 

uniformiy similar across the four clusters. That the Princess Point viewsheds reveal little to no 

variation when charted as cumulative elevations niggests that, regardless of location, a 
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Figure 5.2.3: Elevation in metres ASL for Princes Point clusters. 
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Figure 5.2.4: Elevation in metres ASL for Middle Woodland clusters. 
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Figure 5.2.5: Elevation in metres ASL for Glen Meyer clusters. 
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Figure 5.2.6: Ordinal elevation groups for Princess Point clusters and Control Group 
random locations. 
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Figure 5.2.7: Ordinal elevation groups for Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer clusters. 



coofonnity of topographie landscape was selected for by Princess Point groups. The cumula- 

tive elevations for the lower Grand River sites are shown in Figure 5.2.8. The naturai land- 

scape cumulative elevation of the lower Grand River valley does not correspond to the seven 

Princess Point sites, instead indicating a more graduai rise in elevation, parallehg the Princess 

Point data curves. 

The cumulative elevations for the viewsheds of the Cayuga and Indiana sites are the 

most similar of the Princes Point data. Ali of the sites in these two clusters fa within 90% 

confidence intervals for the two-cluster mean. Moreover, these intervals do not extend into 

the 90% confidence intervals of the natural landscape, provided as a base line against which to 

measure the viewshed data. The sites of the Cootes Paradise cluster, save the Pnncess Point 

site and, to a lesser degree, the Bull's Point site, also fa11 within 90% confidence intervals as 

determined by the viewshed mean curve. Of the four site cluaers, the Oxbow sites display the 

greatest variation in cumulative elevation by viewshed. 

Princess Point viewsheds, however, show less variation in cumulative elevation than 

those of Middle Woodland or Glen Meyer. The relative uniformity of the Princess Point data 

contrasts with the Middle Woodland and Gien Meyer cumulative relative elevation data sets. 

W e  the cumulative elevation viewsheds of Middle Woodland Delaware cluster sites reveal a 

similar, although less structured pattern to that of the Princess Point sites (Figure 5.2.9), the 

Pond Miils cluster displays a wide range of site viewsheds as relative cumulative elevations. 

Glen Meyer sites are even more variable. The Dorchester sites show two distinct trends (one 

favouring low elevation, the other, relatively high). The Caradoc viewsheds display no pat- 

terning, either in relation to the naîural landscape of the Caradoc Sand Plain, or to each other 



(Figure 5.2. IO), other than to note that, in general, Glen Meyer sites indicate less of an em- 

phasis on lower elevations. A similar assessrnent can be made regarding the Wentworth view- 

shed data. The viewsheds for the Holmdale, Porteous, and Lone Pine Grey sites do present 

some comparative uniformity as cumulaive relative elevations, displayhg a preference for low 

elevations, an orientation more similar to the Princess Point sites. The viewsheds of the Con- 

trol Group random locations indicate ten different cumulative elevations with no evident 

commonali ty . 

The same viewsheds, depicteci as ordinal elevation categories, exhibit a variety of per- 

centages for each of the elevation groups within each cluster. The complete data are shown in 

Figures 5.2.1 1, 5.2.12, and 5.2.13, for Princess Point Cayugahndiana, Cootes Paradise, and 

Oxbow viewsheds, Figure 5.2.14 for Control Group random locations in the lower Grand 

River valley, Figures 5.2.1 5 and 5.2.16 for Middle Woodland Delaware and Pond Mills view- 

sheds, Figures 5.2.1 7, 5.2.1 8, and 5.2.19, for Glen Meyer Caradoc, Dorchester, and Went- 

worth viewsheds, and 5.2.20 for the Grey site viewsheds. 

Elevation data, taken fiom the above figures and analysed by correlation statistics (Ta- 

ble 5.2.1), indicates that the Cayuga and Indiana viewsheds have predominantly high correla- 

tions for the majority of the ordinal elevation group data in these two clusten. These strong 

correlations are carried through to the Cootes Paradise viewsheds, which also display strong 

correlations for the majority of the data. However, the ûxbow viewsheds, less uniforrn in their 

elevation group data, display a mixture of moderate to poor correlations for the ordinal eleva- 

tion group data. 



When the lower Grand River valley sites and the random locations elevation data are 

compared, the result is also a strong correlation (r = 0.8 16). The extent of this correlation is 

Iessened when the values and standard deviations for the five elevation groups are compared 

between the two data sets. For Princess Point, the group elevations, as percentages of the to- 

tal viewshed, are: low 2 1.2% *IO. 1%, low-medium 42.4% *1 O.3%, medium 22.5% *4.8%, 

medium-high 10.6% *4.1%, and high 3.3% *1.7%. For the Control Group viewsheds, the 

group elevations are: low 16.2% * 16%, low-medium 28.0% * 18.1%, medium 2 1.6% 

*12.40/0, medium-high 21.4% k2 1 .O%, and high 12.3% &12.0%. The one standard deviations 

for the Control Group ranges fiom 16% to 2 1 .O%, indicating the relative variabiiity within the 

Control Group data set. 

The Princess Point range in standard deviation is not only lower, but drops noticeably, 

as do the viewshed data, as the viewshed approaches medium and high elevations. As well, the 

correlation data for the Control Group viewsheds indicate that there is no correlation between 

the ordinal elevation data for each of the random location viewsheds in the lower Grand River 

valley (Table 5.2.4). This result reuiforces the Princess Point data, that the relationship be- 

tween site location and relative elevation suggests that Princess Point groups selected sirnilar 

locations within a wider topographie landscape. 

The Middle WoodIand correlation data for the viewsheds of the Delaware and Pond 

Mills cluster sites show strong correlations for the viewsheds of the former, and moderate to 

weak correlations for the viewsheds of the latter (Table 5.2.2). A similar result is noted for 

viewshed correlation data in the Glen Meyer clusters, in which the number of values depicting 
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Figure 5.2.8: Elevation in metres ASL for Cayuga viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.2.9: Elevation in metres ASL for Delaware viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.2.10: Elevation in mettes ASL For Caradoc viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.2.11: Ordinal elevation groups for lower Grand River vaUey viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.2.12: Ordinal elevation groups for Cootes Paradise viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.2.13: Ordinal elevation groups for Oxbow viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.2.14: Ordinal elevation groups for Control Group random location view- 

sheds. 
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Figure 5.2.15: Ordinal elevation groups for Delaware viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.2.16: Ordinal elevation groups For Pond Mills viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.2.17: Ordinal elevation groups for Caradoc viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.2.18: Ordinal elevation groups for Dorchester viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.2.19: Ordinal elevation groups for Wentworth viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.2.20: Ordinal elevation groups for Grey site viewsheds. 



Table 5.2.1: Ordinal eievation group correlation data for Princess Point viewsheds. 

Cayuga & Young I Grand Cayuga Meyer Indiana Lester York 
Indiana Banks Bridge 

GrandBanks 0.948 1 

Cayuga Bridge 0.947 0.969 1 

Meyer 0.681 0.707 0.842 1 

Indiana 0.722 0.778 0,886 0.991 1 

Lester 0.644 0.822 0.842 0.832 0.896 1 

York 0.692 0.689 0.828 0,993 0.975 0.779 1 

Cootes Arboretum Brtlls Lilac Gar- Princess Sassafras 
Pandise Point dens Point Point 

A rboretum 1 

Lilac Gardens 0.968 0.832 i 

Sassafras Point 0.965 0.634 0.926 0.934 1 

Oxbow h w  pmk GZuss Mohawk ûxbow Strarford Tutela 
Chape1 Flats Flats 

Bow Park 1 

Glass 0.245 1 

Mohawk Ch. -0,227 0.634 1 
- - . -- - 

Oxbo w Flats 0.402 0.703 0.796 1 



Table 5.2.2: Ordinal elevation group correlation data for Middle Woodland view- 
sheds. 

Delaware PUC Buresma Brodie Sibelius Site A 

Boresrna 0.970 1 

Brodie 0.997 0.986 1 

Sibelius 0.972 0.998 0.985 1 

Sire A 0.941 0.881 0.921 0.897 1 

Pond Mills Pond East Bog West Bog Bradley Site A Site B R. Baty 
Milli 

Pond Mills 1 

East Bog 0.725 1 

West Bog 0.085 0.453 1 

Bradley 0.952 0.897 0.231 1 

Site A 0 .332  0.778 0.905 0.537 1 



Table 5.2.3: Ordinal elevation group correlation data for Glen Meyer viewsheds. 

Caradoc Caradoc Caradoc MiVI8 Roeland Smale 
10 13 

Caradoc 10 1 

Caradoc 13 -0.387 1 

Roeland 0.626 0.281 0.683 1 

Smale 0.381 -0.409 0.505 0.545 1 

Dorchester Andrew Calvert Cedar Keith Larch Mustos 

Andrew 1 

Cedar -0.004 0.998 1 

Keith 0.976 0.179 O. 119 1 

Larch 0.932 0.353 0.295 0.983 1 

Mustos 0.104 0.865 0.869 0.123 0.261 1 

Wentworth Chedoke Olmstead Wade Clish 

Chedoke I 

Olmstead 0.932 1 

Wade -0.015 0.164 1 

Clish 0.509 0.681 0.834 1 



Table 5.24: Ordinal elevation group correlation data For Control Group viewsheds. 

Controf RI  R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R I O  
Group 

RIO -0.684 0.837 0.536 -0.028 0.542 0.369 0.986 0.059 0.303 1 

Table 5.2.5: Ordinal elevation group correlation data for Grey site viewsheds. 

Grey sites Holmdale Porteous Lune Pine 

Holmdale 1 

Parteous 0.909 1 

Lune Pine 0.999 0.914 1 



no correlation outnumber the few instances of elevation group correlation between viewsheds 

(Table 5.2.3). The data, as a whole, would indicate that there is little to no correlation for the 

ordinal elevation group viewsheds for the Glen Meyer sites. The Grey sites reveal a strong 

correlation for al1 three viewsheds (Table 5.2.5), matching that of the lower Grand River val- 

ley Princess Point viewsheds and the Cootes Paradise viewsheds. The Oxbow cluster data, in 

which two of the Grey sites are situated, also show a strong correlation to the Grey site view- 

sheds (r = 0.850), but not to the same degree as the Grey sites do among themselves. 

Residential and Habitat Isochrorts 

The topographic landscapes of the residence and habitat isochrons exhibit little change 

nom the data sets generated by the viewsheds. The mean viewshed values of the culture 

groups reveal a wide variation between groups (Figure 5.2.22). By ordinal elevation groups, 

the Princess Point residence isochrons average more than one-third of the viewshed for the 

low elevation group, compared to over two-fifihs for the Middle Woodland group, and 

slightly over one-fifth for the Glen Meyer groups. The medium group's range is less, with 

each culture group averaging one-fifih of the viewshed. The high elevation group completes 

the viewshed data, ranging fiom under 5% for Princess point to nearly 20% for Middle 

Woodland, to less than 10% for Glen Meyer groups. The habitat isochron values for Princess 

point are similar in distribution. The Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer habitat isochron val- 

ues are dissimilar to their counterpart residence values, the former showing an increase in 

lower elevation values and the latter showing an increase in higher elevation values. 



Frorn Table 5.2.6, the ordinal elevation groups for Princess Point residence group indi- 

cate a strong correlation with the Middle Woodland residence group and no correlation with the 

Glen Meyer residence group. Additionally, the Middle Woodland residence group reveals a 

weak correlation with that of Glen Meyer. For habitat isochrons, the results are similar. There is 

a strong correlation between the relative elevations of the Princess Point and Middle Woodland 

habitat isochrons, almost identical to that of the residence groups. The remaining correlations, 

between Princess Point and Glen Meyer, and Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer, indicate weak 

correlations for each. 

The strength in the relationship between the Princess Point and Middle Woodland data 

is contrary to the geographic landscape data for the three culture groups, which exhibited a 

stronger Pnncess Point-GIen Meyer relationship for land area within the residence group. It 

appears that the Pnncess Point residence isochrons, although exhibiting a reduced land area 

from that of the Middle Woodland groups, are selecting similar topographic landscapes. The 

presence of each group within a rivenne landscape may account for some degree of similarity 

between the two culture groups. 

These data funher demonstrate the significance of the affordances selected by the resi- 

dence group in the topographic landxape. Residence group decisions regarding affordances 

relating to elevation apparently are prominent duxing the Princess Point culture, building upon a 

demonstrated presence during the Middle Woodland. By the Glen Meyer period, the residence 

group's influence had waned, at least in t e m  of topography in relation to the viewshed, per- 

haps replaced by more influentid affordances and non-landscape critena. 



Mobility groups by culture: elevation by group 
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Figure 5.2.21: Ordinal elevation group means for residence isochrons by culture 

group. 



Table 5.2.6: Ordinal elevation group correlation data for residence and habitat 

isochrons: al1 cultures. 

Residence Isochron Princess Point Middle Woodland Glen Meyer 

Princes Point 1 

Middle Woodland 0.898 t 

Glen Meyer 0.288 0.659 I 

Habitat Isochron Princess Point Middle Woodland Glen M y e r  
- - 

Princes Point 1 
- 

Middle Woodland 0.883 1 

Glen Meyer 0.564 0.558 1 



Princess Point mobility groups: elevation by group 
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Figure 5.2.22: Ordinal elevation groups for Princess Point residence and habitat 

isoc hrons. 
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Figure 5.2.23: Ordinal elevation groups for Middle Woodland residence and habitat 

isochrons. 



Glen Meyer mobility groups: elevation by group 
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Figure 5.2.24: Ordinal elevation groups for Glen Meyer residence and habitat 
isochrons. 



The topographic landscape adysis reveais that the natural elevation of the landscape 

has littie ifany infiuence on the location of Princess Point, or, for that matter, Middle Wood- 

land and Glen Meyer sites. When the natural elevation is modelied as relative elevation unique 

to each site, confonnity emerges between Princess Point and Middle Woodland groups in that 

the rnajority of sites are onented towards lower elevations. The Glen Meyer data reveals no 

such orientation for these sites, which display a trend similar to that of the natural landscape. 

The Princess Point orientation is more pronounced than that of the Middle Woodland at the 

viewshed stage of analysis; however, this trend is not borne out through the isochron data 

sets. The latter dernonstrate no orientation preference for residence or habitat groups across 

al1 three culture groups. This conclusion would suggest that the riverine environments of the 

Princess Point and Middle Woodland groups contributed to the viewshed data sets, indicating 

a topographic orientation that could not be connected to practices reiating to the mobility 

groups, or if so oriented, were not based on a single relative elevation variable. 



Section 5.3 

Water Landscapes 

Water landscapes include both the extent of coverage by water-based resources and the 

combined affordances offered by low (frst and second) and high (third and fourth) order water 

resources. Water resources are measured by area, in ha, and percentages of water-based re- 

sources by clusters, viewsheds, and mobility group isochrons. Ordered water resources are de- 

rived from the rnethod of numbering s t r e m  as part of a drainage basin network. 1 modified 

this method in this research by representing strearns, ponds, bogs, and mvsNands as a low or- 

der water landscape group, and the Grand River and the Tharnes River as a high order water 

landscape group. 

The rationale for including water landscapes stems from the observation that distance to 

water is the most important variable in all of the predictive models and in a majority of the loca- 

tional models that other researchen have used (see Chapter 2). Curiously, the significance of 

water, for al1 manners of activities, resources, and tmsportation, is frequently overlooked in 

landscape models. This research not only rectifies this ovenight but provides a measurernent of 

the appropriateness of modeiiing the distarice to water variable, by cluster, viewshed, and iso- 

chron. An explanatory model, such as the landscape model, enables the researcher to gauge the 

effect of water resources on changing culturai and physical attributes associated with sites, and 

to identiw "the shape of the distribution [as] one descriptive mesure of the settlement proc- 

ess" (Bellhouse et al 1996:85). 



Cultural CIusters 

Although Princess Point sites appear to aggregate around either riverine, lacustrine, or 

wetland resources, this hypothesis has not been rigorously teaed. In Chapter 3 . 1  examine 

similarly untested statements that Middle Woodland sites align with lacustrine envkonrnents 

for macroband locales and Glen Meyer village locales occupy high points of land. The water 

landscape analysis quantifies these commonly held assumptions for each of the three cultures 

by documenting the relationship between water resources and site location. The water re- 

source data analysis, identified as coverage in hectares and as a relative percentage of the total 

area for each cluster, results in patterning within and among the Princess Point, Middle 

Woodland, and Glen Meyer clusters. 

The Princess Point water resources range from 133 ha and 13 5 ha for the Cayuga and 

Indiana c h e r s  to 230 ha for the Oxbow cluster. The Cootes Paradise cluster is anornaIous 

because of the large 560 ha Cootes Paradise lacustnne resource. As noted previously, the cur- 

rent open-water situation at Cootes Paradise is modem and the water value represents an ex- 

aggeration of the resource due to historic circumstances. An 18'" centuiy rnap depicts Cootes 

Paradise as a smaller lacustnne resource (Gentiiecore and Head 1983:228). Pollen core sam- 

ples taken from the region dernonstrate that manhiands or low-lying ground likely comprised 

the dominant Cootes Paradise environment @. Smith pers. comm. 1999). 

The water landscapes for the Princess Point clusters support the observation that Pnn- 

cess Point settlement oriented towards signifiant riverine or lacustrine resources. Princess 

Point clusters display, per cluster, a water resource value in excess of that for each of the 



Table 53.1 : Land-water resources by cluster. 

Culture / Clusrer Totalarea Landarea Warerarea Wateras% 
ha ha ha of cluster 

-- - - 

Princess Point 

Cayuga 3,28 1 3,148 133 4.1 

Indiana 3,306 3,170 136 4.1 
- --- -- - 

Cootes 2,933 2,373 560 19.1 

Oxbow 6,859 6,629 230 3.4 
- - - -  

Middle ~ o o d l a n d  

Delaware 4,632 4,501 131 2.8 
- -  - -- - 

Pond Mills 3,534 3,460 74 2.1 

Glen Meyer 

Caradoc 4,892 4,850 42 O. 9 

Dorchester 3,602 3,532 70 1.9 

Wentworth 6,36 1 6,303 58  O.  9 



Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer clusters (Table 5.3.1). The mean of the four Princess Point 

cluster water areas is 7.65% with a standard deviation of 7.63%, indicating a wide data 

spread. However, if the aberrant Cootes Paradise cluster is omitted from the calculations, the 

mean for the P ~ c e s s  Point Grand River clusters (combineci Cayuga, Indiana, and Oxbow 

clusters) drops to exactly half of the previous value. The Grand River clusters' mean water 

area value is 3 -84% I0.42%, compared to the Middle Woodland mean value of 2.46% 

M. 52% and a Glen Meyer mean value of 1.24% M.6 1%. This suggests that the land to water 

relationship remains unique for each group, with Princess Point demonstrating the strongest 

water resource orientation. 

The water landscape data variation between Grand River Princess Point and Thames 

River Middle Woodland ciuster sites indicates a 95% confidence that the observed variation 

between P ~ c e s s  Point and Middle Woodland values is signifiant (t = 3.3, p = 0.05). Like- 

wise, the difference in water area means between Princess Point and Glen Meyer is significant 

(t = 6.06, p = 0.002). This demonstrates that the Princess Point group orientation towards 

water resources is stronger than the water resource affiliation of both Middle Woodland and 

Glen Meyer. 

An analysis of the water resource or affordances as unique landscapes associated with 

low (fist and second order water resources) and high (third and fourth order water resources) 

order water resources suggests a trend among the Princess Point clusters on the lower Grand 

River not apparent within the Control Group (Table 5.3.2). The high order water aIfordances 

average more than threequarters of the water resources for ail Princess Point site ciusters, 

compared to less than two-thirds of the high order water resources attributed to the 



Control Group natural landscape. This suggests that high order resources in the lower Grand 

River vdiey are not as predorninant in the region despite the presence of the Grand River. 

The Cootes Paradise cluster values, which are higher than those of the other three Pnn- 

cess Point clusters, are an artifact of the modem landscape. The present open water and wetland 

situation emphasises the open water aspect to the detriment of the surrounding streams and 

creeks, most notably Dundas Creek, of which the course ran through the north side of the for- 

mer marshland. A larger amount of low order affordances would have k e n  associated with the 

landscape of the Cootes Pandise sites, unlike today's situation. n ie  ca A.D. 1 O û û  landscape at 

Cootes Paradise would likely have observed a ratio of high order water affordances to low order 

water affordances, likely similar to those observed in Table 5.3.2 for the Cayuga, Indiana, and 

Oxbow clusters. 

The Middle Woodland clusters high order water resource values are less than those of 

Princess Point, but reveal an increase in Iow order resource orientation. This suggests that die 

Middle Woodland groups were selecting for a larger resource base from which to obtain their 

subsistence needs. In contrat, the Glen Meyer groups display a complete abandonment of high 

order water affordances as a resource, with only low order resources observed within the Cam 

doc and Wentworth clusters. The Dorchester cluster, with the Thames River in its catchment, 

differs from the other Glen Meyer data, but with a value of half the high order resources, is not 

comparable to the high order values of either the Middle Woodland or Princess Point clustes. 



Table 5.3.2: High and low order water resources by cluster. 

Cltrster High order Law order High order 
(ha) (ha) (W 

Princess Point 
--- - - - - 

Cayuga 1 1  1.2 22.2 83.4 

Cootes 549.3 10.6 98.1 

Indiana 104.5 31.1 77.1 

Oxbow 173.9 56.1 75.6 

Control Group 

Random locations 238.8 165.5 59.1 

Middle Woodland 

Delaware 89.6 41.5 68.3 

Pond Mitls 55.2 18.9 74.5 

Earl  Ontario Iro- 
quoian 

- 

Caradoc 0.0 41 -6 0.0 

Dorchester 34.3 35.5 49.1 

Wentworth 0.0 58.4 0.0 



Site Viewsheds 

The water resource trend observeci in the cluster data is intensified when analysed as 

viewshed data. Table 5.3.3 iists average water resource values, as coverage in hectares and as 

a relative percentage of the 5 km catchment, for sites within each cluster, and Figures 5.3.1 

through 5.3.4 plot the water resources for each cluster of sites as a land-water ratio. 

The P ~ c e s s  Point sites display large variations in the amount of water resources 

available within the viewshed of each site (Table 5.3.3). The water resources of the of the 

Princess Point viewsheds are varied. The Cootes Paradise viewsheds contain two-thirds water 

resources, the Cayuga and Indiana viewsheds contain one-third water resources, and the Ox- 

bow viewsheds have but one-tenth water resources. However, Figure 5.3.1, shows that the 

viewshed land a r a  for these clusters is not greater than 120 ha for any given site (79.3 ha 

A30.9 ha). The water resources for the viewsheds within a given cluster are tightly grouped 

around the mean values in Table 5.3.3. From Tables 5.3.1 and 5.3.3, the variation between 

water resources fi-om the viewsheds of the Cayuga and Indiana sites and those fiom the Ca- 

yuga and Indiana clusters is signifiant (t = 5.3 l ,  p = 0.00 l). The variation is also significant 

between the Cootes Paradise viewshed and cluster water resources (t = 3.75, p = 0.02). The 

variation in the Oxbow water resources data, however, is not sigdiuuit (t = 0.91, p = 0.2). 

The Middle Woodland average for water resources is iess than one-tenth of the view- 

shed, ranging fiom 4.1% to 7.1% for the Pond Mills and Delaware sites, respectively. Figure 

5.3.2 shows that the Middle Woodland land area values average 238 ha, but range widely, 

fiom less than 100 ha to almost 600 ha viewsheds. Conversely, water resources consistently 

account for less than 25 ha, or 5.9% *4.6%, of the viewshed. There is no sigiilficant variation 



between the respective water resources of the viewsheds of the Delaware and Pond Mils sites 

and the clusters (t = 1 .O9, p = 0.2; t = 0.48, p < 0.5). 

The water resources for the Glen Meyer sites are very limited in area, with averages of 

2% or less for the three site clusters (Figure 5.3.3). The only area with water resources com- 

parable to either Pnncess Point or Middle Woodland viewsheds are the sites of the Dorchester 

cluster, for which three of the six sites overlook a portion of the lower Thames River. The re- 

maining three sites' water resource values are comparable to Glen Meyer sites of the Caradoc 

and Wentworth clusters. Similar to the Middle Woodland data, the Glen Meyer viewshed land 

areas range fiom 133 to 678 ha, in comparison to the water resources which average only 

1.1% A1 .O% of the viewshed. Likewise, there is no significance between the water resources 

of the cluster and viewsheds of the three Glen Meyer site clusters, with t-test statistics result- 

hg in a 50% probability of sigmficance for Caradoc (t = -0.55) and Dorchester (t = 0.02), and 

an 80% probability of significance for the Wentworth cluster (t = -1.73). 

A comparison of viewsheds from the lower Grand River valley Princess Point sites and 

Control Group random locations (Figure 5.3.4) suppons a site-centred water orientation for 

Princess Point. The water resources for the random location viewsheds mirror that of the Glen 

Meyer data. No single Mewshed registers a water resource greater than 8 ha, and averaging 

2.3 ha for the ten random locations, or only 1% 0.7% of the viewshed. The land area values, 

similar to Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer sites, indicate a wide range for the random loca- 

tion viewsheds, fiom 50 ha to 400 ha. The land area average of 2 18 ha for the random loca- 

tions is dissimilar to the 83 ha average for the viewsheds of Cayuga and Indiana sites in the 

lower Grand River vaiiey. A comparison of the Control Group and Princess Point water 



Table 5.3.3: Water resources by viewshed. 

Culture / Cluster Mean water area Water as % Standard 
m.. of viewshed Deviarion (DA) 

Princess Point 

-- - -  - -  

Oxbow 8.3 9.6 3.4 

Control Group 

Random locations 2.3 1 .O 0.7 

Middle WoodIand 

Gien Meyer 

Dorchester 8.0 2.0 1.1 



O 1 O0 200 300 400 500 600 

Viewshed land area (ha) 

+ CayugaAndiana 
Q Oxbow 
O Cootes Paradise 

Figure 5.3.1: Land-water relationship for Princes~ Point viewsheds. 
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Viewshed land area (ha) 

I Delaware 
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Figure 5.3.2: Land-water relationship for Middle Woodland viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.3.3: Land-water relationship for Glen Meyer viewsheds. 
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Figure 5.3.4: Land-water relationship for Control Group random locations and lower 
Grand River viewsheds. 



resources reveals that the variation in viewshed water resources is significant (t = 3.95, p = 

0.001), ~pporting the argument for a P ~ c e s s  Point group orientation towards water re- 

sources. As further support, the water resources variation between Princess Point viewsheds 

and those of either the Middle Woodland (t = 3.64, p = 0.00 l), or Glen Meyer (t = 4.85. p = 

0.00 l), are also signifiant. 

The water resources for the Grey sites, Holmdale, Porteous, and Lone Pine, reveal 

p a t e r  variation than the data fiom the 45 sites of the three culture groups. Water resources 

for Porteous and Holmdale, at 7.2% and 4.0% of the viewshed, place them well above the 

mean for the same locale Princess Point Oxbow cluster, and also above the Princess Point 

water resource mean for the Grand River sites. Conversely, the Lone Pine water resource, 

measured at 0.04%, falls below not only the range of the Pnncess Point Cayuga cluster, in 

which the site is located, but also that of Glen Meyer. 

An analysis of high and low order water resources demonstrates a predominance of 

high order water resources over low order within Princess Point viewsheds. Calculated as 

relative percentages of viewshed, average values range fiom 98.7% *0.4% to 99.9% IO. 1 % 

for high order resources (Table 5.3.4). The significance of the Princess Point data set is aug- 

mented by the Control Group data. In the same landscape, the random location viewsheds 

generate a near reversal of the PNicess Point pattern in that ody a small percentage, 5.7% 

&10.2%, of the random location viewsheds include a hi& order water resource. 

The viewsheds for Middle Woodland sites include four-fifths and two-thirds high order 

afEordances for the respective viewsheds of the Pond Mills and Delaware cluster sites. Middle 

Woodland viewsheds Vary fiom those of Princess Point through their increase in low order 



resource representation. The trend, observed in the cluster data, of an orientation towards 

streams and other s m d  watercourses is stronger in the viewshed data. However, this variation 

between the Princess Point and Middle Woodland viewshed low order water resources is in- 

significant (t = -1.57, p < 0.5). 

For Glen Meyer, not associated with high order water resources for the three clusters 

under study, have principally low order resources in the Caradoc and Wentworth viewsheds. 

In the Dorchester viewsheds, a split exists between a total low order resource alignrnent for 

the main village site, Calvert, as well as Mustos and Cedar Ravine, and the viewsheds of the 

Andrew, Larch Lookout, and Keith sites, situated on a sandy crest overlooking both the high 

order Thames River and low order upland stream resources. 1 suggest that the orientation to 

low order water &ordances is more representative of Glen Meyer, as demonstrated by the 

Caradoc and Wentworth sites, and the Calvert village site in the Dorchester cluster. 

The Grey sites reveal that Holmdale has a strong resernblance to Pnncess Point, as 

demonstrated by a high order value of 97% (Table 5.3.4) within the viewshed. The Porteous 

and Lone Pine viewsheds, like the three sites of the Dorchester cluster, are split between high 

and low order resources, resulting from the inclusion of a small section of the Grand River 

within their 5 km catchments. The Porteous and Lone fine sites do not conform to the Prin- 

cess Point pattern. The water resource data for the Grey sites indicate that the best fit for 

Porteous and Lone Pine is with Glen Meyer, while Holmdale is more similar to Pnncess Point. 



Table 5.3.4: High and low water resources by viewshed rneans. 

Cluster High order Low order High order Standard 
(ha) (ha) (%) Deviation (96) 

Princess Poinr 

-- - 

Cootes 130.5 O. 1 99.9 O. 1 

Oxbow 8.2 0.1 98.9 1.1 

Conrrol Group 

Random locations 0.2 2.1 5.7 10.2 

Middle %ood%nd 

Delaware 17.6 1.2 89.4 11.8 

Pond Mills 8.4 1 .O 65.8 45 .O 

Gien Meyer 

Caradoc 0.0 2.5 0. O - 
Dorchester 4.9 3.2 38.0 41.7 

Wentworth 0.0 1.2 0.0 

Grey sites 

HolmdaIe 42.1 I .O 97.0 

Porteous 0.2 9.3 2.0 - 
Lone Pine O. O O. 6 0.0 



Residence cmd Habitat Groups 

The residence and habitat isochron data conform to the findiigs of the cluaer and 

viewshed water landscapes analyses. The isochron data illustrate the distribution of water re- 

sources through the relationship between the residence and habitat mobility groups. The water 

resources for the residence and habitat mobility groups are shown in Tables 5.3.5 and 5.3.6. 

For the Cayuga, Indiana, and Oxbow sites, residence isochrons account for half of the 

water resources observed in the viewshed. The water resource values for residence isochrons 

associated with random locations are not consistent with the lower Grand River Pnncess Point 

sites. The average residence isochron sise for the Pnncess Point sites and the random loca- 

tions is similar, at 30.8 ha I5.5 ha, and 24.3 ha k9.6 ha, respectively, and no significant varia- 

tion is noted for the two sets of values (t = 1-60, p < 0.1). However, the variation in water 

resources between the residence isochrons is significant, at 57.3 ha k7.9 for Princess Point and 

2.8 ha k3.9 ha for the random locations (t = 18.88, p = 0.001). Although it is possible that the 

high percentage of water resources may be a by-product of sites situated on river bars, in as- 

sociation with other afFordances ( s e  section 5.4), the lower Grand River residence group val- 

ues suggea that water resources (and their related anordances, such as river bars on the 

Grand River) represent a component of the P ~ c e s s  Point settlement strategy. 

The data in Tables 5.3.3 and 5.3.5 indicate that the Middle Woodland groups occupy a 

middle ground, with residence group water resources deviating slightly f?om the observed 

viewshed pattern. Values for habitat group isochrons are also higher the their viewshed coun- 

terparts. This may sign@ an slight preference for water resources over Sordances offered by 

land. Glen Meyer residence and habitat isochrons offer little variation, fiom both the general 



cluster and viewshed values, for water resources in the landscape (Tables 5.3.1, 5.3.3, and 

5.3 3. The Glen Meyer isochron data support the previous cluster-based conclusion that Glen 

Meyer sites do not display a water-based resource orientation. 

With respect to the Grey sites, Lone Pine and Porteous are sirnilar to Glen Meyer, in- 

dicating a residence group preference for land over water affordances (or combined with fac- 

ton contributing to a land resource preference). A land over water preference is also noted 

for the Lone Pine habitat group isochron. The Holmdale site is rnost sirnilar to the Princess 

Point Oxbow cluster, within which Holmdale is located. Both Holmdale and the Oxbow site's 

average 14.4% for residence group water resources. Of the four Princess Point clusters, Ox- 

bow has the lowest value for water resources in the residence group. The habitat group water 

resource value of Holmdale is larger than those of the Oxbow sites, in terms of area, but falls 

within the Oxbow cluster's one standard deviation when calculated as a percentage of the 

habitat isochron. 

The variation in viewshed data for high and low order resources increases in the resi- 

dence and habitat isochron groups (Figures 5.3.5 through 5 -3.8). The water resources in the 

residence group isochrons for Cayuga, Indiana, and Oxbow sites consist of 40% or greater 

high order water resources, compared to less than 20% for the residence catchments (Figure 

5.3 S). This variation between the residence group and residence catchment values for high 

order water resources is significant (t = 6.15, p = 0.00 1). For the lower Grand River Princess 

Point sites, high order water resources range fiom one-fifth to four-fifths of the resources for 

the habitat group, but consistently account for two-thirds of the habitat catchent, weil above 

the residence group average (Figure 5.3.6),. The variation in high order water resources, 



Table 5.3.5: Land-water resources by residence isochron rneans. 

Culture / Cluster Average Average Residence Standard 
landarea waterarea Grorip Deviation 
(ha)  (ha)  water (9%) (%) 

Cootes 8 .O 36.2 81.4 5.6 

Oxbow 20.9 4.2 14.4 8.5 

Control Croup 

Random locations 23.6 0.7 2.8 3.9 

Middle Woodland 

Delaware 40.1 4.3 9.6 3.5 

Pond MiIls 38.7 6.3 12.6 11.8 

Glen Meyer 

Caradoc 39 .O 0.4 0.9 0.7 

Dorchester 33.1 1.3 3.5 2.8 

Wentworth 35.8 O.  1 0.4 O. 1 

Grey sites 

Holmdale 45 .O 6.5 14.4 - 
Porteous 55 .O 0.4 0.0 - 
Lone Pine 32.6 O. 1 0.0 - 



Table 5.3.6: Land-water resources by habitat isochron means. 

Culture / Cluster Average Average Habitat Srandard 
landarea waterarea Grolrp Deviarion 
(ha) (ha) water (%) (%) 

Princess Point 

Cay ugahdiana 68.7 19.7 22.0 7.0 

Cootes 64.6 116.1 65.7 13.7 

Oxbow 39.3 f .O 2.7 3.4 

Control Croup 

Random locations t 92.9 1.8 0.9 0.6 

Middle Woodland 

Pond Mills 253.1 3.1 2.0 2.3 

Glen Meyer 

Caradoc 313.3 2.1 0.6 0.4 
- -  - 

Dorchester 35 1 .O 6.8 1.8 1 .O 

Wentworth 216.1 1 .O O. 5 0.2 

Grey sites 

Porteous 225.6 9 .O 4.0 - 
Lone Pine 12.3 O. 1 0 .O 



between the habitat group and catchment is also significant (t = -3.69, p = 0.00 1). For both of 

the Princess Point mobility groups, a high level of significance is associated with the presence 

of the Grand River resource. 

High order water resources for the Middle Woodland residence isochrons average 

one-tenth of the residence group, compared to one-third for the residence catchent, a sig- 

Nficant variation (t = 2.3 3, p < 0.05) (Figure 5.3.5). The Middle Woodland habitat group val- 

ues for hi@ order resources are almost the same as the habitat catchment values, approxi- 

mately two-thirds of the water resources for the Delaware habitat group and catchrnent, and 

one-third each for the Pond Mills sites (Figure 5.3.6). For both the Glen Meyer residence and 

habitat groups, of the available water resources, high order water resources are effectively 

zero, and therefore do not register (Figures 5.3.5 and 5.3.6). 

Princess Point low order water resources in the residence group and catchment regis- 

ter minimal to zero values, indicating their scarcity within the residence catchment compared 

to the high order resources (Figure 5.3.7). For the habitat group and catchment, low order 

resources range between zero and 30% of the habitat catchment's water resources, whereas 

the habitat group values remah at or near zero (Figure 5.3.8). The variation between Princess 

Point habitat group and catchment is s imcant  (t = -4.67, p = 0.001), providing more data 

supporthg the contention that Pnncess Point groups were selecting for high order resources. 

The mobility group isochrons of the Middle Woodland indicate that low order re- 

sources were very minor contributors to the residence group and residence catchrnent, less 

than 5% except for a 15% value for the Pond Mills residence catchment (Figure 5.3.7). The 

Middle Woodland habitat group and catchment values are unlike their counterpart residence 



values for low order water resources. Within the habitat group, one-third to one haif of the 

water resources consia of low order resources, compared to lû?h to 20% of the habitat 

catchment (Figure 5.3.8). This variation for low order resources in the habitat group and 

catchment is sigruficant (t = -4.53, p = 0.001). The presence of numerous streams and other 

low order water resources in the habitat group isochrons suggest that the hypothesised Middle 

Woodland base camp and resource or extractive camp settlement strategy is, in part, sup- 

ported by the water landscape data. 

The Glen Meyer low order water resources data, for each of the residence and habitat 

group and habitat catchent, do not reveal any signifiant trends. The residence group aver- 

age for low order resources is 4% of the isochron, while the residence catchment average ap- 

proaches 15% of the catchment (Figure 5.3.7). For the habitat group, low order resources are 

frequently the only water resource, thereby increasing their percentage in the group and catch- 

ment due to the lack of high order resources. From this, the low order resources in the habitat 

group and catchment ranges from under one-half to over four-fifths of the water resources in 

the habitat group and catchment (Figure 5.3.8). This variation between habitat group and 

catchment, however, is not signïficant (t = -0.55, p = 0.5). 

When compared to the Control Group data, the extent of the Princess Point orienta- 

tion to high order water resources becomes evident. The high order water resources of the 

random locations are typically less than 2% of the resources of both the residence group and 

catchment (Figure 5.3.5). For the habitat group and catchment, high order water resources 

account for only one-fifth of the habitat isochron, and one-slah of the resources of the catch- 

ment (Figure 5.3.6). Less than 3% of low order water resources are located within the 
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Figure 5.3.5: High order water resources by residence group. 
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Figure 5.3.6: High order water resources by habitat group. 
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Figure 5.3.7: Low order water resources by residence group. 
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Figure 5.3.8: Low order water resources by habitat group. 



residence group, and only 8% of the low order resources are found within the residence catch- 

ment (Figure 5 -3 $7). It is only within the habitat isochron and catchment for low order water 

resources that any significant variation appears in the random locations data. Low order re- 

sources account for one-third of the water resources in the habitat group, and for over two- 

thirds of the habitat catchent resources (Figure 5.3.8). The variation in this data is significant 

(t = -5.07, p = 0.001). The random location emphasis on low order resources in the landscape 

of the lower Grand River valley, bars no resemblance to Princess Point sites in the same area. 

Holmdaie, Lone Pine, and Porteous isochron results for water resources are inconsis- 

tent. For the Grey sites residence groups and catchments, only low order resources are repre- 

sented at Porteous and Lone Pine, while only high order resources are found at Hohdale. 

The habitat group values range fiom zero at Lone Pine, for both high and low order re- 

sources, to an even split at Holmdale, to a predominance of low order water resources at 

Porteous. There is no evidence of patteming among the Grey sites. 

Modelling the water landscape has shown the strength of Princess Point's association 

with high order water resources, most notably within the residence mobility group. In com- 

parison, the random locations of the Control Group contrast with Princess Point sites in the 

lower Grand River valley. The Middle Woodland orientation to water resources may be a pre- 

cursor to that of Princess Point, with a ciifference in the influence, and probable use, of secon- 

dary resources by both Middle Woodland mobility groups. Glen Meyer data do not show any 

signifiant orientation to high order resources. Glen Meyer's dependency on low order re- 

sources constitutes a very smd water resource base when compared to the large base enjoyed 

by Phcess Point, and even the smaller base of the Middle Woodland groups. 



Section 5.4 

Soü Landscapes 

Soil landscapes detail local conditions using Ontario governrnent soil survey repons. 

The first analysis documents the existing soi1 groups and their distribution across the research 

area. A second analysis suggests a relative index of plant cultivation suitability based on soil 

group attributes. The modelling of soi1 landscapes use data 6om the lower &and River valley, 

the rniddle Thames River valley, and the Caradoc Sand Plain. These regions were chosen for 

their the completeness of soi1 data coverage within the research area, incorporating the com- 

bined Cayuga and Indiana clusten for Princess Point (Figure 5.4. l), the Dorchester cluster for 

Middle Woodland, the Caradoc cluster for Glen Meyer, and the Control Group random loca- 

tions in the lower Grand River valley. Soil data are unavailable, due to the immediacy of urban 

areas, for the remaining clusters, as well as two of the thee Grey sites. The soil groups used 

in this section are the same as those in the soil survey reports, consisting of sand, sand-loam, 

loam, loam-till (of which till is cobble, gravel, and sand), clay, silt-clay, Boodplain (alluvial silt 

and sands), and charnel dope (eroded soils, typically alluvial silt and sands). 

Cultural Clusters and Site Viewsheds 

In that a single cluster per culture is used for the soil landscapes, there are no analyses 

for same-culture clusters. Instead, the use of the cluster's soi1 landscape provides baseline 

natural landscape data against which viewshed values are compared. The substantive ap- 

proach, encompassing soii composition by grain size data as reported in the soil surveys, re- 

veals that the soil group landscape for the Indiana and Cayuga clusters of the lower Grand 
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River vdey region consists principaily of silt clays and compact clays, punchiated by tiil 

dnimlins and sand pockets and deposits of floodplain material formed in areas cut by the 

Grand River. 

The viewsheds of the Iower Grand River Princess Point sites, as percentages of cluster 

and catchment, reveal soil group values nearly identical to that of the natural landscape (Fig- 

ure 5.4.2, see Table 5.4.1 for land area by ha). The presence of small pockets of sandy soil, 

loam till, and variable composition floodplains (alluvial silts and sands) are indicated by 

roughly equal representations for cluster and site viewsheds alike. Likewise, the combination 

of clay and silt clay account for like values for both the Cayuga and indiana clusters, as well as 

the viewshed means for the Princess Point sites in these clusters. The next largest soil group, 

floodplains, also demonstrate similar values for viewshed and cluster's natural landscape. 

Soi1 group data for the Middle Woodland Dorchester cluster, in the middle Thames 

River valiey, show a combination of fine sands, sand loams, silt loams, and loam, and an ab- 

sence of clay (Figure 5.4.3). The Dorchester cluster has a high fiequency of sand loams and 

channels, and a low fiequency of loarns and floodplains. Middle Woodland group viewsheds 

within the Dorchester cluster encompass a greater portion of floodplain and channel soils over 

non-viewshed areas with greater amounts of fine sand and sand-loam soils. Viewsheds also 

incorporate floodplains and channels at values of 10Y0 and 48% respectively, double that of 

the cluster, at 5% and 22% respectively. Rather than selecting for sandier soil, the evidence 

suggests that Middle Woodland groups favoured the riverine associated &ordances corn- 

prised of floodplains and channels. 
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Figure 5.4.2: Soil group means for lower Grand River valley viewsheds and cluster. 



The soi1 landscape for the Glen Meyer Caradoc cluster is in the Caradoc Sand Plain. In 

this region, as the name implies, soil groups of fine sand and sand loams predominate. Notable 

within the Caradoc cluster is the absence of clays, loams, and floodplains. Combining the fine 

sand and sand-loam soi1 groups in the Caradoc cluster results in a value of 80.1% of the soil 

landscape for the cluster, and 89.2% for the viewsheds. The only other soil group present 

within this cluster is silt loam, representing less than one-fifth of both the cluster and viewshed 

(Figure 5.4.4). With few stream resources present in the cluster, the floodplain and charnel 

categones understandably register a nul1 value. 

There is Little to no variation among viewsheds within each of the Princess Point, Mid- 

dle Woodland, and Glen Meyer clusters. For example, the sites of the Indiana and Cayuga 

clusters Vary little in terms of viewshed composition by soil group (Table 5.4.1). In dl cases, 

clay soil comprise over 80% of the total viewshed. Only the Cayuga Bridge and Grand Banks 

sites display some discrepancy in that neither has fine sandy soi1 within its viewshed, as do the 

remainder of the lower Grand River Princess Point sites. 

Residence and Habitat Isochrons 

The soil groups data for residence and habitat isochrons (Figure 5.43,  reveal one key 

variation readily apparent for the Princess Point Cayuga and Indiana clusters: floodplain mate- 

rial averages siightly more than haif of the entire residence isochron in contrat to a value of 

less than 10% for floodplains in the viewshed (Figure 5.4.2). By cornparison, the clay soi1 

group accounts for less than half of the Princess Point residence isochron, in a landscape that 
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Figure 5.4.3: Soil groups means for Delaware viewsheds and cluster. 
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Figure 5.4.4: Soi1 groups rneans for Caradoc viewsheds and cluster. 



Table 5.4.1: Soi1 group frequencies (ha) for Princess Point Cayuga and Indiana view- 
sheds and catchments. 

Site Sand Sand barn Silt Loam Clay Silt Clay Flood- Channel 
Luam Loam Till plain Slope 

Cayuga B. 0.0 0.0 O. 0 O. O 1.9 34.3 0.0 8.2 O. O 

Grand B. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6 40.9 0.0 20.0 0.0 

Indiana 9.4 0.0 0.0 O. O 5.9 49.7 9.4 36.6 0.0 

Lester 4.2 0.0 O .O 0 .O 6.1 28.5 4.4 19.8 0.0 

Meyer 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 35.0 5.2 42.3 O .O 

York 3.9 0.0 0.0 O .O 0.0 28.0 9.7 52.0 0. O 

Average 3.0 0.0 O. O O. O 3.2 37.5 4.1 28.1 O. O 

St. Dev. 3.4 0.0 O. O O. O 2.6 8.4 4.3 15.7 O. O 

5 km Sand Sand barn Silt Loam Clay Silr Clay Flood- Channel 
catchmenr Loam Loam Till plain Slope 

CayugaB. 0.0 0.0 0.0 O 72.6 1564.5 35.2 118.3 0.0 

Grand B. 0.0 0.0 0.0 O 79.1 1548.4 25.4 143.2 0.0 

Indiana 68.0 0.0 O .O O 44.4 1195.8 328.9 192.7 0.0 

Lester 62.4 0.0 0.0 O 43.8 1052.3 496.2 174.1 0.0 
-- -- -- - - - -- 

Meyer 73.8 0.0 0.0 O 45.4 1250.4 348.0 202.6 0.0 

York 54.5 0.0 0.0 O 6.3 858.6 725.2 160.1 0.0 
--- - -- -- -- 

Average 45.6 0.0 O. O O. O 62.1 1278.5 267.3 164.5 0.0 

St. Dev. 31.7 0.0 O. O O. 0 42.9 267.8 271.9 28.8 0.0 



is composed of nearly 90% clay soii (from Table 5.4.1). Unquestionably, the residence group 

isochrons indicate a f a v o u ~ g  of floodplain affordances in an area of predominantly clay soil. 

A preference for floodplain &ordances is not evident in the habitat isochron data 

(Figure 5.4.5). The average Princess Point habitat isochron for the Cayuga and Indiana clus- 

ters contains less than 10% of floodplain soil identical to the background catchent value. In 

the habitat catchment, the clay soil component, likewise, is nearly identical to the natural land- 

sape  value of 87%. As a consequence, the Princess Point residence-habitat relationship reg- 

isters distinct values for clay and floodplain soils in the lower Grand River valley. 

The sarne comparative analysis for Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer results in almost 

no variation in soil group data between residence and habitat isochrons. The soil group fre- 

quencies for the Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer residence-habitat relationships show vir- 

tually no change from the data on viewsheds and clusters for these same groups. 

There is excellent contrast in soil aEordances available to each of the three culture 

groups. The substantive variation in soil group data is considerable and, in of itselt suggesting 

unique soil preferences for each culture group, i.e., floodplains for Pnncess Point, loarns and 

charnels for Middle Woodland, and sands for Glen Meyer. Comparative statistics, using 

cross-cultural cornparisons based on a set of shared ordinal soil landscape features, are made 

through an inferential soil landscape approach. 

One of the predominant features of social and economic variation between the three 

culture groups is the emergence and establishment of maize cultivation. The second analysis 

draws fiom this event through the use of Canada Land Inventory (CLI) suitability classes and 
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Figure 5.4.5: Soil group means for lower Grand River valley mobility groups. 



natural drainage aspects of the soii groups to suggest an interpretation of the soi1 landscape by 

assigning an index of cultivation suitability to soil group data. Whiie recognising the modem 

orientation of the CLI, the suitability index, based on modern cultivation practices, standard- 

ises the criteria by which to evaluate the soil landscapes of the Princess Point, Middle Wood- 

land, and Glen Meyer groups. 

The CL1 classifies soils on the basis of a combination of factors, including drainage, 

stoniness, composition, and erosion, etc. These features of the soil landscape are readily ap- 

parent in the field through the observation of vegetation, water runoff, and soil composition. 

By AD. 500, inhabitants of eastern North Amerka, and possibly southem Ontario, had al- 

ready invested in native plant husbandry, including goosefoot (Chenopodium berlandierj), 

knotweed (Poiygomm erecturn), rnaygrass (Phduris carolinzm), and mars h elder (Iva un- 

ma) (see Crawford and Smith 2000, Smith 1992), suggesting an assumption of soi1 knowl- 

edge relating to plant cultivation suitability. Although the categonsation of soils into suitability 

indices is improbable, the recognition of this knowledge may be assumed. 

Under the inferential approach, the soil groups are sptit into three ordinal classes that 

prescnbe modem horticultural suitability based on modern cultivation practices. This index 

consists of the representation of good (or suitable), moderate and poor soils for cultivation 

activities. The three classes span the various soil groups noted previously and subsequently 

span the three culture groups and Control Group, enabling a cross-cultural analysis of the soil 

landscape. 

The indexed soils are: clays, silt clays, loam tills for poor soils; loam, silt-loam, and 

channels for moderate soils; and sand-loam, fine sand and floodplains for good or mitable 



soils. The analysis involves each site's residence group isochron, residence catchent, and the 

cluster data. 

Figure 5.4.6, comparing suitable soils data as a percentage of the residence group 

against those of the cluster, presents the resulting value means for the three culture groups 

and controi group. The means of the residence isochron and 1 km residence catchment are 

plotted against the 5 km cluster catchent. The results indicate that, for Princess Point, the 

residence group incorporates over haif of the suitable soils, while the residence catchment in- 

cludes 40% of the suitable soils. Both values are hi& given that the suitable soils are repre- 

sented by only one-tenth of the soi1 group data for the cluaer. In comparison, the Control 

Group data registers below 5% for each of the residence group, catchment, and cluster values. 

The Middle Woodland residence group and residence catchment display aimost no variation, 

both at less than one-fiflh suitable soils, in contrast to the presence of suitable soils in half of 

the clumer. Finally, the Glen Meyer data reveal that the residence groups incorporate an aver- 

age of 70% suitable soils, in a residence catchment and catchment each approaching 80% suit- 

able soils. 

The Princess Point residence isochrons of the lower Grand River valley are onented to 

encompass a majority of available soils suitable for cultivation, in a landscape that is predomi- 

nantly void of such lands (Figure 5.4.7). Within the residence group, although the mean per- 

centage of suitable soils as a part of the viewshed has a large standard deviation, 55.2% 

*20%, the average coverage is less variable at 8.1 ha 13.6 ha. In comparison, the residence 

catchment yields an average value of 4 1.2% +25%, with an average coverage of 25.9 ha * 14 

ha. The variation in the residence isochron and residence catchment ha values is siBnificant (t 



= -3.29, p < 0.0 1). The remainder of the lower Grand River soil landscape are three-quarters 

poor soil for cultivation practices, and a small percentage of soil rated as moderate suitability. 

Only 5 1 5 of 5,43 7 ha in the combined Cayuga and Indiana clusters are classined as 

suitable for cultivation. In contrast, of the 107 ha comprising the Princess Point Cayuga and 

Indiana cluster's residence isochrons, 57 ha are considered as soi1 suitable for cultivation 

practices. The Princess Point lower Grand River valley residence group isochrons have 1 1% 

of the total available soil suitable for cultivation on only 2% of the total cluster land area. This 

lends considerable support to the argument for cultivation suitability as a selected affordance 

and, moreover, as a factor in determinhg Princess Point settlement location. 

A comparison of the lower Grand River valley Princess Point residence isochrons to 

the Control Group random locations yields even greater variation (see Figure 5.4.7). The 

Control Group catchments contain 71 5 ha of suitable soil for cultivation practices (for 6% of 

the total land available), compared to over 8,260 ha of poor soil, and 3,200 ha of moderate 

soil. The ten random locations residence isochrons possess only 12 hectares of soil suitable for 

cultivation, in a residence isochron area of 232 hectares. Therefore, random site residence iso- 

chrons contain 1.7% of al1 soil suitable for cultivation on 1.8% of the total cluster area. The 

plot of the randorn locations data indicates that, within the residence group, the majority per- 

centage of suitable soils is zero. Likewise, the majority percentage of moderate to poor soils is 

near or at 100%. The Control Group residence isochron data do not bear any resemblance to 

the Princess Point residence isochron data, and the variation between the two is significant (t 

= 5.08, p = 0.001). This demonstrates that the relationship between Princess Point sites and 

the Control Group in the lower Grand River valiey is non-random and, therefore, probably 
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Figure 5.4.6: Suitable soi1 means by culture group for residence group and residence 
catchment. 
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Figure 5.4.7: Suitable soi1 means by site for residence group and residence catchment. 
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Figure 5.4.8: Moderate and poor soi1 means by site for residence group and residence 
catchment. 



meaningful. it is suggested that the Princess Point site selection process selected for soils that 

are defined, in modem terms, as suitable for cultivation. 

Equally revealing are the soil landscapes of the Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer 

cultures. The Middle Woodland residence isochron data suggest that the availability of suit- 

able soi1 was not a determining factor in site location (see Figure 5.4.9). From the Delaware 

cluster data, of the 3,320 ha representative of soil suitable for cultivation practices, the resi- 

dence isochrons occupy only 42 ha. Moreover, the residence isochrons, although each dis- 

playing a range f?om 10% to 40%, have a relatively equal representation of suitable soils as do 

the residence catchrnents, on average, at 17.3% * 17.5 and 18.4% i l  1%, respectively. This 

data suggests that the plant husbandry practices of Middle Woodland groups did not require 

the sandier soil preferred by later groups for maize cultivation. The Middle Woodland subsis- 

tence strategy would prosper best in the floodplain and channel environments that the resi- 

dence isochrons depict as favoured locales. These soils, best suited to the Middle Woodland 

groups, are not the same ones sought by the Princess Point and Glen Meyer groups, affected 

by the requirements of the newly introduced maize cultigen. 

The Glen Meyer data set reflects a rninor trend in a region that consists predominantly 

of soil suitable for cultivation. In the Caradoc cluster, 3,645 of the 4,600 ha are considered 

suitable for plant cultivation. The residence isochron data indicate that 126 of 18 1 ha are clas- 

sified as suitable for cultivation, with the result that the residence isochron includes 3.4% of 

suitable soi1 on 4.5% of the total cluster area. The data in Figure 5.4. IO indicate that over 

four-fifis of the residence isochron contains suitable soil. The lone variation of this trend for 

the Caradoc cluster is found at the Caradoc 10 site, where more than nine-tenths of the resi- 



dence isochron contain moderate to poor soils (75% silt loam, of moderate suitability). ûth- 

erwise, suitable soi1 is almost equally represented in the residence catchment and the cluster, 

signiSing that, while location is important, suitable soil is a widespread phenomena in the 

cluster. This would pennit fields for maize cultivation to be situated away From the village, 

and outside of the residence catchment as defined in this research. 

The variation between Pnncess Point and Middle Woodland residence groups, in per- 

centage of soils suitable for cultivation, is significant (t = 3.39, p < O.OS), suggesting, among 

other considerations, a soil selection process for site location. The variation in percentage of 

soils suitable for cultivation between Pnncess Point and Glen Meyer residence groups is not 

signiticant ( t = -1 -09, p = 0.5). It could be constmed that similar soil selection processes were 

at work for both groups, leading to comparable locations, albeit in different landscapes. 

This analysis demonstrates that the soil landscape had a significant role in the place- 

ment of Princess Point sites. The lower Grand River valley is prirnarily a clay plain, with s m d  

pockets of sandier soil scattered dong the Grand River. Princess Point sites are on, or adja- 

cent to, these pockets in an otherwise unfavourable soil environment. This is highlighted by 

the uniformly poor soil landscapes for each of the Control Group sites. The initial stages of 

maize cultivation necessitated suitable soil, comprised primarily of the rich alluviurn of the 

river flats. This condition was not a concem for Middle Woodland groups, which demon- 

strated that soil were a relatively insignificant factor in site location. The nature of the col- 

lecthg strategy hypothesised for Middle Woodland groups supports the soii landscape results, 

indicating that the Middle Woodland groups were moving cyclically to resource areas and not 

maintainhg a plant cultivation resource base in the immediate vicinity of the base camp. Per- 



haps the inclusion of garden activities at base camp locales played a role in site detedation. 

The Glen Meyer groups' soi1 landscape orientation demonstrates a refinement of the Princess 

Point strategy. Glen Meyer groups shifted to the rich, productive, sand plains upon which sites 

were situated on or adjacent to the most productive soil in the vicinity. This illustrates the pre- 

eminence ofcultivation activities by Glen Meyer; the best locations were sought out as the 

immediate environs of the village sites, practising and refining the strategy initiated by Princess 

Point groups. 

Summary 

This chapter presents the analysis of the landscape settlement mode1 through each of 

geographic, topographic, water, and soil landscapes for the Princess Point, Middle Woodland, 

and Glen Meyer groups. The Control Group of ten random locations within the lower Grand 

River valley are evaluated against the lower Grand River Princess Point sites. Within each 

landscape analysis, data are addressed through a heterarchical and multiscalar methodology, 

beginning with cultural cluster data, moving to viewshed, and ending with mobility group iso- 

chrons. 

The results of the analysis indicate that P ~ c e s s  Point groups, in terms of site location 

as interpreted through each of the four landscape approaches, were selecting for particular 

landscape features that were not ubiquitous in the natural landscape. A detded interpretation 

of the results of the analysis is presented in Chapter 6. 

The contents of this chapter, and the interpretations in the following chapter, provide a 

suitable response to the comments that there has been a lack of research into settlement ori- 



entation and change, and that the analysis of social organisation typically has depended on 

stylistic variability while a major source of evidence, past landscape features and environ- 

ments, has remained relatively unexplored (Spikens 199637). The geogaphic, topographic, 

water, and soi1 landscape data in this chapter, modelled through both substantive and inferen- 

tial landscape approaches, explore the landscape features and enMronments of the Princess 

Point group, as well as the Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer groups. I hope this analysis 

promotes additional research into the landscapes not only of southem Ontario, but also of the 

larger, relatively untapped, Nonh American resource base. 



CHAPTER 6 

INTERPWTATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

The Landscape of Place is an interpretation of the proto-Iroquoian Pnncess Point set- 

tlement system as an expression of the surrounding landscape. This dissertation defines and 

models the Princess Point settlement system, emphasising the relative contributions made by 

activities associated with a p e n d  of sedentarisation, social re-organisation, and subsistence 

change in the form of incipient cultivation activities. The research compares the Princess Point 

data with Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer data from southem Ontario. 

The research objective of this dissertation calls for a dual strategy to model the variation 

present within the surrounding landscape: to mode1 settiement systerns through a substantive 

approach as demonstrated by the location of sites in the narurai landscape, and to demonstrate. 

via an inferential approach, the variation in settlement systems through viewshed and isochron 

analyses. The data sources include a cross section of 45 sites. and 10 random locations, in 

southwestem Ontario analysed through four approaches: geographic. topographic, water, and 

soi1 landscapes. 

This research also has two purposes: to formulate a landscape settlement model for 

Pnncess Point, and to conduct an analysis of cultural variability in site selection critena, land- 

scape associations, and cultural activities. The conclusions reached as a result of the analyses 

provide evidence that Iandscape piayed a socially important role in the Pnncess Point settle- 



ment system and provided a setting by which to map out an adaptive landscape strategy for the 

inclusion of a new cultigen into an established cultural system. 

In Binford's 'The Archaeology of Place" he argues that, in order to understand the 

past, we must understand places, that archaeology is concemed with site patterning both 

"within place" and "between places" and in the way that places are differentiated from one 

another (Binford 1982:358). An explmation of place differentiation is presented as a system of 

past adaptations (italics mine), which is "related to patterns of seasonal environmental dy- 

namics as well as to longer-term cycles and shifts in environmentai conditions" (Binford 

1982377). Binford's 'archaeology of place' is not contiguous with my definition for 'the 

landscape of place' which is a cultural and contextual relationship between people and the envi- 

ronment. The landscape strategy employed ascertains the degree to which the sumunding en- 

vironment reflects social change nther than dictating social change. To this end, the landscape 

model presents an explanatory model of settlement by building on the evaluative nature of pre- 

dictive and potential models. Within the landscape model, the substantive approach has its 

roots in site catchment studies, while the inferential approach represents a departure from envi- 

ronmentally determined research by suggesting a social perspective of landscape. 

Interpretations 

The Princess Point landscape settlement model provides a multiscalar geographical and 

culturai analysis of selected site locations in southern Ontario. The landscape model demon- 

strates that the Princess Point site locales differed significantly from those of the culturally 



preceding Middle Woodland Saugeen and the subsequent Early Ontario Iroquoian Glen 

Meyer. 

The implementation of a landscape rnodel to investigate Princess Point settiement sys- 

terns was not a fait accompli in terms of guaranteeing statisticdly significant data sets. The as- 

sumption underlying the interpretation of the Pnncess Point settlement systern remained to be 

tested. To this end, the landscape model tested 15 Princess Point sites in four site clusters with 

the goal of interpreting the Pnncess Point culture group settlement system. 

Evaluating the Lnndscape Model 

The cluster data indicate geographic, topographic, water, and soi1 relationships unique 

to Princess Point groups. Although singular in design in cornparison to locational models, the 

cluster approach shares one trademark of the locational rnodel: an examination of the interrela- 

tionships between environment and human activities by testing associations. The variation be- 

tween the two lies in the value of the association measured. Locational models typically use 

environmentally determined associations between sites and their surroundings, whereas the 

cluster data, represented by the sum of site catchments, evaluates and explains relationships 

through the theory and methodology of the landscape settlement model. 

The viewshed data presents a unique opportunity to model landscapes on a site-by-site 

bais  for Princess Point sites, as well as Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer sites. The rela- 

tionships at the viewshed scale of enquiry lead to hypotheses of settlement and subsistence 

practices for each of the three culture groups through an examination of both the natural and 

the experienced landscapes. The methodology permits an analysis of how a culture group in- 



terprets its immediate bounded landscape on a site-by-site basis, resulting in unique data for 

each of the four landscape analyses. The anaiysis of human-environment interrelationships 

combines the natural landscape's substantive data detailing the environment-site landscape re- 

lationship and the experienced landscape's inferentiai data explaining the space and place rela- 

tionship. 

The delimitation of mobility and social boundaries by isochrons acutely highlights any 

cultural variation potentiaily demonstrated by viewshed data. Isochmns demonstrate the poten- 

tial for culturai inference from landscape data to a greater degree than that of viewsheds, pre- 

senting a level of interpretation both augmenting the interpretative value of the viewshed analy- 

ses and forming additional interpretations based on the isochron data sets. As a methodology, 

isochrons provide finite landscapes, not as restrictive mechanisrns, but as windows on cultur- 

ally imposed restrictions documented as social boundaries. These boundaries were initially 

pnctice-based, with restrictions determined by group activities. Over tirne, boundaries becarne 

socio-cultural phenornena that transgressed the practicai and were integnl cornponents of the 

metaphysical, spiritual, and ritual lifeways. Thus, the people of the longhouse represent a long- 

term development of social boundaries that may have onginated, in part, with a Princess Point 

social organisation response to a newly added cultigen. As a result, isochrons trace the phe- 

nomena of social boundaries, in tandem with the concept of an viewshed, as an affordance- 

affiiated zone of influence. 



Accomplishments of the Lmdscape Mode1 

The research objectives form a pair of fundamental questions concerning the fit of the 

Pnncess Point settlement system in cornparison to Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer settle- 

ment, and an ancillary question regarding the role of emergent cultivation practices as part of 

the Pnncess Point senlement system. The landscape settlement model answers these questions 

by an evaluation of the measures of significance of cultural and environmental relationships 

through clusters, viewsheds, and isochrons. Furthemore, the model structure pemits an expla- 

nation of the significance of the Princess Point settlement system. This approach is in keeping 

with the belief that the construction of culture change models shouid begin with consideration 

of the social changes that accompanied sedentism and agriculture (Plog 1990: 196). 

The landscape model's theoretical constructs, set out in Chapter 1, and methodological 

approaches, set out in Chapter 2, are successfully tested against the data of the four landscape 

analyses. Integrai to the landscape model is the acceptance of the notion that space and place 

are socially assigned or partitioned and that this information can be identified as part of the ar- 

chaeological record. To this end, the viewshed concept and its contribution to the landscape 

model must be viewed through the three teneü set out in Chapter 1.1 assert that the model fails 

within the broad definition of processual archaeology espoused by Charles (1 992:909) in that 

it is concemed with process at multiple levels. In reaching beyond the 1960's substantive ar- 

chaeological trilogy of form, space, and tirne, and equaily to embrace cultural, ideological, and 

symbolic inferences as valid forms of analysis, a landscape approach requires a focus on the 

material culture (inclusive of senlement systems) of particular groups and an acceptance that 

cultural change takes piace within a context of beliefs and practices (human behaviour), not 



necessarily driven but potentidy influenced by ecological, technological or economic factors 

(Trigger l989:292; 1995:450). 

1 believe that human behaviour is individual, from which sets of accepted behaviours 

(specific collection or structure of culnirally common beliefs and practices) constitute specific 

cultures, contrary to Binford's ( 1980) neo-evolutionary, middle-range theory of advocating a 

search for Iaws of human behaviour. The difference lies in the landscape model's concept of 

scale. Rather than ngid general laws, i attempted to model flexible yet culture-specific beliefs 

and practices. Bourdieu (1977) defines this as the habitus. Explicitly not a set of noms or ex- 

pectations (Thrift 1996: 15), the habitus plays a major role in the appearance, acceptance. or 

adoption of new traits (Charles 1992:9 18). Therefore, actualized human behaviour, i.e., deci- 

sion making, is integral to the Functioning of the landscape model as depicted through the 

analysis of ideational or social processes (represented by viewsheds and isochrons) as factors 

in culture history. Contra Charles (1992:909), the merging of both viewpoints cm exist, as 

demonstrated by this research and also witnessed in the works of, among othen, Duke (199 l), 

Ho11 and Levy (1993), Llobera (1996). McGlade (1995) and Renfrew and Zubrow (1994). The 

result is a unified and coherent explmation of data sets stemming from a synthesis of substan- 

tive and inferentiai landscape approaches. 

in Chapter 1,1 note that landscapes reflect hurnan-environment relationships for each 

of the material, social, and cognitive realms by displaying variation in landscape patterning. 

Moreover, the affordances. or the potentiai that afïordances offer, as used by a subsistence- 

oriented group mobility are visualised in the experienced landscape. An experienced landscape 

attempts to place dynamic elements, relating to societal and cognitive actions, into an archaeo- 



logical landscape. The data sets resulting from the irnplementation of the landscape mode1 for 

Pnncess Point, as well as Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer cultures, reveal significant land- 

scape-related distinctions in site location. These distinctions are rneasurable by a cornparison 

of the affordances associated with viewsheds and mobility groups. 

The Princess Point Sertlement System: Explainhg rhe Hwnan- Environment Rela tionship 

The analysis of Pnncess Point, Middle Woodland. and Glen Meyer landscapes reveals 

an increasingly abstract ideological and physical representation of boundaries. The belief that 

mobile communities associate with natural features in the landscape, while sedentary commu- 

nities tend to represent natural features in their built environment (Wilson 1988: 139) is dem- 

onstrated by the humanenvironment and the space-place relationships. Princess Point, as a 

data set, falls squarely between the two. Using this as a bais  for the following discussion, I 

surnmarise the landscape rnodel findings in chronological order. 

For Middle Woodland groups, the importance of the expenenced landscape is a focus 

on resource locales (Le., affordances in the natural landscape), reflecting an emphasis on read- 

ily and seasonally available resources. This is indicated by the high relative importance placed 

on high and low order water resources in the experienced landscape, over and above the naturd 

landscape, and the relatively low priority placed on suitable soils for cultivation, in favour of 

floodplains and channels more likely to support plant husbandry activities. The Middle 

Woodland expenenced landscape is focus-oriented, displaying almost no boundary effects that 

are attributable to cultural manifestations. The view f o m  for Middle Woodland sites, ranging 



fiom less than one-third to almost complete viewsheds, do not reveal any patteming. For the 

Middle Woodland, the landscape reflects a practice-based subsistence economy. 

In contrast, Princess Point groups practised a constriction of their expenenced land- 

scape, either by conscious decision or as a by-product of other decisions. Societal boundaries 

were formed through restriction of the landscape in response to (or as a result of) decreased 

social group mobility and the influence of new resources. In part, this is the result of over- 

arching requirements set out by incipient maize cultivation activities on the positioning of sites. 

This is a confirmation of the view that Pnncess Point's change in subsistence strategy appears 

to have affected mobility (Shen 1997:293). The subsistence strategy also affected the experi- 

enced landscape, which was bounded, not by artificial means, for longhouses and palisades 

were not present on Princess Point sites. but rather by a combination of geographic and topog- 

raphic landscapes, and the likely proliferation of anthropogenic plant communities. This is an 

indication that societal boundaries were not architectunlly oriented at this time. 

The landscape mode1 results indicate that the isochrons of the Middle Woodland sites, 

wiihin the soi1 and water landscapes, depict practice-based boundaries with littie or no consid- 

eration of contiguous view forrn as a socioculiural counterpart. The Princess Point isochrons 

dso depict practice-based boudaries, however, the associated view form represents a boundary 

not evident in the Middle Woodland, demonstrated by a consistent placement of sites in the 

landscape by building a natural boundary through topography and landscape perception (Le., 

view form). By Glen Meyer, the boundary phenornena had become purely sociocuItural, with 

the abandonment of practice-based isochrons and landscape-based viewforms. 



Princess Point landscape view forms emphasise contiguous, compact, riverine locales to 

the complete exclusion of panoramas, as exhibited by Glen Meyer view forms. The Princess 

Point experienced landscape, as a view fonn, favours restrictive views in association with the 

best available soils in a clay plain, and the immediacy of high order water resources. This land- 

scape highlights the cultural dichotomy of place and space by placing an emphasis on place 

while space is bounded, in part. by the social and physical restrictions of newly integrated culti- 

vation activities into the day-to-day lifeways. 

An apparent loss of cohesion in the experienced landscape is the initial conclusion 

reached upon the analysis of Glen Meyer sites. Natural boundaries are not present for Glen 

Meyer. In their place are artificidiy bounded landscapes, not only recreating but further re- 

stricting the experienced landscape of the community. Glen Meyer cornrnunity organisation 

supplants the use of the natural landscape as a boundary through a built environment seen in 

the ubiquitous presence of fully formed longhouses and planned villages. The initiation of 

paiisade construction is viewed as the advent of architectural, social, and physical boundary 

markea supplementing and replacing natural boundaries that fmt appeared with Princess 

Point cultivation activities. The stability of the Glen Meyer settlement system over a wide geo- 

graphic range requires an a priori settlement strategy demonstrably successful in its orienta- 

tion to both cultivated and wild resource collection, in perhaps a smaller range of site locales. 

This represents a cultural extension of the landscape orientation demonstrated by Princess 

Point. 

1 noted previously that palisades mimr and stimulate natural succession and anthropo- 

genic growth. This trait was used by Princess Point groups at site penpheries; the archaeologi- 



cal plant remains from Princess Point sites on the Grand River include a wide variety of fleshy 

fruits that indicate anthropogenesis, fruits that otherwise are aimost exclusively associated with 

Glen Meyer and later predorninately horticulNnl groups (Crawford et al. 1998: 133). It is rea- 

soned that these and other plants served as a form of boundary for Princess Point communi- 

ties, supplementing, and possibly replacing the natural landscape boundary. Eventually, the 

anthropogenic boundary itself was replaced by palisades, hirther fulfilling the role of a societal 

border by excluding, controlling, and dominating the natural border through the imposition of a 

human-modified cultural boundary. Moreover, a palisade as a societal border is expressed 

year-round, unlike the inherent seasonality of natural borders. Both Porteous and Holmdale 

have multiple rows of posts interpreted as paiisade segments. As well, eleven of nineteen Early 

Ontario Iroquoian villages have either single or double rows of palisades, not always hlly en- 

circling the village (see Table 1 in Williamson 1990). This evidence signifies a local emergence 

of the adoption of an architectural environment in replacement of the natural boundiines previ- 

ously sought by Princess Point. 

The Pnncess Point strategy, refmed over a 500-year period, provided the systernic and 

potentialiy ideologicd infrastructure on which Glen Meyer groups could intensifj their culti- 

vation base while at the same tirne transfigure their social relations to ideologically and archi- 

tecturally emulate the natural landscape relationships. This New World replacement of a natu- 

ral landscape with an architectural landscape has a p d e l .  albeit umlated, development in the 

Old World, with the supplanting of nature-based mimistic religions by cathedral-based House 

of God Christianity. 



Determining the effect of landscape cognition on the Pnncess Point settlement system 

requires acceptance that a settiement system is a cultural process to which landscape cognition 

is a constant contributor. It is hypothesised that experienced landscape cognition shifts from 

practice-based to culture-based during the period A.D. 500 to 1050. Landscape is used as both 

a socially determined and physicaiiy practiced settlement parameter. The landscape mode1 il- 

lustrates that the Princess Point settlement system is significantly different from that of the 

preceding and antecedent cultures. A principle component of the Princess Point settiement 

system is a culturally identifiable landscape, identified by the site location practices of Princess 

Point. Cluster, viewshed, and isochron analyses document uniform site selection across nearly 

the entire slate of Princess Points sites in this research. 

As site clustea, the Pnncess Point groups targeted areas where water resources, and the 

associated affordances, exceed any neighbouring resource. While Middle Woodland groups 

targeted the middle Tharnes floodplains, or the terraces and hills associated with the wetlands 

and kettle bogs of Pond Mills, the Princess Point focus was on the single largest riverine sys- 

tem in southem Ontario, and did not exploit the greater secondaiy nvenne resources. At 

Cootes Paradise, a prominent wetland locale was similarly used. This shift was reflected in the 

Princess Point clusters' selection of the best situation, in terms of soi1 productivity, from a 

relatively poor selection pool. The small, sandy terraces and fertile river bars on which Princess 

Point sites in the Grand River region are found represent the vast majority of the optimal lo- 

cales for an investment in cultivation practices. 

Subsequent practices by Glen Meyer people witnessed a drarnatic shift in settlement 

away fiom the Grand River. The ovenvhelming association of suitable soils with Caradoc 



cluster villages, demonstrated by the Glen Meyer soi1 landscape, is similar to associations 

found in past research on 1 km catchrnents around Caradoc villages. Previously, it was deter- 

mined that, of the village sites, "at least fifty percent of their one kilometre catchent contained 

the best horticultural soils available on the sand plain" (Williamson 1985:326), resulting in an 

average suitable soils value of 7 1.3% within the 1 km catchment. This value is nearly identicai 

to the landscape model's determination that the residence ischrons of the Caradoc cluster, as a 

whole, contains 70.0% suitable soils. 

The extent of strategic settlement shifts from A.D. 500 to 1050 becornes more evident 

through viewshed analysis. The landscape mode1 illustrates each site's viewshed as a cognitive 

extension of the irnmediate site. The viewshed comprises culturaily amenable affordances. 

Unique to Princess Point is the unifody small viewshed size. Site after site, the Princess 

Point consistency in landscape suggests a degree of landscape cognition. Pnncess Point view- 

sheds are the least variable data set, both on a site-by-site bais within clustes and across al1 

sites. I attribute this, in part, to the consistency of Princess Point view foms. Al1 Princess Point 

sites have a compact and mostly contiguous view form. in contrast, noncontiguous view fonns 

are typical of each of the Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer sites. and Control Group mdom 

locations. 

Pnncess Point site viewsheds emphasise restrictive views in association with soils suit- 

able for cultivation and the presence of high order water resources (and their accompanying 

affordances). The bounded nature of the viewsheds highlights the cultural construction of place 

and space, promoting a constriction of place with an emphasis on residence group activities. 

The residence activities and associated mobility are similarly bounded by the nature of the 



newly integrated cultivation activities into the day-to-day lifeways. Pnncess Point site view- 

sheds may represent a cognitive b o u n d q  construction, a construction that ultimately manifests 

itself as palisade construction, artificially creating a restrictive experienced landscape. The per- 

ception of Middle Woodland people as living with the environment gives way to the naturaily 

bounded spaces of Princess Point and then to the human-built boundaries of Glen Meyer. The 

shift from a contiguous view form to one that is non-contiguous for Glen Meyer sites may rep- 

ment  the culmination of the centuries-long shift to sedentism. This substantiates the observa- 

tion that sedentism involves a transformation from a sociocultural infrastructure founded on a 

focus to one founded on a border (Wilson 1988). 

The archaeological evidence from the Grand River valley indicates that Princess Point 

groups were settling from the mouth of the river through modem Brant and Waterloo counties. 

Settlement in the Lower Grand River valley was oriented towards the recently stabilised river 

bars which provided ample, rich, alluvial soil, supporting the initiation of maize cultivation in 

the region. Princess Point lifeways were relatively similar to those of the preceding period, rep- 

resenting a variation of the hunter-gather home base expanded to incorporate cultivation prac- 

tices, which were, at fmt, a relatively minor addition to a long-established resource base. The 

inclusion of the newly incorporated cultigen is noted in the isochron data sets by the increase 

of the residence group area within the viewshed. The landscape data for the residence group 

isochrons demonstrates a significance in the variation of residence group affordances between 

Princess Point and Middle Woodand groups. This same relationship is not significant for the 

Pnncess Point and Glen Meyer groups, suggesting that the shift to cultivation activities is re- 

Bected in affordances associated with the residence group. 



Habitat group activities are aiso reflected in the landscape data. The habitat isochron is 

srnaDer dunng Princess Point in cornparison to the Middle Woodland and Glen Meyer data. 

This may represent the shift from seasonal subsistence practices to that supplemented by maize 

cultivation. That the reduced Princess Point habitat area once again expands by Glen Meyer 

supports the contention that hunting and gathering continued to be important for the Glen 

Meyer Candoc group (see Williamson 1985). It is suggested that over the entire AD 500 to 

1 150 period, the relative importance of the habitat group's activities remains stable. The reduc- 

tion in habitat isochron size during Princess Point suggests that maize cultivation requirements 

took precedence over other subsistence concems. 

Water landscape data portray the Princess Point groups maxirnising the established 

Middle Woodland tradition of using high order water resources and their affiliated affor- 

dances, to the exclusion of the low order resources also favoured by Middle Woodland 

groups. The near complete elimination of secondary resources as an affordance is unique to 

Princess Point, as witnessed by the highly significant variation with the Control Group data in 

the lower Grand River valley for high and low order water resources. Similady, while the Pnn- 

cess Point residence group isochrons encapsulate over three-quarters of the pcimary water re- 

sources in the catchment, the Glen Meyer residence group isochrons do not incorponte any 

primary water resources. What starts as a plausible transition frorn Middle Woodland to Prin- 

cess Point ends in abrupt and polar change in water resource orientation by Glen Meyer, indi- 

cating a major culturai adjustment. An alteration of this magnitude in a centuries-old pattern not 

only suggests social and ideological change, but a change whose cause may lie outside the 

culnue group. 



The soil landscape analysis also indicates the landscape selection process underlying 

the Princess Point settlement system. Prior to Pnncess Point, Middle Woodland groups in the 

Delaware cluster were selecting floodplain and channel locations as a condition of settlement, 

with less of an emphasis on soils suitable for cultivation than the variety of affordances offered 

by both high and low order water resource landscapes. This is not to say that a wet, lowland 

region was selected over a well-drained locale in every case, but simply that the cultivation suit- 

ability of a soil was not a motivating factor. At the opposite end of the spectmm, even though 

Glen Meyer groups were in a region that offered only suitable soils for cultivation opportuni- 

ties, the Caradoc village sites were actively selecting the best of a good situation on the sand 

plains, choosing locales that contained affordances exceeding that of the surrounding catch- 

ment. 

Princess Point groups found theinselves in a unique predicament, faced with infre- 

quently placed stable river bars, and infrequently observed areas of good soil for cultivation. As 

a result, the site selection process necessitated seeking a combination of the best soils in the 

region associated with alluvial nver bars. However, proof as to the accessibility of the nver bar 

locales at this time is demonstrated by the long-term occupation of the two Pnncess Point river 

bar locales investigated to date. Rincess Point residence isochrons indicate that, while only a 

fraction of the soils in the Grand River Indiana and Cayuga clusten are identified as suitable, 

the residence isochron encapsulates over half of the good cultivation soils. This ability to select 

optimal soils, established by Pnncess Point, was practiced to its full extent by Glen Meyer. 

Pnncess Point site distribution follows a newly evolving pattern, whereby a bounded 

orientation is repeated at all scales: discretely distributed clusters, compnsed of naturally 



bounded communities and oriented towards high order water resources; sites with nch, yet re- 

stricted, resource zones in association with immediate access to productive soils; and a greater 

emphasis on immediate resources associated with a near-ranging or residence mobility group 

in association with the traditional and long-standing assurance of far-ranging or habitat mobil- 

ity group resources. 

Turning to a recent dissertation on Princess Point detailing the change in lithic produc- 

tion from Middle Woodland to Late Woodland (Shen 1997), a number of issues and corn- 

ments therein have immediate relevance to this research. Shen's (1997:297) postulate that the 

documented change in lithic technology could have k e n  the result of a shift in primary sub- 

sistence strategy is aptly demonstrated by the data sets genented by the landscape model. The 

belief that econornic activities affected the degree of sedentism is likewise established. 

Shen (1997:301) notes that with a large population, as the density of archaeological 

evidence from the Grand Banks, Cayuga Bridge, and Meyer sites suggests, labour allocation 

and division are to be expected. Shen offen no support for this statement, however, the iso- 

chrons of the residence and habitat mobility groups quantitatively suppon this contention. 

Princess Point residence groups were weil suited to exploit the affordances offered by affor- 

dances related to high order water resources and suitable soils, and were situated within 

bounded landscapes to satisQ the developing architecture of social organisation. 

In reference to Stone tool productive organisation, Shen notes that that cultivation ac- 

tivities were organised by household units, that "with the emergence of hoaiculture, house- 

holds in the foraging societies becarne basic economic units and started developing the owner- 

ship of land and setting productive boundaries between and within their societies " (Shen 



L997:305, italics mine). adding that is was unlikely that this phenomenon existed in previous 

foraging societies. The phenomenon of setting productive boundaries both between and within 

societies is illustrated by the landscape model, the data analysis suggesting organisation be- 

yond that of Stone tool production. Just as Lithic technology is socially constmcted (Sassaman 

1994, in Shen l997:293), the landscape is social1 y construc ted. 

I believe that the landscape analysis provides ample proof of the evolving bounded na- 

ture of settiements spanning Middle Woodland, Pnncess Point, and Glen Meyer. Moreover, 

and contrary to Shen's postdate, it demonstrates that a landscape orientation phenomenon ex- 

isted to some degree for Middle Woodland foraging groups. The landscape analyses depicts 

Princess Point and Middle Woodland groups sharing like patterning in reference to the natural 

and experienced landscapes. By Glen Meyer, these bounded patterns, no longer manifest in the 

landscape, were architecturally organised through the physical village and by household units 

through the architecture of the longhouse. Therefore, it is not only that cultivation activities 

were organised by households, as noted by Shen. but that the nature and location of the culti- 

vation activities facilitated an organisation into households through the development of a so- 

cially-organised landscape from the previous practice-based landscape. 

Outstanding questions and future directions 

Further research on a number of items is requlïed in order to address questions stem- 

ming from this research. The clairn that "to understand the cultural dynamics associated with 

the introduction of agriculture to Middle Woodland groups. a sequence of sites dating to the 

[period A.D. 500 to 1,0001 will have to be discovered and excavated" (Spence and Pihl 



1984:42) has k e n  partially addressed by recent archaeological activities documented in Chap- 

ters 3 and 4. As to Princess Point settlement on the river flats, such as Grand Banks and Ca- 

yuga Bridge, or the terraced Meyer site, it is acknowledged that we are unable to state whether 

clustered sites are conternporary or represent single comrnunity moves over a period of time. 

An understanding of Princess Point site chronologies is required in order to further advance 

the landscape analyses of site clusters. With a chronology, more fine-grained landscape mod- 

elling may aid in documenting the transition from practice-based to culture-based landscapes 

within the Pnncess Point group. 

With chronological control, population movements, if any, cm also be modeled. A per- 

tinent example, without radiocarbon date support, is a study of Lroquoian village movements in 

southem Ontario from A.D. 900 to 1650. This study concluded that village movements, aver- 

aging 2 km. were the result of sanitation concems more than resource exhaustion (Fecteau et 

al. 1994). Temporaliy, it is suggested that rebuilding activities at Glen Meyer sites indicate a 

50- to 75-year span for each site (Timmins 1997). The cornplexity of settlement patterns at the 

Princess Point sites investigated to date lends support to the latter while the former rnay pro- 

vide some explmation for the clustering of sites in general. As an example, the Cayuga cluster, 

with at least six locales in a 5 km radius, at 75 years of occupation for each site, would account 

for alrnost 500 years of settlement, the entire time span of the Princess Point culture as cur- 

rently defined. 

Another critical research question stems from the observation that "it is difficult to as- 

certain if Princess Point people.. . were Iroquoians. It is even more difficult to link pre- 

agicultural Middle Woodland peoples to Princess Point" (Bekerman and Warrick 1995:i). 



While the laner part of this observation has, in part, been addressed by my landscape analysis, 

the query regarding Princess Point ancestry remains an open question. Beckerman and War- 

rick statement, that for the penod prior to 1,000 years ago, the pre-Iroquoian picture becomes 

bluned, echoes the sentiments of J.V. Wright, who remarked nearly two decades earlier that 

"certainly sites representing [Princess Point] are early post-Middle Woodland and yet they are 

representative of neither the Pickering nor Glen Meyer branches" (Wright 1966 in Stothers 

1976: 138). 

The ongins of Princess Point have k e n  debated since its designation 30 years ago. 

Either it was an intrusive movement of people onginating in the south and replacing existing 

people or it was an indigenous development. Who, then, were the Princess Point people? Was 

Princess Point ancestral to Late Woodand Iroquoian societies in southem Ontario, as postu- 

lated by a number of researchers (see Crawford et al. 1998, Stothers and Graves 1983, Stoth- 

ers and Pratt 198 l)? If so, what of the similarities between the Hunter's Home group in New 

York S tate and perhaps Clemson's Island sites in Pennsylvania? At this tirne there are no leads 

for this line of inquiry but landscape analyses of the two later groups would provide data sets 

with which to compare Princess Point sites. 

Conclusion: The Landscape of Place 

My use of landscape modelling addresses a cornmunity's perception of the immediate 

or experienced landscape and attempts to provide an explmation of the relationships between a 

cornmunity and its surroundings. 1 suggest how a cornmunity might perceive the immediate 

landscape by presenting these relationships in the format of site clustes, viewsheds, and iso- 



chrons. The landscape approach attempts to move beyond environmental determinism by pre- 

senting a human-environment relationship approach to modeiling of site location, based on re- 

quirements fulfüling not only economic needs but also socidly determined needs. My applica- 

tion of the landscape mode1 to the Princess Point culture demonstrates the effectiveness of a 

landscape methodology to pre-contact data sets in southem Ontario. 

Pnncess Point people interpreted their landscapes in a different manner from either 

Middle Woodland or Glen Meyer groups. Some traits were s h e d  with either group depend- 

ing upon the affordance under study. An explanation of this sharing of cultural traits involves 

an intermediate phase of semi-sedentariness (Chapdelaine 1993, Niemczycki 1984: 198, W il- 

liamson 1985), broadly spanning A.D. 500 to 1200. This would imply a slower pace of change 

then previously believed (Noble 1975, Stothers 1977) for the adoption and domination of culti- 

vation activities associated with maize. The acceptance of an intermediate phase is accompanied 

by a caution that archaeologists should watch for an inherent false dichotorny between foragen 

and farmers. Many subsistence systems, especially in eastern Nonh Amencan Woodland peri- 

ods, fa11 somewhere between or incorporate aspects of both systems (Fritz 1999:425). This is 

apparent in the landscape data analysis, whereby the distinctness of each culture group is com- 

plimented by the sirnilarities both between Middle Woodland and Princess Point groups and 

between Princess Point and Glen Meyer groups. 

The stability of the Glen Meyer settiement system required a prior senlemeni smtegy 

that was successful in its orientation to both cultivated and wild resources. This stability, dem- 

onstrated most recently for the Caivert and Roeland sites, is a cultural extension of the M c e s s  

Point landscape orientation. The Middle Woodland resource-oriented base camp strategy pro- 



vided the foundation for the Princess Point system, a cluster of afiliated sites with one or more 

base or village locales supporting a group in a restricted or prescribed catchment area. The 

Princess Point strategy, refined over a 500-year penod, provided the systernic and potentially 

ideological infrastructure on which Glen Meyer groups could intensifi their cultivation base, 

while at the sarne time transfigure their social relations to emulate the natural and experienced 

landscape relationships developed by Princess Point groups. By A.D. 1000, the physical and 

cognitive landscape configuration, as expressed by a natural boundary orientation demon- 

strated by Princess Point, changed to manifest itself through purely social and related archi- 

tectural relations when the use of a bounded landscape was no longer a viable alternative (either 

by choice or extemai influence). 

Decisions relating to settlement location and mobility are complementary and coopera- 

tive, based on the acquisition of information (Hudecek-Cuffe 1998). The landscape settiement 

mode1 documents these decisions. The change from hunter-gatherer decision-making (based 

on cumulative availablr affordances in the environment used through a seasonal round subsis- 

tence schedule) to cultivation decision-making (based on a more restrictive selection of affor- 

dances in a cultivation oriented semisedentaxy or sedentary lifestyle) occurred gradually over 

thousands of years. Accompanying the settlernent location change was an alteration in mobility 

and social group strategies from a parallel structure (as demonstrated by Hudecek-Cuffe for 

hunter-gatherer Paiaeohdians) to a heterarchical structure in which the mobility of groups was 

interdependent yet nonconstraining. The mobility of activity-oriented groups is an information 

source when viewed through the heterarchicai landscape andysis. "Complicated networks in- 

volving interactions among various categories of people" (Whelan 199550) best describes 



this information source. The residence and habitat isochrons illustrate the conference of cate- 

gories of people ont0 the landscape. The potential influence each group exerts is based upon 

affordances available within unique places. 

Archaeological data pertaining to the period A.D. 400 to 800 in Ohio outline a phe- 

nomenon that straddles Princess Point and Glen Meyer landscape use. At about A.D. 400-500, 

a fundamental change in settlement took place at the beginning of a period termed the eariy 

Late Woodland. The Middle Woodland practice of valley floor habitations was replaced by 

nucleated cornmunities (or clusten), which were typically enclosed by embankments. One ex- 

ample of such sites is described as having naturai and artificial barriers comprising a ditch and 

srnali creek bed, which enclosed the comunity (Wymer 1993: 14 1). The natural and artificial 

boundaries, while not necessarily restricting the social boundaries by visual means, act as 

newly emerging restrictive mechanisms expressed through social re-organisation in the form of 

an architectural environment. 

The determination of the landscape of place is not merely the irnplementation of a sim- 

ple cultural equation. The rationale for a culture group's decision-making processes is not a 

standardised set of guidelines. The landscape of place for Princess Point is not the same as that 

of Middle Woodland or Glen Meyer. My research analyses the basic pnnciples that are sug- 

gested as motivation for decision-making processes leading to site location choice. The seden- 

tarisation of the precontact Iroquoians term is an apt description of the Princess Point situa- 

tion circa A.D. 500 to 1050. My research documents the underlying rationale of settlement 

and subsistence prac tices as perceived through the relations hip between mobility and social 

organisation. While not an exhaustive investigation nor necessarily exclusive to the culture 



groups within, the landscape senlement model's use of a viewshed approach m e r s  the in- 

vestigation of settlement and subsistence practices and allows us to quanti@ mobility and so- 

cial group activities. The landscape settlement mode1 provides a means of archaeological as- 

sessrnent by way of a methodological and systematic investigation of landscape as both a 

physical entity documented as the natural landscape and as a socially delineated construction as 

depicted by the experienced landscape. 



Appendix A: Viewsheds. 



O 1,000 2,m 
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Figure Al-1: Princess Point Cayuga cluster: Cayuga Bridge. 



Figure Al-2: Princes Point Cayuga cluster: Grand Banks. 
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Figure Al-3: Princess Point Cayuga cluster: Young 1. 



Figure A 1 4  Princes Point Indiana cluster: Meyer. 



Figure Al-5: Princess Point Indiana cluster: Indiana. 



Figure A M :  Princes Point Indiana cluster: Lester. 



Figure A 1-7: Princes Point Indiana cluster: York. 



O 1,000 2,000 A Glass site 
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Figure Al-8: Princes Point Oxbow cluster: G l a s  



O 1 ,000 2,000 A Stratford Flots site fi O . viewshed 

Figure Al-9: Pnncess Point Oxbow cluster: Stratford Flats. 



O 1 2,000 A Oxbow Flats site 
O . viewshed 

Figure Al-10: Princes Point Oxbow cluster: Oxbow Flats. 
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Figure Al-11: Princess Point Oxbow cluster: Bow Park. 
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Figure Al-12: Princes Point Oxbow cluster: Mohawk Chapel. 



O 500 1,000 A Tutela site 
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Figure Al-13: Princess Point Oxbow cluster: Tutela. 



O 1,000 2,000 A Princess Point site 
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Figure Al-14: Princess Point Cootes Paradise cluster: Princess Point. 



Figiire Al-15: Princess Point Cwtes Paradise claster: Sassafras Point. 



Figrire Al-16: PFincess Point Cwtes Paradise cluster: Bd's  Point 
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Figure Al-17: Princess Point Cwtes Paradise cluster: Arboretum. 
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Figare Al-18: Princess Point Cootes Paradise cluster: Liiac Gardens. 
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Figure Al-19: Middle WoodIand Delaware cluster: Boresma. 



Figure Al-20: Middle Woodland Delaware cluster: Sibelius. 
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Figure Al-21: Middle Woodland Delaware cluster: Brodie. 
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Figure Al-22: Middle Woodland Delaware cluster: P.U.C.. 
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Figure Al-23: Middle Woodland Delaware cluster: Site A. 
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Figure Al-24: Middle Woodland Pond Mills cluster: Pond Mills. 
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Figure Al-25: Middle Woodland Pond Mills cluster: Robert Baty. 
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Figure Al-26: Middle Woodland Pond Mills cluster: Bradley Avenue. 



Figure Al-27: Middle Woodland Pond Mills cluster: East Bog. 
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Figure Al-28: Middle Woodland Pond Mills cluster: West Bog. 



Figure Al-29: Middle W d l a n d  Pond Mills cluster: Site A. 
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Figure Al-30: Middle Woodland Pond Mills cluster: Site B. 



Figure Al-31: GIen Meyer Dorchester cluster: Calvert. 
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Figure Al-32: Glen Meyer Dorchester cluster: Cedar Ravine. 
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Figure Al-33: Glen Meyer Dorchester cluster: Mustos. 
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Figure Al-34: Glen Meyer Dorchester cluster: Larch. 



Figure Al-35: Gien Meyer Dorchester cluster: Keith. 



Figure Al-36: Glen Meyer Dorchester cluster: Andrew. 
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Figure Al-37: Glen Meyer Caradoc cluster: Caradoc 10. 
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Figure Al-38: Glen Meyer Caradoc cluster: Caradoc 13. 
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Figure Al-39: Gien Meyer Caradoc cluster: MiV18. 
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Figure Al-40: Glen Meyer Caradoc cluster: Smale. 
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Figure Al-41: Glen Meyer Caradoc cluster: Roeland. 
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Figure Al-42: Glen Meyer Wentworth cluster: Clish. 
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Figure Al-43: Glen Meyer Wentworth cluster: Chedoke Falls. 



Figure Al-44: Glen Meyer Wentworth cluster: Wade. 
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Figure Al-45: Glen Meyer Wentworth cluster: Olrnstead. 



Figure Al-46: Grey sites: Holmdale. 
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Figure Al-47: Grey sites: Lone Pine. 



Figure Al-48: Grey sites: Porteous. 
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